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A B S T R A C T

The aim of this study is to provide a critical 
survey of the earl3r Arabic anthologies compiled between 
the end of the first century and the beginning' of the 
fourth century A.H. These are s four consisting oX 
complete poems (treated in chs• 1 - ty), Xour oX extracts 
(chs. 5 - 6 ) > and three oX single verses (ch. 7 )*

Although it seemed convenient and preferable to 
group these anthologies in this way, they have been studied 
individually. Xn chapter 7, however, the anthologies oX 
single verses have also been studied collectively.

The study oX each anthology opens with an enquiry 
about the worlc as it now exists. This usually entails 
reference to the various recensions, editions, manuscripts 
and commentaries known and available. This is followed 
by a’ 'threefold study of (l) the subject matter, (2 ) the 
authenticity of the work and genuineness of the contents 
and (3 ) the criteria of selection and method of compilation,

Xn the epilogue, reference is made to eight anthologies 
compiled between the fourth and seventh centuries - thus 
pointing to the continuity of this kind of works.



Ill

From th&se investigations, conclusions have been 
drawn about the anthologies as a whole - their development, 
preservation, reliability, criteria of excellence, and 
other striking features*

A critical survey of the kind provided has not 
been made before, and it covers several works not i:>reviously 
studied*
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V

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this study the beginning' of the fourth century 
A.H. is taken as a dividing line between what may be termed 
early and later Arabic anthologies, Works compiled after 
the fourth century are mostly imitations of those preceeding 
them and they usually contain selections from obviously 
later poets.

Early anthologies are of great importance for 
two reasons*. First, they preserve a great deal of early 
Arabic poetry, especially the works of the Muqillin, most 
of which are not found elsewhere, Secondly, they set before 
us numerous specimens of early works that were considered 
outstanding either by general opinion or by the compilers, 
who were themselves eminent scholars and critics.

Some of the anthologies, namely"al-Mu1allaqat",
"al-Mufaddaliyyat11 and the l,Hamasahn of Abu Tammam have
been the subject of several valuable studies; but, others
such as "Jamharat Ash’ar al-’Arab", the "Hamasah11 of al-Buhuri,

* •

,fal»¥ahshiyyat11, not to mention the anthologies of single 
verses which are usually overlooked, have not received due 
a 11 e n t i on.

This study is an attempt to fill this gap as well 
as providing a general survey of all the early anthologies.



VI

The anthologies have been classified into three 
groups! (l) complete poems, (2 ) extracts, and (3 ) single 
verses# This arrangement is roughly chronological and, 
because it reveals the nature of the works was preferred 
to a strict chronological classification • Within their 
groups, the anthologies have been studied individually*

The study is fundamentally a fresh examination of 
the anthologies surveyed and, whenever possible, of their 
extant manuscripts. Early commentaries on these works 
and the writings of early scholars, which furnish valuable 
background information, have also been regarded as main 
sources* The studies pf modern scholars have been always 
consulted and discussed*

In considering the contents of the anthologies and 
the anthologists*.1' methods and techniques, the study is 
somewhat detailed. Regarding the difficult question of the 
genuineness of the contents, however, the study tends to be 
of a general nature - a detailed examination for this purpose 
of the vast material contained in the anthologies is obviously 
beyond the scope of this work. In this connection, studies 
of modern researchers have been utilised.

This study is thus hoped to illuminate an important 
series of early Arabic poetic works.



C H A P T E R  I

"AL-MU*ALLAQAT"



I

So far as is known, the collection of the seven 
odes constitutes the earliest Arabic verse anthology*

The popular name of these poems is "al-Muf allaqatM . 
This name arises from the belief that, in token of honour, 
they were suspended in the Ka'bah. The number of the 
poems is commonly given as seven.

1These traditions, however, have been contested.
To arrive at the Tacts, a survey of the divergent views 
will be helpful.

* • #

As to the title, 11 al-Mu1 allaqat,f, it is found that the 
earliest scholar to apply it was Ibn 1 Abd Rabbih

1. fAbd al-Qadir ’Umar al-Baghdadi, Khizancft al-Adab,
(Bulaq 1299 A.H.)> I. 6l.
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(ob. 327 A .H .) In bis "al-^Iqd al-Faridn, be writes,
” *Tbe Mudhahhabat * , i.e. 'The Gilded Poems1, are seven and

1they mi gilt be called 1 al-Mu * allaqat " It is patent from 
tbis statement that, although the title, 11 al-Mu • allaqat11 
is applied, it is given a subordinate position to that of 
the other title, ual-Mudhahhabat. 11

Similarly, al-Qurashi, who was more or less a
2contemporary of Ibn fAbd Rabbih, apx^lied the title, nal- 

Mu *allaqat"; but stated that the Arabs used to name the
Opoems "al-Sumuttr , i.e. "The Necklaces".* •

Later on, the title, "al-Mu' a l l a q a t w a s  used by 
Ibn Rasbiq^ (ob. 463 A.H.), Ibn Khaldun"* and al-Suyuti;^ 
and has come to be commonly used.

On the other band, all the critics before Ibn 'Abd 
^abbih and all the main commentators on the poems employed 
titles other than "al-Mu ' allaqat. "

1. Ahmad b. Muhammad b* 'Abd Rabbih, al-'Iqd al-Farid,
(Cairo 1398, 1316 A.H.), III, S3 .

2. See ch.IV of this thesis,
3 . Abu Zaid Muhammad b.Abi al-IChattab al Qurashi, Jamharat

Ash 1 ar al-'Arab, (Bulaq 1308 A.H.), 3̂ -•
4. Hasan^b. Rashiq al-Qairawani, al-*Umdah, ed. Muhammad

Muhyi al-Din 'Abd al-^amid, (Cairo 1955), X, pp. 96 , 102, 
105.

5. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah,
(Bulaql902, 13^0 A.H.), p.576.
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Ibn Sallam (ob, 232 A.H.) applies the title, ”al- 
Wahidah", i.e. ’’The Unique One1’, to four of these poems*
He also calls their composers »' , i.e. "The
Composers of fThe Ones While considering the poem
of ’Antarah, he writes, ’’This poem is unique among the 
abundant output of fAntarah and was therefore included 
among ’The Ones ’ * "

Twice in his "al-Shi’r wal-Shu1ara", Ibn Qutaibah 
(ob. 276 A.H.) refers to these poems simply as ’’The Seven.” 
About the poem of 'Antarah, he writes, "it used to be called

41 al-Mudhahhabah ’ , i.e. ’The Gilded Poem1'1, and to the poem 
of Tarafah he applies two titles: ”Tawilah” , i.e. "The Long
Poem” and, on the authority of Abu ’Ubaidah, ”¥ahidah”,
i.e. ”The One.”5

6 . (Contd. from previous page) ’Abd al Rahman b. Abi.. Ba&r 
Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir, ed.’Muhammad Ahmad 
Jad al-Mawla and others, (Cairo, n.d.), l l , 487.

1. Muhammad b, Sallam al-Jumahi, Tabaqul Puhul al-Shu’ara*
ed. Mahmud Muhammad Shakir, (Cairo 1952 ) , pp .127,128,115.

2. Ibid, 128.
The title ”al~¥ahidah" means either ”The Unique Poem”, 

in the sense that*it is unparallelled, or ”The One Poem 
produced by its composer.” Since the composers of such 
poems produced more than one poem each, the first 
interpretation is clearly that intended.

3. ’Abd Allah b. Muslim b. Qutaibah, al-Shi’r wal-Shu’ara*
ed. De Goeje, (Leiden, 1904), pp.120, 144.

4. Ibid, 132.
5 . Ibid, pp.8 8 , 92.
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Ahmad b. Abl Tahir Taifur (ob* 280 A.H*) names the 
* * >•

1 - - - 1poems "Qasa'id al-Sab* al-Tj£wal al-Jahiliyyat," i.e.
11 The Seven Long Pre-Islamic Poems*" According to Ibn 
al-Nadim, an abbreviation of this name is applied by 
al-'Umari, the judge of Takrit, who calls the poems "al- 
Sab f al-Jahiliyyat, i.e. "The X^re-Islamic Seven, 11

The earliest commentaries that have reached us are
those of Ibn Kaisan (ob. 299 A.H.), Abu BafcSr b. al-Anbtari
(ob. 327 A.H.) and Ibn al-Nahhas (ob. 33^ A.H.). According

* •_ 3 - - - 4to Ibn al-Nadim and !Abd al-Rahman b. al~Anbari, the
poems in these commentaries are called "al-Sab* al-flwal, 11
i.e. "The Seven Long Poems." However, in Frenkel's

5edition of a portion of Ibn-al-Nahhas's commentary and• •

in the India Office M s . ̂  of Ibn Kaisan*s, the poems are
named "The Seven Famous Poems;" whereas in the British

7Museum Ms. of Ibn al-Nahhas*s commentary the name is

1. Ahmad b. Abi Tahir Taifur, al-Manthur wal-Manzum,
British Museum_Ms.Vno• Add^ 18532, Fol. 50.

2. Muhammad b. Ishaq b. al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, ed. Flilgel,
(Leipz ig 1871), p.82.

3. Ibn al-Nadim^ p.75* _
4̂. *Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. al-Anlaari, Nuzhat al-

Alibba*, ed. al-Samarra’i (Baghdad 1959) PP*l62, 202.
5. F. Frenkel, An-Nahhas Commentar, (Halle I876).
6 . India Office Ms. N o .800/B.122.
7 . British Museum Ms. No. OR.415.
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"The Seven Chosen Poems", Among the works of Abu Ba|£r 
—  —  —  1b. al-Anbari, Yaqut reckons a commentary entitled,"Shark 

al-Jahiliyyat", which is almost certainly the same 
commentary mentioned previously but under another title*

—2The commentary of al-Zauzaniv (ob. 486 A.H.) is
entitled, "Sharia al-Qasa’id al-Sab1 11, and that of al-

• •

Tibrizi^ (ob. 502 A.H.) is entitled, "Shark al-Qasa’id
• *

al-1Ashr."

It seems, therefore, that although the popular title, 
"al-Mu'allaqat", has prevailed over other titles, it was 
almost certainly unknown before the fourth century A.H.

• • •

The scholars who a\ithenticate the title, "al-
Mu 1allaqat", support the theory that the poems were

4suspended in the K a ’bah or hung on its walls.

On the other hand, Ibn al-Nahhas strongly rejects 
that theory on the grounds that none of the rhapsodists

1* Yaqut b. * Abd Allah al-Hattiawi, Irshad al-Arib, ed.
D.S. Margoliouth (Cairo_1925), VI,

2. al-Zauzani, Sharh al-Q.asa*id al-Sab1, (Cairo 1271 A.H.)
3* YaJ^ya b. !A1I al-Tibrizi, Sharh al-QasS’id al-fAshr, 

ed. C.J. Lyall, (Calcutta 1894)*
4. Ibn 1Abd_Rabbih,III, 83 - Ibn Rashiq,_I, - al-

Baghdadi,Khizanah, I, 6l - Ibn IChaldun, Muqaddimah,p .576.
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acknowledged it. He seems ready to accept another 
theory that some kings preserved the famous poems in their
libraries, and that if they admired a poem they would say,

2 -"Hang it in our gallery." However, Ibn al-Nahhas
• t

concludes that Hammad, the Khapsodist, on noting that the
Arabs abandoned poetry, collected these poems, urged the

3people to study them and said, "These are the famous poems." 
Therefore the poems acquired this name.

Most of the modern researchers reject the theory that
the poems were suspended in the Ka'bah, as it lacks
historical substantiation. Neither do they seem ready
to accept the other theory that they were hung in the kings *
libraries. The general tendency is to get away from the
sense of ’suspension* in interpreting the title,"al-
M u 1 allaqat." Xn this direction, many attempts have been 

4made. Perhaps the best interpretation is that "al- 
Mu* allaqat" means "al-^aia’id", i.e. "The Necklaces." Xt 
accords with al-Qurashi's statement that the poems in

1. Frenkel, al-Nahhas Commentar,p.YXX seq*

3.
4. For different interpretations of this title see:

J. Robson,'J.R.S.A., (London 1936), p .83 seq.
A>:Jv£ Arberry, The Seven Odes, (London 195?)> P*22 seq. 
N01deke, al-Mu*allaqat, Encyclopaedia Brittannica,
11th ed., XVIII, 633.
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question were called " a l - S u m u t w h i c h  also means nThe 
Necklaces.

Recalling' the conclusion that the title, "al- 
M u 1 allaqat", is a late invention, one Teels that the tales 
about the suspension of the poems in the ICa'bah or in the 
kings1 libraries were advanced merely to justify the title*

Although, however, the tales are not historically 
substantiated, they do not seem to be utterly false* One 
cannot easily dismiss the possibility that some of the 
poems were written on sheets of paper and displayed to the 
people gathering in the sacred Haram* To be read easily, 
the sheets might have been hung in a conspicuous position 
on the wall of the Ka'bah for a while and then taken down. 
Similarly, some of the kings or tribal chiefs might have 
hung certain poems in their libraries. It is still a

1* Al-Qurashi, ijamharah, p.35*
2. In this context two suggestions could be put forward.

First, that the title is derived from the roo t i.e.
'to love*. Therefore it means "The Most Liked Poems" 

The root11 1 Aiiqa" is used in this sense five 
times in the Mu'allaqah of al-Afsha and once in the 
Mu'allaqah of 'Antarah. Second, that the title means 
"The Poems that remained in Peoples1 Memories." 
According to Ibn Sallam, the expression 
means that two verses have stuck in one's memory 
(Tabaqat p.317)

3* This view is alluded to by al-Baglidadi (Khizanah I, 61) 
It is attributed to Ibn al-Kalbi by an anonymous writer 
glossing on the commentary of al-Zanzani (see al- Zanzani , Sharh al p . 1. )
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common practice in Arabia for manuscripts of poems to 
be received and preserved by eminent people after the 
poet has read these poems in their presence*

These possibilities, however, cannot be I'egarded as 
adequate support for the theories of suspension, though 
they show why some scholars endorsed such theories*

* • »

It is agreed, practically without exception, that
1the M u 1allaqat are seven. The literary sources, however, 

differ in naming the contributing poets*

— 2 - -3The earliest commentators, Xbn Kaisan, Xbn-al-Anbari
and Ibn al-Nahhas agree that the contributing poets are

• •

Imru’1-Qais, Tarafah, Zuhair, Labid, fAntarah, al-Harith
• *

and * Arnr b. Kulthum. Ibn al-Nahhas strongly criticises• •
4any alteration or attempted improvement in this list*

However, as many learned people consider the Lam-rhyming
—5 —  6poem of al-A'sha and the Dal-rhyming poem of al-Nabighah

1 . Ibn a l - N a d i ^ p .82. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi'r, pp. 120, 144.
Ibn al-Anbari, Nuzhat p.364. Yaqut, II, 73.

2. India Office Ms* No. 800/B.122.
3* Z D M G (Leipzig.1910), 64, p.2l6.
4. Frenkel, An-Nahhets Commentar p«7> se<l* ^
5* The first line reads: 6
6 . " « « "
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the equals of "The Seven Poems" both in quality and fame, 
Ibn al-Nahhas appends them to his recension but emphasises* 4

that they are not among the original collection.

The commentator, al-Zauzani lists the original seven
poets already reckoned; whereas al-Tibrizi'*' follows ibn
al-Nahhas in reproducing the nine poems in his recension 

* *

-  - 2plus the Ba*-rhyming poem by ’ Abid b. al-Abras. Like
Ibn al-Nahhas, he does not treat the poems of al-A!sha,• •

al-Nabighah and ’Abid as an integral part of the anthology.

Taifur, who proves acquainted with the various accounts 
*

of the rhapsodists, confirms that the contributing seven 
are Imru’l-Qais, Zuhair, Tarafah, ’Amr, fAntarah, Labid 
and al-I-Iarith. He also states that some rhapsodists 
include ’Abid, al-A’sha and al-Nabighah*^

—  bIbn ’Abd Rabbih lists the same seven named by Taifur,
«

On the other hand, al-Qurashi maintains that the 
contributing poets are Imru’l-Qais, al-Nabighah, al-A?sha, 
Labid, *Amr and Tarafah, Moreover, the two poems by

1. al-Tibrizi, Sharh al-Qasa’i d , p .1.
2. The first line reads: \ f
3. Taifur, al-Manthur, Fol.50. 

ibn ’Abd Rabbih, III, 83.
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al-Nabighah and al-A*sha, which occur in al-Qurashi*s
recension are not the same poems which usually appear in

1 - othex' sources. Ibn Khaldun * s list is similar to that
of al-Qurashi with 'Alqamah b. fAbadah replacing fAmr b. 

- 2Iiulthum. The inclusion of 1 Alqamah b. *Abadah in Ibn
Khaldun *s list gains reinforcement from the fact that,
on the authority of Hammad, Arabs called two poems by

3this poet, "Stmts", which is one of the titles of the 
"Suspended Poems."

Ibn Qutaibah has not advanced any special list; but 
he mentions two poems incidentally as belonging to "The 
S e v e n . T h e s e  are the "Mu'allqah" of *Amr and the Ba*- 
rhyming poem of 'Abid b. al-^bras. The latter is one of 
the appended poems in al-Tibrizi's recension.

Neither does Ibn Sallam contribute a list; but he

1 . al-Qurashi, Jamharah, p. 35-
2. Ibn Khaldun, p.576 . _

After his list of seven poets, Ibn Khaldun adds, "and 
others." This phrase might mean, as Prof. Blachere 
seems to think, that in Ibn Khaldun *s opinion, the 
composers of the Mu'allaqat are more than the seven he 
has listed. The context, however, shows that this 
phrase refers to other poets were also allowed,
according to Ibn Khaldun's belief, to hang their poems 
on the Ka'bah. (see: Regis Blachere*s Histoire de la 
Litte'rature Arabe, Paris 1952 > 147

3* Abu al-JTaraj al-Isfahanl, Aghclnl, ed. Rudolph E, Brdnnow, 
(Leyden 1888), XXI, 173- The two "Simts" by 'Alqamah 
are poems Nos. 119 & 120 in "al-Mufad^aliyyat."

4. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi'r, pp.120,144.
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applies the title "al-Wahidah" to six poems.1 These 
are the four Mu'allaqahs of Tarafah, 'Antarah, *Amr b.
Kulthum and al-Iiarith, the 'Ain-rhyming poem of Suwaid b.

-  -  - 2Abi ICahil al-Yashfcfuri and the Dal-rhyming poem of al-
Aswad b. Ya'fur? Xn his UllUmdah",^ Xbn Rashiq (ob. 910
A.H.) gives a list of the poets who composed "The Ones."
Xt includes the six poets already reckoned by Ibn Sallam,
plus the poets 'Ainr b. Ma'dikarib and al-Ash'ar b. Himran

♦

al-Ju'fl. That one of 'Ainr b. Ma'dikarib's poems is 
among "The Ones" and is reinforced by the fact that Xbn 
'abd al-Barr (ob. 463 Ayll.) designated a poem by this 
poet as "one of *The Mudhahhabat'." "The Mudhahhabat" 
and "The Ones" are two alternative titles for the 
suspended poems. If one of al-Ash'ar's poems is among
"The Ones" at all, it must be the famous poem that has

-6 - - 7been selected by both al-Asma'i and Abi Tamniam in their

1. Ibn. Sallam, pp.115, 127, 128.
2. Xt is poem No.40 in "al-Mufaddaliyyat." The first line

reads : ^
3* It is poem N o .44 in J'al-Mufaddaliyyat•" The first line 

reads:
4. al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir, IX, 487 ~~ Jbr> _
5. Yusuf b.’ 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Barr, al-Xsti' ab

(^Iaiderabad 1336 A.H.), p.452. The poem is No.6l in 
"al-Asma'iyyat" (ed. ShSkir). The first line reads:

6 . 'Abd al-MaliK b. Quraib al-Asma'i, al-Asma'iyyat, ed.
Ahmad Muhammad ShalsCir & 'Abd al-Salam ’Harun, [Cairo 
1955), Poem No.44. The first line reads:
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- -1anthologies. Al-Marzubani quotes this and. calls it 
"the poet's famous poem."

These divergent lists confront us with three possible 
alternatives: either to adhere to the old theory that
the poems ax̂ e seven*,, and to attempt to select the most 
authentic list of* the poets; or to abandon that theory 
and to accept whatever lists can be historically 
substantiated regardless of the total number of the poems 
(according to the lists already surveyed, 18 poems are 
totalled); or to try to reconcile these two points of 
vi ew.

The fir’st of these is rigid. Xt leads to the
arbitrary rejection of some authentic traditions. One
instance of this is Ndldeke's examination of Xbn Khaldun's
list, which includes 'Alqamah b. 'abadah among the

ocontributing poets of the "Mu ' allaqat. " NdJldeke suggests 
that the inclusion of 'Alqamah is a mistaken transcrijjtion;

7* (Contd. from previous page) Habib b. Aws al-Ta’i, al-
¥ahshiyyat, Ms. No.330, Topkapu Sarayi K&tuphanesi,Fol.33•

1. Muhammad b. 'Imran al-MarzufeSnt» Mu 1jam al-Shu'ara*, ed.
Krenkow, (Cairo 1935 )> P»^7*

2. Ndldeke, Encyclop. Brit., XVIIX, 633*
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whereas on the authority of al-Isfahani, the inclusion
1of this poet is confirmed by Hammad al-Rawiyah.

The second attitude, tempting as it is with its 
novelty, contradicts its ovm historical basis by 
sacrificing the unanimously accepted tradition that the 
poems are seven.

The following suggestion would perhaps reconcile all 
the apparently divergent historical facts:

In pre-Islamic times, the poetic masterpieces used to 
be selected according to certain methods that will be 
considered later. It appears that the number of poems 
selected was not limited and there were many titles, which 
were not always consistently applied. Two poems could be 
contributed by one poet, as in the case of 'Alqamah; and 
two titles could be bestowed on one poem, as in the case

2of the "Mu ' allaqah11 of 'Antarah which was called "al-Simt"•3  ̂̂  o /and "al-Mudhhabah" . Among titles for other poems were
"al-Yatimah"^, "al-Dahiyah"^ and " a l - M u n s i f a h . T h e

1 . al-Isfahan!, al-Aghanx > ***> 173
2. al-Qurashx, Jamharah, p.34.
3. Ibn Qutaibah ̂v al-Shi 1 r , p. 132.
4. "Al-Yatxmah" , i.e. "The Unequalled11 was applied to the

'Ain-rhyming poem of Suwaid b. Abx Kahil. Ibn Sallam 
reckons this poem amongg "The Ones." It is No.40 in 
"al-Muf addaliyyat11 (ed. Shakir, Cairo 1943, II, 188)
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practice of making suck selections lasted years and 
therefore one assumes that more than seven or eighteen 
poems must have been chosen*'*’

After Islam, Hammad, The Rhapsodist, pondered over
these favourite poems and gathered from them those he

2asserted to be the most famous seven.

Scholars reacted, in three different ways. Some 
preserved the original collection* Others thought that 
some alteration might improve it. Some scholars, like 
Ibn Sallam and al-Isfahani, indifferent to Hammad1s work

5♦ (Contd. from j^nevious page) *Al~Dahiyahn , i.e. "The 
Great’ One” was applied to a poem by al-Muhalhil b. 
Habl'ah. It is No.19 in "Jamharat A s h 1 ar al-'Arab,*1 
See: The British Museum Ms. of this anthology (NO.OR. 
415), Fol.139 where it is glossed, "

6 . al-Munsifahn is a title applied to some poems in which 
the poets speak justly about their tribal enemies. Ibn 
Sallam mentions two poems, one by al-Mufaddal al-Nukrl 
and the other by Khidash b. Zuhair, both entitled 
"Mun^ifah* 11 In the "Hamasah of Abu Taramant?, there is a 
poem by Abu al-AKhyal al-'Ijlr, which is said to have 
borne the same title. The two Khalidls mention the 
poem by al-Mufaddal al-Nukrl and add two others by fAbd 
al-Shariq al Jtlhanx and al-* Abbas b. Mirdas, also called 
"Munsifas", in ^Majmu'at al-Ma’ani”, moreover, there 
are two pieces by Hikmat b. Q^is al-Kinanl and al- 
Musawwar b. Ziyadah similarly described. See: Ibn Sallam 
pp.121-123 - al-Baghdadx, Khizanah, 111,52 - al-Marzujji, 
Sharh al-Hamasah.,I I ,7^9, note - Abu^Bakr Muhammad_al- 
Khalidi and Abu fUthman S a 1Id al-Khalidl, al-Ashbah wal- 
Naza1i r , ed, Muhammad Yusuf, (Cairo 1958), pp.148-153 
1 Abd Allah b. Muhammad b, al-Sid al-Batalyusi, al-Iqtidab

(Beirut 1901), p.367.
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continued to quote the pre-Islamic famous poems under 
their old titles.

This is the cause of the discrepancies in the accounts 
dealing with "The Seven Poems" and the favourite poetry 
in general. Xt is almost certain, however, that all the 
scholars were reproducing masterpieces already selected 
in pre-Islamic times.

* • •

Xt is obvious from the previous survey that most of
the scholars, Taifur, Ibn Kaisan, Ibn al-Anbari, Ibn al-

*

Nahhas» Ibn fAbd Rabbih, al-Zauzani and al-Tibrizi agree 
• *

about the contributing poets. These poets are Imru’al- 
Qais , Tarafah, Zuhair, fAmr, ’Antarah, Labid and al-Haritli.

The order of these poets varies; on the whole Irnru'al- 
Qais, Tarafah, and Zuhair precede the four others.

1. (Contd. from previous page) One of the poems which received
public acclaim is that^by Qais b. al-Khatlin, It begins 

UAI U' U — -v . According to al-Isfahanx,
this poem was selected by al-Nabighah in the fair of 
lUkaz. The Prophet asked for a special recital of this 
poem. See: al-Isfahanl, II, 162 seq.

2. Ibn An-Nahhas Commentar, p.Vii seq. - al-Anbari, Nuzhah,
p.32.
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The five main recensions of the anthology, namely
those of Xbn Kaisan, Ibn al-Anbari, Ibn al-Nahhas, al-• •

SSauzani and al-Tibrizi differ slightly, as is usual in 
all early works, in the texts they give of the poems.

Recalling that al-2auzani and al-Tibrizi are
relatively late, and dependent on their forerunners, and

1that the extant Mss. of Ibn Kaisanfs commentary are
incomplete, one feels justified in believing that the
recensions of Ibn al-Anbari and Ibn al-Nahhas, represent,

• *

between them, the truest record of the anthology.

* * #

The four poems of Imru f«tL-Qais, ^arafah, Labid and*

■Antarah mirror the personal lives and experiences of their 
composers. Apart from the amatory preludes and the 
descriptions of she-camels or horses, the poems exhibit 
respectively the love-affairs of Iinru ML-Qais , the family 
disputes of Tarafah, the personal and tribal boasts of

• v':

Labid, and the romance and chivalry of 'Antarah.

1 . The Berlin Ms. consists of five poems and that of the
India Office contains only one. See: Carl Brockelmann, 
B-eschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, trans* 1 Abd al- 
Halim al-Najjar, (Cairo 1959), 1, 70 .
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Tlae two poems of 'Amr and al— Harith record both, vocal 
and bloody battles between their tribes, Taghlib and 
Bakr.

Unique among' them is the £>oem of Zuhair, in which the 
poet px'eaches the gospel of peace among all people*
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II

Except for some modern scholars who have different 
degrees of doubt, the authenticity of the poems, "al- 
Mu'allaqat," has been taken for granted by practically 
everyone.

Early scholars, however, observe that, in every
"Mu *allaqah", there are one or more lines which are not 

1genuine. They also remark that the opening lines of
the "Mu 1allaqah" of ' Arar are in fact by the poet * Amr
b. fAddiyy and have been prefixed to this Mu*allaqah.
The real opening line is said to be No. 8 in al-Tibrizi’s 

2recension. Similarly, the existing opening line of
the "Mu1allaqah" of *Antarah is not by that poet. The

~ ? 3real opening line is No. 2 in al-Tibrizi*s recension.

1. al-Tibrizi, Sharh al Qasa’i d , pp.21, 48, 63, 110 -
Tarafah * s M o ^ l l a q a , ed. 0. Rescher (istatibul 191l)
• d 1̂4 iHn .

2* al-rMarzubanl, Mu 1 jam, p. 203 “ al-Isfahani, al-Aghani ,
XIV, 73.

3. Ibid, IX, 222.
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Besides, owing to differences in transmissions,
the extant recensions exhibit discrepancies in the texts

1and order of the lines.

None the less, for these early scholars, the 
genuineness of the anthology, on the whole, is undisputable.

On the other hand, the modern scholars, Margoliouth,
Taha Husain and Blachere put forward arguments which can
be summarised as follows: l) that the transmitter,
Iiammad, is unreliable, Z) that the contents of the poems 
•

suggest late forgery and 3 ) that the poems which have 
been overestimated are not truly representative of the 
ancient poetry.

• • •

The transmission argument is advanced by Prof.
Margoliouth, who writes, tfIt is asserted by Yaqut, on the
authority of Xbn al-Nahhas, that the seven Mu'allaqat• •

were collected by this Hainmad; one could wish their♦
2discovery had been made by someone more respectable. 11

1. For discrepancies see: Ahmad b. al-Ainin al-Shin^xti,
al-Mu1allaqat al~TAshr w a ’Abhbaru Q a ’ilxha, ,(Cairo 
1331 A.H.).

2. Margoliouth, The Origins of Arabic Poetry, J.jR.A.S.,
(London 1925T> P • seq.
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The assertion that Hamrnad collected the poems does
not necessarily imply that he was their first discoverer.
The truth is that the poems tvere known and being
transmitted by rhapsodists even before Hammad1s birth.

*

1 - -Taifur relates, on the authority of al-Hirmazi, that these 
• *

poems were among the poetic masterpieces ordered by
- - 2M u ’awiyah to be taught to his son. Al-Tibrizi relates

3that Abu Zaid studied the 11 Mu * allaqahft of ^uhair under 
Abu ,Axrir b. al-fAla’ (ob. l$k A.H.), who asserted, in 
his turn, that he had read it fifty years previously, 
that is when Hammad was a little child.

The poems appear in the Diwans of their composers
and in the commentaries on the anthology„ They are also
quoted in the general literary sources like "Tabaqat

♦

Fuhul al-Shu1 ara’ 11, nal-Shi?r wal-Shu'ara’ 11 and nal~Aghanin . *

An examination of the authorities for these works shows
that, as far as the transmission of the poems is concerned,
Hammad did not always go unqxies tioned as the ultimate 
•

authority.

1 . Taifur, al-Manthur, Fol.^O.
2 . al-Tibrxzx, Sharh al Qdaa1 id, p.65. ___
3 . The chain of authorities given by al-Tibrizi indicates

that this Abu Said is the famous scholar Abu 3aid al- 
Ansarl*
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The "Mu’allaq.ahs" of 'Antarah, Tarafah, Zuhair and
ImruVl-Qais appear in "The Divans of the Six" edited by 

1Ahlwardt. The chain of authorities for this work goes
back to al-Asma'i. Whether or not al-Asma'i consulted *

Hammad in the course of compiling his work, the high 
«

reputation of the former as a trustworthy scholar, who
would not endorse without thorough examination what was
handed down to him, vouches for the genuineness of "The 

2Divans♦"

The "Mu *allaqah" of ImruVl-Qais occurs also in al-
Tusi's recension of that poet's Diwan? which is based on 
*

the transmission of al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi. Similarly, al-i • “
Tusi's recension of Labid1s Diwan, which includes the

kMu'allaqah of that poet, might also be based on al-
Mufaddal 's transmission, since al-Tusi was a Kufan student
and since, in his commentary on the poerns, he frequently
quotes Ibn al-A'rabi, the stepson of al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi.

* • «

The latter's testimony is as original and sound as would be
- 5expected from Hammad's rival, whose integrity is unquestioned.

1. The Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic Poets, ed. W.Ahlwardt
(London 1870 ) , p p *Sk j'""53“ 94 , 146^

2. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.46 seq.
3. Diwan Imri*al-Qais, ed. M. Abul-Fadl Ibrahim, (Cairo 1058),

pp. 10-22.
ti‘ Per Diwan Des Lebid, ed. Y.D. al-Chalide. (Wien 1880), p.150.
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The M u !allaqah of Zuhair is included in his Diwan
which was collected and commented on by the ICufan

1grammarian Tha*lab. Although T h a flab does not reveal 
his authorities, his standing as a scholar gives weight 
to his endorsement of the poems.

The Mu'allaqas of fAmr and al-Harith appear in al-
-  -  -  2Fatih Ms, of their Diwans. Unfortunately, however,*

this Ms, is anonymous.

The main commentaries, which represent the poems as 
a separate anthology, show that many authorities have been 
consulted about the text, Al~Tibrizi, who sums up the 
information given by the commentators before him, quotes
scholars like Abu ,Amr b. al~*Ala, Abu *Ubaidah, al-Asma’i,

„  -  -  -  3Sibawaihi, Xbn al-Afrabi, al-Mubarrad, and others. He
also states that, to authenticate a suspected line, many

krhapsodists and sometimes the Bedouins may be consulted,

5. (Contd. from previous page) Yaqut, VII, 171.
1 . Tha'lab, Sharh Diwan Zuhair, ed. Ahmad ZakI al-'Adawi

(Cairo 1 )  *, Poem No. I,
2 , Al-Patih library, Ms. No, 533. See: F. Krenkow, Diwan

f Amr ,b . ICulthum, al-Mashriq (Beirut 1$>22), VIX , 596.
3* al-TibrizI, Sharh al-Qasa’i d , pp. 58,12,20,10,35,55. 
h. » ' " pp. 51,3-
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Even if such commentaries were originally based on Hammadfs 
transmission, this wide consultation of the most eminent 
scholars of the second and third centuries A.H, confirms 
that the anthology has been endorsed after thorough 
consideration and enquiry.

Similar weightyy endorsements appear in the general 
literary sources mentioned previously, A scholar like 
Xbn Sallam, who proves aware of Hammadrs failings in 
connection with the transmission of poetx’y would not have 
quoted "al-Mu*allaqatM without very careful examination.

The conclusion is that Hammad‘s transmission of the♦

poems cannot, as Prof. Margoliouth suggests, be invalidated 
since his version has been carefully examined and apparently 
collated with other rhapsodists1 versions,

• * *

The argument that the contents of the poems suggest 
late forgery is advanced by Prof, Morgoliouth and Dr, Taha 
Husain. The illustrations given suggest four lines of 
approach.
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1 . The use of themes, images and modes of expression 
that are characteristic of later poets*

Observing that the platonic and erotic pax'ts of the 
Mu'allqah of Iffiru’al-Qais resemble, both thematically and

Farazdaq and have been interpolated in the M u 'allaqah.
To support this suggestion, he relates the tradition that
al-Farazdaq entertained a group of bathing women by
narrating the tale about Imru*al-Qais*s love adventures
in "Darat Juljul" and reciting the erotic part of that
Mu'allaqah. Dr. Taha comments, "It was customary, while

«

narrating such tales, to fabricate some lines and attribute 
them to early poets."

The inference drawn from the previous tradition is
-  2.not justified. According to Xbn Sallam, al-Farazdaq was 

a great authority on Imru’al-Qais*s tales and poetry since 
Imru’al-Qais had dwelt with Darim, al-Parazdaq1s tribe.
The erotic part of the M u 1allaqah is so original that, if

, (Cairo-1927), P.221

technically, the love poems of ’Umar b. Abi Rabi* ah and
-  -  1al-Parazdaq respectively, Dr. Taha Husain concludes that

these parts are really by 'Umar b. Abi Rabi'ah and al-

2. Ibn Qutaibahlal-Shi r, p.47 seq

seq.
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it were by al-Farazdaq, be would probably pride himself 
on its composition ratber than attribute it to another 
poet.

The evidence advanced by Dr. Taha Husain, if not
distorted to prove certain presuppositions, indicated
that 'Umar b. Abi Rabi'ah and al-Farazdaq emulated Imru’al-
Qais and developed his technique in the platonic and
erotic verses. This very line of reasoning' is adopted
by the same scholar when he considers the similarities
between the tactual images employed by the poets ’ Aws,
Zuhair, al-Hutai’ah and Ka'b. There, Dr. Taha Husain * # *
concludes that ’ Aws started the vogue and the other poets 
followed his example.^"

2. The use of Qur’anic vocabulary and Islamic 
expressions.

Of this Prof, Margoliouth gives two instances. He
thinks that the phrase, " *-**** " > which occurs in line

2No.lB in Tarafah's Mu'allaqah, is taken from the Qur'anic 
phrase, M " (Ch. 27* V.44). Referring to line No. 91

1. Taha Husain, Fi-l-Adab, p.296
2. al-Tibrlzi, Sharh al-Qasa’id, p.35.
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X —in the M u 1 allaqah of ' Amr b, Kulthum, he x^rites, "it
is like' the »Amr b. Kulthum, xvho by the use of this
word displays acquaintance xvith the doctrine of* the 
Qur * an * n

To start with, Moi'goliouth1 s ihterpx’etation of the 
 ̂̂  >

urords and is not philologically beyond question.
^ - * — — 2.The xford , as al-Tibrizi suggests, may refer to the

height of the she-camel and not to the smoothness of its
flanks, xvhich the Qur’anic xvord indicates; and can
simply mean f,the xvorld” x?ithout any religious implication.

Even if these xirords bear the same senses that they 
have in the Qur’an, this does not prove that they have 
been borroxved from it.

Al-Suyuti, in his learned study on the Qur’anic
ovocabulary, concludes that the Qur’an has employed Arabic 

as it was commonly used in poetry and everyday talk, 
including the araticized words already in use. Likextfise, 
several Islamic notions, Xirhich x^ere clarified and stressed

1. al-Tibrizi, Sharh al-Qasa’id, p.123•
2. J* _ « J 1 P-35_
3* Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti, al-Ijrqan Fi *Ulum al Qur’an , 

(Cairo 1287 A.H.), ±, 168 seq.
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In the Qur’an, were already known in pre-Islamic times.
The newly coined Qur’anic expressions are so distinct that 
the student cannot miss them. The words and ,
however, are by no means distinctively Qur’anic exx>ress±ons . 
This rules out the possibility that later Moslems have 
fabricated the two M u fallaqas in question,

3, The use of diction unfamiliar in pre-Islamic
times.

Dr, Taha Husain finds that the M u 1allaqah of 'Amr • *

is too simple in diction to have been produced in pre-
1 - - Islamic times. However, when Dr, Taha studies the part

on the she-camel in Tarafah's Mu'allaqah, he states that
the number of obsolete words in that part is too great to
be genuinely pre-Islamic. He suggests that it is faked

2by late iihilologists,

3It should be borne in mind, as Ibn Qutaibah indicates,
that 'Amr composed and delivered his poem as a political

4oration. Besides, a study of his extant poems, shows 
that 'Amr's style is decidedly simple. He also seems very

1 . Taha Husain, Fi-l-Adab, Tup. 236-241
2 . * 11 ' » « _ _ p> 246.
3. al-Isfahani, al-Aghani, IX, 183*
4. Diwan 'Amr b. Kulthum, ed. Krenkow.
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fond of the metre, al-Wafir, which he uses in one third 
of his output• Significantly, the M u 1allaqah. of 'Amr 
is in this metre*

It is true that the part on the she-camel in farafah's 
Mu'allaqah contains many rare words; but this does not 
prove forgery*

It is noticeable that, in most early poems, 
descriptions of she-camels, horses and other animals contain 
words not commonly used. Perhaps this is due to the fact 
that minute description requires exact and technical words, 
which are usually abstruse. Moreover, the fact that 
those animals and their pre-Islamic settings are unfamiliar 
to modern readers, Arabs or non-Arabs, makes the language 
in which they are described more difficult to understand. 
Nowadays, animals have so little to do with our lives that 
many people would stumble for lack of vocabulary if they 
tried to describe an animal minutely.

Tarafah, who lived as a wandering vagabond, displays 
a great talent for describing animals. Poem N o .5 in his

1. See, for instance, poems Nos.10,11,16 in "al-Mufaddaliyyat.n
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1Diwan, in which he describes gazelles and horses, 
illustrates his descriptive power and shows, especially 
in the part on horses, that his stock of rare xvrords is 
large•

k . The display of knowledge more likely to be 
possessed by Moslems rather than pre-Islamic poets.

To illustrate this, Prof, Margoliouth, referring to
2 3lines Nos.22, 28, k in Tarafah1s Mu*allaqah, writes,

"Tarafah is clearly a learned man; he knows about Byzantine 
bridges and navigation on the Tigris, as well as that in 
the Persian Gulf, or probably the Red Sea."

Such knowledge on the part of Taraf all is by no means
extraordinary. The poet was born in al-Bahrain, and led«

a vagabond life wandering throughout the desert. For him, 
to know about navigation on the Tigris or round 1Adawla is 
quite natural. The Red Sea, incidentally, is not mentioned 
in the M u 1allaqah.

Margoliouth selects from 'Amr*s M u 1allaqah two lines

1 . Ahlwordt, The Divans of the Six, p.60.
2. al-Tibrlzi, Sharh al-Qasa* id,pp. 36, 37» 30•
3. Margoliouth, J.R.A.S. (1925), p.449.
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in which the poet "states that he has drunk wine in
Baalbek, Damascus, and Qasirin; that which he solicits is

1 " of Andarin. He argues that acquaintance with these
Xolaces reminds the reader of* the time when the Moslem
empire included Syria and Arabia." The lines referred
to by Prof. Margoliouth need not be discussed since they
have been judged spurious by al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi and

• • 9

zothers. However, Prof. Arberry, referring to these two
qlines, states rightly, "Even if it is genuine (which I 

doubt) it need not represent anything more concrete than 
poetic exaggeration,"

* • •

Prof. Blachere argues that, in spite of the celebrity 
accorded to al-Mu1allaqat by Moslem scholars, these poems

4are not truly representative of the ancient poetry.

So far as I am able to trace, this view has not been
shared by any other occidental scholar. Prof. NMldeke,

5for example, writes, "The Seven M o fallaqat, and also the

1. Margoliouth, J.R.A.S. (l925)» p.443* _ _
2. al-Isfahani, al-Aghanl, XIV, 73 - al-Marzubani, Mu 1jam,

p.205* One of these lines does not appear in al- 
I'ibriza^s recension.

3. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.242.
4. Blachere, Histoire,p .147 *
5. Ndldeke, al-Mo1allaqat, Encyclop. Brit. XVIII, 634
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poems appended to them, represent almost every type of4 
ancient Arabian poetry in its excellences and its weaknesses."

1As Profs, Nflldeke, Nicholson and Arberry indicate, 
for European readers to understand properly what the poets 
intended to convey in these poems is not very easy. This 
is pax'tly because no rendering* of the poems can be claimed 
perfectly adequate, and partly because the Bedouin life 
portrayed in these peoms is alien to such readers.

However, a close consideration of the poems confirms 
that they typify the ancient poetry in its maturity; that 
is after the establishment of the long t(Qasid&h. "

The themes are characteristically pre-Islamic,
conveyed precisely and imaginatively. In the treatment
of the themes, the Arabian life and manners are revealed
with the Bedouin frankness that suffered no inhibitions
or restrictions. The linguistic aspect has been examined by

2Prof. Arberry, who states rightly, "The Mu*allaqat exhibit 
these two Arab virtues - dramatic intensity and epigrammatic 
terseness - to a degree approaching perfection."

1. Ndldeke, al-Mo1 allaq at, Encyclop Brit., XVIII, 63̂ -* -
Arberry, The Seven Odes, p2^5.

2. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.250.
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The poems reveal the characters of seven distinct 
authors, who form a representative collection of pre- 
Islamic personalities: the playful pri'ce, the wandering
libertine, the old moralist, the sentimental knight, the 
boasting tribesman, the frantic regicide and the cunning 
chief.
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III

The selection of the poems, ,fal-Muf allaqat, " passed 
through two phases, pre-Islamic and Islamic, In the lirst 
phase, they were selected among other poetic masterpieces 
011 certain occasions; in the second, they were extracted 
from the Tirst selection "by Hammad, the rhapsodist.

In neither phase were the criteria of selection 
disclosed. It is some help, however, to examine the 
circumstances and considerations that influenced the 
selection.

In pre-Islamic times, the poets uised to make known 
their newly-composed poems by reciting' them in public 
gatherings, These gatherings took place mainly on the 
iollo^ving' occasions :

!• The Season of Pilgrimage, This was the largest 
annual gathering; and consequently only able poets could
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hold the attention of the masses. Ai-isfahani relates,
*

2 -on the authority of Ibn Qutaibah, that 'Amr b. Kulthum
recited, his Mu'allaqah before the multitide in one of 
these seasons. It is also l-elated, on the authority of
Hammad, that, in two successive seasons, the poet 'Alqamah 
*

b. 'Abadah enraptured his audience, who named each of his
3two poems, "The Gem of all Time."

•P2. The fair 'IJKaz. The poetic recitals in 'U&az   —     ..r * .
4were addressed either to the crowd or to an influential

5connoisseur. Al-Asma'i states, "Arabs used to pitch a
red leather tent for al-Nabighah in 'Ulstfaz, wherein the
poets gathered and gave their recitals before him.M It
was in 'TJltfaz that al-A'sha recited his poem, and was

£
judged "The Best Poet." The Mu'allaqah of 'Amr was also

7recited in 'UTSiaz.•

3* The holding of Icings 1 courts. It is believed 
that the Mu'allaqah of al-Iiarith was first recited before

1. al-Bag'hdadi, Khizanah, I, 6l.
2. al-Isfahanl, al-Agha.nl, IX, 183*
3 . -AU— 'A**
4. al-Isfahani, al-Aghani, n ,  162.
5. Ibid, VIII, 194 - IX, 163 - Al-Shi'r, 78 - Muhammad b.

'Imran al-Marzubanl, a1-Muwashshah. (Cairo 1343 A.H.),p.60.
6. See: al-Aghani, VIII, seq. 194.
7. Ibid, IX, I83.
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the king, !Arar b. Iiind. Tradition1 had it that, because 
oT his leprosy, al-Iiarith was allowed to recite only from 
afar, However, when the king noticed the excellence of4 
the peom, he asked the poet to approach, sit by his side 
and even eat from the king1s dish. On this very occasion, 
the Mu*allaqah of ’Amr, or at least a part of it, was also 
recited. Similarly, the B a ’-rhyming Simt by 1Alqamah b.
*Abadah was recited in the court of the king, Jabalah b. 
al-Ayham.^

k* The meetings in kings1 courtyards. It was a 
custom, that is still practised in some parts of Arabia, 
that people waiting to be admitted to an audience, or 
having just attended one, would naturally meet one another, 
forming a sort of social gathering in which poetic recitals 
could take place. It was at one of these gatherings, in 
the courtyard of King al-Nukian b. al-Mundhir’s residence, 
that Labid recited his M u ’allaqah at the request of al-

3Nabighah, who then called him ’’The most poetical of Arabs.”

It is worth noting that a poetic masterpiece could be 
recited on more than one occasion.

1. Ibid, IX, 178 - al-Baghdadi, al-Khizanah, I, 518 - al-
Tibrizi^ Sharh al-Qasa’i d ,

2. al-Isfahanx, al-Aghani, XIV, 2.
3. Ibid, XIV, 100, ®eq,
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The fact that the poets sometimes addressed the
public directly indicates that the average Arab was fairly
well trained to appreciate poetry and to discriminate
between contesting poets. Nevertheless, for sound
discernment, an expert 1s views were usually needed. Xf
an expert1s verdict was challenged by any contestant, the
expert had to give a critical justification. Al-Isfahani*

relates that,1 in one of the meetings in 'U&az, al~Nabighah,
the literary referee assigned precedence to the poet, al-
A'sha. When the poet, Hassan b. Thabit, protested, the*

referee explained why he considered Hassan*s poem inferior,
Al-Nabighah said that Hassan, in his poem, applied the

♦

plural of paucity and not of multitude,as would be expected 
in boastful poetry, and that he vaunted his tribe's 
descendants and not ancestors as custom required, and that 
he did not use vi^id imagery.

Such remarks indicate that, although pre-Islamic 
Arabs did not formulate systematic principles of literary 
critiscism, they had certain standards and conventions,

1. al-Aghani, VIII, 19̂ - - IX, 163 - al-Marzubani, al-
Muwashshah, 6 0 .*il •
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which they applied in their criticism."

Moreover, in the selection of,"The Seven Odes," and 
the rest of the masterpieces, they set up models for 
what they considered poetic perfection.

The role of Hammad has been variously judged, Ibn
*Abd Rabbih and those who believe that the poems were
suspended in the K a fbah ignore Hammad, since, according*

to their belief the selection was made by pre-Islamic
Arabs, On the other hand, modern researchers magnify

2Hammad1s role. Prof, Arberry, for example, states that 
*

Hammad was ’’the man responsible in the first instance for 
selecting the poems and making them into separate anthology."

1, Implicit assumptions, such as those that average Arabs 
formed an appreciative audience for poetry, and that 
an eminent poet should be appointed to judge new poems, 
formed the essence of later critical theories. Abu 
Hilal al-’Askarl (ob. 395 A.H.) averred that Bedouins\ K  ^  r cican jiidge poetry instinctively, Bash$ahar b. Burd and 
al-Buhturi maintained that critics who do not practice 
versification are disqualified from judging poetry,
See^ A1-Hasan b. *Abd Allah Abu Hilal al-’Askarl, 
Diwan al-Ma’anI, (Cairo 1933) 1» 355* “ Muhammad b.
al-Tayyib al-Baqillani, I ’.iaz al-Qur’an , ed.'Ahmad Saqr
(Cairo 195*0» P*l?6 

2 • Arberry , The Seven Odes , ,16 ,
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Midway between these opinions is the view of Xbn 
1al-Nahhas, who indicates that the poems were already * «

well-known and that Hammad*s contribution was to collect• r

them *

As the previous investigations show, the credit
Tor selecting these poems goes first and foremost to
pre-Islamic people, particularly to certain connoisseurs
like al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani. The contribution of
Hammad should neither be overestimated nor denied. He
performed two functions; firstly, oivt"'- of a small number 

Zof poems already singled out, he collected rather than 
selected the top seven; secondly, he transmitted the 
poems as a separate anthology.

In short, Hammad was not a free selector of distinct «

originality, but he was certainly a selective rhapsodist 
and the pioneer of all Arab anthologists.

It has been observed that the number 11 seven" played
3a magic role in all Semitic nations. Many uses of tliat

1. An-Nahhas Commentar, ed. Frenkel, P.VII.
2 . Ibn al-NahhSsfs recension indicates that the most famous 

poems are nine; according to al-Tibrxzx, they are ten. 
If all various views surveyed previously are considered, 
the total number of such poems is eighteen.

3* Blachere, Iiistoire, p.l47, seq.



number can be traced in the Qtir’an and the Prophetic 
Traditions. Whether or not Hammad was thinking of Seven 
Necklaces or Seven Gems, the selection of the Top Seven 
was another use of that magic number.

Hammad did not give any critical comments on the
poems. However, before, during and after his time,
learned people were contemplating the poems and commenting
on them. Such comments indicate the literary standards
prevailing around Hammad1s time.+

It was observed, for example, that Imru'al-Qais*s 
1Mu'allaqah illustrates abundantly the poet1s originality

both in though and imageryj that one of the lines which
bears out this quality was borrowed by the master-poet,

2Tarafah; that the poem also contains some remarkably 
vivid similes and that the description of the horse is 
admirable.

The M u fallaqah of Tarafah was judged the best of The

1. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1 r , pp. 40-53 “ Tbn Sallam, Tab act at,
p p .61-74•

2. According to Ibn Sallam, it was customary for an
admirably novel line_tofbe borrowed by p&ets. Such a 
line was called "  ̂ I . See : Ibn Sallam,
Tabaqgt, p.48.
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1Seven by many learned people. The part in which the
poet expounds his libertinism has been particulaxTy
admired. The poem contains some lines which are novel
both in theme and treatment and which confirm Taraf.ah*s

*

2originality,

3About Zuhair’s M u 1allaqah, it was noted that it 
includes a good number of fine proverbial maxims; that 
it reveals religious awareness, belief in the resurrection 
and self-control and that it bears out the poet's 
reputation as a sincere, truthful and masterly panegyrist.

In the M u fallaqas of 'Antarah and Labid, remarkable 
similes and lines of artistic originality have been

4marked.

The Mu*allaqas of ’Amr and al-Harith have been
regarded as perfect examples of improvised poetry and

5valuable records of tribal glorxes.

1. Ibn Rashiq, al- |-CJmdah, I, 102 - Ibn Sallam, Tabaqat,
p.115 - Taifur, al-Manthur, Fol.49«

2. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shl1r , pp.92-93*
3. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r , pp.58-59* “ ibn Sallam, Tabaqat,

p.52.
4. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r , p p .132,133>156 *



To sum up, ”al-Mu1 allaqat, " is a unique anthology, 
which has been gathered by public approval, preserved 
with the greatest care and judged of the highest value*

5* (Contd* from previous page) Ndildeke's suggestion that 
the Mu *allaqah of al-Harith was integrated into The 
Seven from tribal motives on the part of Hammad, who 
wanted to exalt Baler, his patrons1 tribe, is a speculation 
that cannot be corroborated* The poem was admired in 
pre-Islamic times and the Caliph, Mu'awiyah, described 
it, together with the M u 1allaqah of 'Amr, as "among the 
glories of the Arabs o-* 11 . See: Aghani , IX,
197 > 133. - Khizanah, 1 .158,



C H A P T E R  IX

" AL-MUFADDALIYYAT"



m

Since its compilation in the second century A.H.,
the anthology, nal-Mufaddaliyyat,n has been regarded

* *

with great interest.1 It has been carefully preserved 
and earnestly studied throughout the ages*

In the libraries of Cairo, Istanbul and Europe, there
-  ii 2are several Mss* of "al-Mufaddaliyyat , consisting either* *

of this work alone or with the imitative anthology, nal-
Asma*iyyat,” appended* Moreover, this anthology was
included in two partly surviving works, which preserve
some of the poems. The first is "Kitabu-l-IKhtiyarain,
in which the selections of the two anthologies, nal-
Mu * f addaliyyat'* and 11 al-Asma * iyyat" , were put together 

• • •

indiscriminately. The surviving part of this work, 
which is preseved in the India Office in London, contains 
23 poems belonging to nal-Mufaddaliyyat". The second

1. Abu Tammam, Hamasae Carmina, ed* Freytag, (Bonnae 1828),
I, 2. - al-Marzuql, Sharh Diwan al-Hamasah, ed. Ahmad /W« 
and *Abd al-Salam HarunJ {Cairo 1951) , 1 , 5•

2* Brockelmann, Arabic trails * , 1 , 72 •
3* Ms, No, 383^> in the India Office, London*
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work is the anthology1) "Muntaha al-Talab , consisting
of 1,000 odes and including ,Tal-Muf addaliyyat" , "al-

• *

Asma*iyyat" and other selections. In the surviving
jDortion of this work, there are 36 poems belonging
to "al-Mufaddaliyyat".* *

The initiative in editing this anthology was first 
taken by Prof, H, Thorbecke of Leipzig, who, in I885, 
published a portion containing 43 poems. Xn I89O, Prof. 
Thorbecke died and his work has not been carried further. 
The portion he edited is derived from al-Marzuqi *s 
recension, which is preserved in Berlin, and it contains 
the texts of the poems together \\rith selected extracts 
from al-Marzuqi's commentary.

In 1904, Sir Charles Lyall announced in a monograph 
published in the J.R.A.S., London, that he intended to 
prepare a new edition based on the recension of Ibn al- 
Anbari, which is "more accurate, older and more authentic 
than that of al-Marzuqi

While Lyall was working on his edition, a complete

1. Muhmmad b. al-Mubarak b. Maimun, Muntaha al-Talab, Ms.
No.42943, Bar al Kutub al-Mi^riyyah, Oairo.

2 . p .315
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edition of the anthology appeared in Cairo, in 1906. 
Although the editor, Abu Bakr ’Umar Daghistani al-Madani 
did not reveal his sources, it is abundantly clear from 
the short introduction to the text and from the marginal 
comments that the editor had before him the commentary of 
Ibn al-Anbari. The poems in this edition number 126,
The glosses, which may seem at first sight to be the 
editor’s, are simply extracts from Xbn al-Anbari1s 
commentary. ,

In 1921, Sir Charles Lyall produced his edition of
the anthology, with the lengthy commentary of Ibn al-Anbari
(ob. 328 A.I-I.). This remarkable edition is based on a

1manuscript of this worlc preserved in Cairo; other Mss., 
including the material prepared by Prof. Thorbecke, were 
also consulted. The poems included here aî e the 126

- a  -  -appearing in Da’histani’s edition, plus four others, raising 
the total number to 130*

The editions that appeared in Cairo, in 1927? by
Hasan al-Sandubi, and in 1942 by She&kh Ahmad Shajtfir and • •

'Abd al-Salam Harun are mere reproductions of the poems 
with some explanatory comments. In the edition of ĥaltfir

1. Al-Mufaddal b. Muhammad al-pabbi, Al-Mufaddaliyyat, ed. 
C. Lyaii, (Oxford 1921), I, Introd. p.13.
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and Ilarun, however, the verses have been traced to 
various literary sources, thus indicating other readings 
and versions of the texts.

According to Ibn al-Nadim,'*' the aiithentic version 
of the anthology is that transmitted by Ibn al-A'rabi 
and containing 128 poems. As Ibn al-Anbarifs recension 
was handed down through Ibn al A*rabi and as the number 
of the poems in it approximates to that mentioned by 
Ibn al-Nadim, there can be no doubt that Lyallfs edition 
represents the most accurate version of the anthology.

♦ * #

-  2 According to Hajji Khalifah, five commentaries on
this anthology were compiled by Ibn al-Anbari, Ibn al-
Nahhas, al-Marzuqi, al-Tibrizi and al-Maidani."^ However, 

• •

of these works only the following three have survived:

-  -  41. Ibn al-Anbari*s commentary. As Lyall observed,
although this commentary is commonly attributed to Ibn al

1. Ibn al-Nadim, p.68.
2. Iiajjl Khalifah, Kesf Ll-2unun, (Istanbul 1933)#I I * 1043
3. Yaqut, II, 103. - al-Anbari, Nuzhah, pp.181, 255.
4. Al-Mufaddaliyyatf ed. Lyall, I, Introd. p.XIV.
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Anbari, it was in fact the work of his father, Abu
Muhammad al-Qasim al-Anbari (ob. 304 A.H.), and he merely
published it with hardly any additional notes. The main
authority of the compiler is Abu *Ikrimah al-Dabbi, who,
in his turn, received his information from Xbn alA'rabi,
the stepson of al-Mufaddal. Besides, al-Anbari states* *

that he consulted other authorities, some of whom are
named in his introduction and others mentioned in the
text. The names of these authorities show that, although
al-Asma!i and other scholars belonging to the school of 

*

al-BaSrah are quoted, most of the contributors to this 
work are Kufic. This commentary, therefore, reflects

fl'Yl
the ICuf-i-e- interpretation of an anthology compiled by the

am
Kufdrer rhapsodist, al-Mufaddal.• •

The commentary is a lengthy work. It gives valuable 
information about the contributing poets, the circumstances 
in which the poems were composed and the different versions 
and readings of the verses. While grammatical comments 
are rare in this commentary, much attention is paid to 
philological study, which is usually supported with abundant 
quotations.
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2. Al-Marzuqi(s commentary. This was not available
1Tor this study. However, according' to Lyall, al-

Marzuqi is “sparing in citing authorities for his
interpretations, rhetorical and diffuse in his style of
exposition and disposed to explain grammatical points
at wearisome length. His wide experience of literature
and good sense ’are often helpful in arriving at the
probable meaning of a difficult passage. 11 This commentary,
which is still in manuscript form, derives importance from
the fact that al-Marzuqf was an adherent of the school
of al-Basrah and usually referred to Basrite scholars as

211 my colleagues11. The commentary, therefore, mirrors 
the views of a rival school and is a corrective to the 
commentary of Ibn al-Anbai'i.

-  -  33* Al-Tibrizifs commentary. This is a brief
commentary intended to illuminate difficulties in

4vocabulary, grammar and meaning. It can hardly be
doubted that al-Tibrizi had before him the commentary of 
al-Anbari, from which he derived most of his material.

• * •

1. Al-Mufaddaliyyat, ed. Lyall, I, Introd., XVI.
2. Al-Marzuql1s Sharh Diwan al-I-Iamasah. 1,20.
3. Brit. Mus^ Ms. No. OR.796I.
4. al-Tibrizi, Sharh al-Mufaddaliyyat, Rol.2.
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The poems in this anthology are, for the most part, 
arranged according to authors; each poet’s works are 
put together. About one third of the whole, however, 
does not conform to this order, thus causing' the anthology 
to appear badly arranged.

- 1Ibn al-Nadim implies that the present disorder 
was due to differences among the rhapsodists. It is 
just as probable, however, that the anthology was not 
all compiled at the same time and that the compiler 
started a basic selection and continually added to it. 
These additions may have been inserted in the original 
work or appended to it, thus causing the present disorder. 
However this may be, the fact that most of the poems are 
grouped according to authors indicates the kind of 
arrangement the compiler probably had in mind. In some 
later anthologies, namely "al-Asma*iyyat”, uMukhtarat Ibn 
al-Sh.ajari" an<i "Muntaha al falab", the same kind of 
arrangement was adopted.

The selections are on the whole complete poems* Of 
them, 26 poems have from 30 to 108 lines, 39 from 15 to 29

1. Ibn al-Nadim, p.68.
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lines, 28 from 10 to 15 and 33 from 5 to 9 lines. The 
remaining' four have less than 5 lines each; the shortest 
contains only 2 lines.

The shorter pieces may be the remaining parts of
long poems, or, perhaps, more probably, independent
compositions and complete in themselves. According to
Xbn Sallam, early poetic works were usually short,
sometimes consisting of not more than a few lines on any

1one occasion.

It is difficult to survey the subjects treated in 
these poems, since, with few exceptions, ancient odes 
contained many themes. However, the poems included in 
the anthology can be roughly grouped, according to their 
main subjects, as follows:

o

Of these, three poems (Nos. 25, 28 and 119) are on kings; 
the latter two are intended as petitions for the release

1 These are 7 poems and a short piece

of some prisoners. Poems Nos. 11 and 114 are on tribal

1, Ibn Sallam, p.33*
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chiefs; those munbered 84 and 111 are on some subsidiary 
tribes who protected the poets and treated them magnanimously* 
Poem No.43 is on a tribesman who rescued the poet from 
captivity*

Except for the short piece, each of these panegyries 
contains the conventional parts of the Arabic Qasidah.
In No. 114, however, a description of the horses possessed 
by the chief praised is substituted for the usual p.art 
on she-camels.

2. Elegies. Of the eight elegies included, two 
(Nos. 30 and 65) were laments uttered by the poets when 
they were about to die. The rest (Nos. 54, 67, 88, 69,
92 and 126) are on family or tribal deaths. No. 6^ is 
a sxoecimen of the kind of elegy composed by women poets.

Most of these elegies, as one would expect, do not 
start with an amatory preTude; No. 54, however, does 
and is one of the few elegies in Arabic poetry to open 
in this way.

13« Satires♦ There are eleven satirical poems,

1. Poems Nos. 7, 15, 63, 64, 78, 79, 86, 88, 91, 109, 118.
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mostly on tribal matters* Those numbered 78 and 79 
were directed at the king', al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, who 
retaliated by sending a punitive expedition to the poet's 
tribe. Poem No. 91 is a 9 answering' No. 12 in
the same collection, and, as is usual, following' its 
metre and rhyme.

Besides the poems already mentioned, there are six
1others that have a satirical flavour: two censure the

2poets 1 people mildly, and four threaten tribes or persons 
with attack.

4. Poems on adventures of bandits and S a falik, These 
are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 20.

5* Love poems. Apart from the amatory preludes,
3which may be sometimes as long a&q 21 lines, there are 

five poems completely dedicated to the theme of love.
These are Nos. 45, 46, 129, 56 and 57 t>y Ike two famous 
lovers, the Muraqqishes.

There are also two pieces by two other lovers whose

1. Poems Nos. 66, 72.
2. " " 70, 82, 85, 107.
3* Peom No. 98.
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proposals of marriage were rejected. Both sigh over
their failures; but the one reacts by exalting his
virtues and the second consoles himself with wise lines

1about the disillusionment of life.

6 . Didactic poems. There are nine poems containing 
advice and maxims about life. Those numbered 27, 29 > 116, 
117 and 123 are composed by old people in the ripeness of 
age and experience or at the moment of death. The rest 
(Nos. 31» 77» SO and 127) are also composed by experienced 
people, who moralize on noble traits of character. These 
poems exhibit unity of subject and, except for No. 123, 
dispense with the conventional parts.

7* Poems on animals and hunting journeys. Apart 
from passages about she-camels and horses contained in 
many pbems in the anthology, there are five poems completely 
devoted to these animals and their use in hunting journeys. 
Poems Nos. 6 , 73 and 110 are on horses and Nos. 47 and 49 
are on she-camels. Poem No. 33 is a description of a 
goat,

8. Poems on memories of past youth. In these poems

1* Poems Nos. 34 and 37*
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(Nos. 16 , 17, 18, 22, 44, 53 and 105), the poets sigh 
over their old age, grayness oaf hair and frailty and 
recall their golden youth and exciting adventures. Such 
poems usually include passages of self-praise.

19 . Poems of self-praise. There are 23 poems in 
which the poets boast of their personal virtues. Some

2of these are put forward in defiance of a powerful king,
or as answers to the poets * wives, who conddmn them for

3their old age or extravagance in hosx^itality and one is
4a comforting talk to a loving daughter. In most of the

poems, however, the poets indulge in their favourite habit 
of boasting without making any excuse, true or false, for 
doing so.

What these poems praise are noble traits of character
5 6according to Bedouins, natural gifts and aptitttdes,

7 8affluence, purity of origin and the various pleasures
9that could be afforded. Generosity and bravery are

stressed throughout.

1. Poems Nos. 4,9,14,19,23,24,26 ,36,39,48,51,55,59,61,74, 
75,89,93,95,112,113,120,125.

2* Poems 48,89 3* Poems Nos.4,39,59*
4. Poem No.6l. 5* Poem No.95*
6 , Poems 4 (£.4) & Zh (11-2^-26) 7 . Poem lh, also see 8,128.
8 . Poem No.23. 9 . Poems Nos.26,51,120.
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10. Poems on tribal affairs, ^hese are the rest
of the poems, which form about one third of the anthology.
They are mostly tribal boasts with special reference to
Bedouin wars ( Some of the poems stress particular

1tribal affairs such as alliance with other tribes,
2 3truces and peace treaties, the arbitration of quarrels

if. Kand the problems of vengeance and blood-money.

There are sixty-seven contributing poets. According
6 k &to Lyall, 47 are pre-lslaraic, 14 Mu^tadr^ms and 6 post- 

Islamic; one of the poets was Jewish and two were Christians.

Most of these are among the less prolific poets,
usually called • Four of them are not mentioned in
any reference other than the anthology. These are Khurashah
b. 1 Amr, al—Saffah b. Bukair*, al-Khasafi and the anonymous

• *

woman poet, who composed poem Wo, 69. Others such as 
T h a flabah b. S u ’air and Aws b. G-halfa* are little known and

1* Poem No.10. 2. Poem N o .105 *
3. Poem No.35. 4. Poem No.58.
5. Poem No.42. _
6. Al-Mufaddaliyyat, ed. Lyall, II, Introd. p.XXI• •



none of their other works have survived.
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II

There are three theories about the authorship of
this anthology. Firstly, that it was all compiled by
al-Mufaddal b. Muhammad al-Dabbi, from whom it derives 

* • » •

its title. Secondly, that a basic selection of seventy
poems was made by Ibrahim b. 1Abdullah b. al-Hasan, the
Shi'ite leader of the rising of l45 A.Ii. , and that al-
Mufaddal endorsed this selection and added the rest of • *

the poems. Thirdly, that al-Mufaddal selected only• •

eighty poems and that the rest of the poems were added
by al-Asma'i and his pupils.*

-  - 1The first theory was advanced by Ibn al-Afrabi,
-  -  2the stepson of al-Mufaddal, endorsed by Ibn al-Anbari,

O  ) i  i -  f- 3 _ _ ij- — — 5 / *** “ oIbn al-Nadim, al-Marzuqi^ al-Tibrizi, /Yaqut and has
7become commonly accepted. To explain the circumstances

1. Al-Mufadddliyyat, ed. Lyall, I, 1
2. Ibid, 1^ 1. 3* ^hn al-Nadim, p. 69*
h . al-Marzuqi, Sharh Diwan al-31amasah, I, 5*
5. Hamasae^Carraina, I , ♦  6. Yaqut> VII, 173*
7, Abu Hilal al-'Askari, al-Sina1atain, (Cairo, 1952), 

p. 3* - al-Baqillanx, 1761
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of compilation, al-Qali relates the following incident
on the authority of Abu 'I&rimah al-Dabbi: "The caliph,
Abu Ja'far al-Mansur, passed by the study of his son,
al-Mahdi, where the latter was reciting before his master,

1al-Mufaddal, a poem by al-Musayyad b, !Alas. Held by 
* *

the beauty of the verses, the caliph stood unperceived
until the poem was finished; then he passed to his hall
of audience and summoned al-Mufaddal and the prince,

• *

The caliph told al-Mufaddal that he had overheard the
* *

poem, which he pt'aised, and said, 'If you take in hand
the works of the less prolific poets and select for your
student the best of each poet's verses, that would be a

2worthy task,' Al-Mufaddal acted accordingly."
* *

The second theory was implied by Abu-l-Paraj al-
Isfahan!, xvho, in his book about Shi'ite martyrs
related the following incident, which took place shortly
before the rising of 145 A.I-I. : "Al-Mufaddal said,* *
'Ibrahim b. 'Abdullah b* al-Hasan was hiding in my house. 
He said that, when I went out, he felt depressed alone 
and asked for some of my books to drive away his gloomy

1. Poem Ho, 21 in the anthology,
2. Isma'il b. al-Qasim al Qali, al-Amali, ed, Muhammad *Abd

al-Jawad al Asma'i, (Cairo, 1926), III, 131**
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thoughts. Thereupon, I brought him books of4 poetry
from which he selected the seventy poems that open the

1anthology; then I made the rest of the selections.*H

From a manuscript by al-Najairami (ob. 355 A.H.),
al-SLiyuti quotes a statement which agrees in general with ♦

the incident narated by Abu-1-Fara&, but suggests that
the whole selection was made by Ibrahim b. ’Abdullah and

2that al-Mufaddal merely published it.# •

Another discrepancy between al-Isfahani’s version 
and that of al-Najairami is that, according to the first, 
the selections were extracted from their sourcesiand 
written down in a code*by Ibrahim, whereas, according to 
the second, Ibrahim merely marked the poems in their 
original sources.

Historically, neither of these traditions can be 
substantiated, for two reasons:

1* They portray the rebellious leader, Ibrahim, a 
few months before his rising against the powerful caliph,

1. Abu-l-Faraj al-Isfahani, Maqatil al-Talibiyyln, ed.
SajSyid Saqr, (Cairo 19^9) , PP • 372-3'*/3, 338-339.

2. Al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir, II, 319
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al-Maasur, as a sluggish, gloomy, lonely man, who occupied 
♦

his time reading’ and copying poetry♦ This is fantastic
in the extreme: the rising against al-Mansur was no*

trivial affair; it lasted about three months and thousands 
of fighters on both sides were involved*'*' It is difficult 
to believe that the man who led this rising was compiling 
an anthology of poetry, when one would expect him to be 
mobilising his troops and adherents.

2. These traditions indicate that the anthology was
compiled before 145 A.H*, whereas according to al-Qali*s
information, previously mentioned, the compilation liras
made later on, when the rising had been crushed and al-
Mufaddal, who participated in it, had been pardoned and • *
appointed by the caliph, al-Mansur, as a tutor to the
crown prince, al-Mahdi; it was then that al-Mufaddal

* *

embarked on his work according to the specifications laid
doxra for him by the caliph* Had the selections been
made beforehand by Ibrahim, al-Mufaddal would not have

• •

dared to produce them* In his delicate position, teaching 
the prince a selection made by his father1s enemy would

1. *Ali b. Muhammad Ibn al-Athir, al-ICamil v̂i al-TariKh,
(Leiden 1S70) > V, 432-437* ~ fAli b. Husain al-Mas'udl, 
Muru.i al-Dhahab T (Paris 1861-77) VI, 1^4*
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have been indiscreet.

Moreover, one of the authorities to whom al-Isfahani
attributes his information is, strangely enough, al-
Mufaddal^ stepson, Ibn al-A’rabi. According to Ibn 

0 0

al-Anbari, who received his recension of the anthology 
through Ibn al-Afrabi, this scholar treated the anthology 
as the work of his step-father, and never mentioned any 
contribution made by Ibrahim*

The information related by al-Isfahani and al- 
Najairami cannot therefore be regarded as reliable.

Perhaps al-Isfahani, who himself was a professed 
1Shifite, presented such information in order to bestow 

as much honour as he could on the Shi'ite martyr Ibrahim. 
This is supported by the fact that although al-Isfahani*s
account of Ibrahimfs death in his two books, "Maqatil al-
_ „ 2Talibiyyin" and ftal-Aghani11, is based on the same

authorities in each case, only in the Maqatil, a work 
apparently biased in favour of the writer's religious 
persuasion, does the incident of the selection occur.

1. Muhammad 'Abd al-Jawx^ad al-Asma' x , Abu 1-Paraj al-
Asbihani Wa Kitabuhu al-Aghanx* (Cairo 1951) » p .129.

2. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, al-Aghanx, ed. Na$r al-Huraini,
(Bulaq 123^), XVII, 109.
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Al-Najairami was a Basrite scholar who lived, in Egypt
far away from the centre of events in Baghdad and al- 

1Kufah. Whatever his motive may have been, the first
hand account of those closest to al-Mufaddal should be

* •

given precedence in cases of doubt.

The third theory is derived from a statement in 
- u -nal-Amaii by al-Qali. This statement, which is ambiguous 

in two places and has thus been misunderstood, is as 
follows; (the ambiguities are underlined and the quotation 
is divided into two paragraphs): i

"Al-Ĵ khfash said that Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. al-Laith
*

al-Isfahani made this statement, 'We were dictated'al-
Muf addaliyyat * , from cover to cover, by Abu 1Ikrimah al- • 0
Dabbi, who told us that al-Mufaddal had extracted from it 
* * •

eighty poems for the tuition of al-Mahdi. Then the 
collection was read before al-Asma'i, and the number of 
the odes became 120. ,

Al-Akhfash added that he was told by Tha'lab that 
Abu al-Aliyah al-Antaki, al Sidri and 'Afiyah b. Shabib, 
the Basrite companions of al-Asma'i, read 'al-Mufaddaliyyat'

1. Yaqut, I, 277.
2. Al-Qali, III, 130.
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before al-Asmari, after which they perused all the poetic 
works known to them, selected the best poems of each poet, 
and added them to 1 al-Muf addaliyyat 1 asking al-Asniafi to 
explain certain difficulties in language and meaning; 
thus the collection increased greatly. "

In this quotation from al-Amali, al~Akhfash relates 
two pieces of Information which he received from al- 
Laith and T h a flab and which should be considered separately.

Al-Laith*s information may, at the first reading,
seem to indicate that al-Mufaddal selected only SO poems• *

and that al-Asma'i, when the poems were read before him, 
added the rest of the 120 poems. However, such inference 
is not justifiable for two reasons. Firstly, because 
this statement clearly says that the 80 poems were 
extracted from an existing larger original. Secondly, 
because the authority from whom al-Laith derived his 
information was also the authority for Ibn al-Anbarifs 
128 poems recension, and there he ti’eated all the poems 
as selected by al-Mufaddal.

The best way, therefore, to interpret the ambiguous 
last sentence of al-Laith!s statement is to infer that 
al-Laith or other students of literature read their
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incomplete text of 1al-Mufaddaliyyat' before al-Asma’i,
• •

who, being acquainted with the work, taught them the 
rest of the poems.

Tha*labfs information is, in fact, no problem, 
since it shows clearly that the Basrite friends of al- 
Asmafi madd their selections after they had finished 
reading the anthology. Their work, therefore, should 
not be regarded as an interpolation in the anthology 
but rather as a supplement to it.

These additions were not included in the recension
handed down by Ibn al-A'rabi, who confined himself to
what he had received directly from al-Mufaddal. Other

• *

recensions, however, apparently included them. One ;
representative example.of such recensions is the British

- 1Museum Ms. of al-Mufaddaliyyat, which contains 150 poems,
• *

and the copyist states that even more poems are found in 
other copies.

These arguments indicate that the authorship of al-
- 2 Mufaddal al-Dabbi can hardly be doubted.

• » •

1. No. Add 7,533.
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That al-Mufaddal Is the compiler of* this anthology • *

seems a guarantee for the genuineness of its contents,
since this scholar is highly reputed for his reliability

1and trustworthiness. The suggestions about the 
contributions of Ibrahim b. *Abdullah and al-Asmafi and 
his students, even if they were acceptable, would not 
cast any doubt on the work: both al-Isfahani and al-
Najairami, who suggest that Ibrahim compiled most or all 
of the anthology, confirm that he derived his material 
from al-Mufaddal1s books and that al-Mufaddal endorsed

t • « t

his selections. As to -al-Asma'i and his alleged additions,

2* (Contd. from previous page) On this question, modern
researchers differ widely. The Shi'ite bibliographex*,
al-*Amili, credits Ibrahim b. Abdullah with this work; 
whereas Dr. S.H, Iiusain, the editor of “Early Arabic 
Odes'*, (which is a portion of al-Asma 1 iyyat) , emphasises 
or rather exaggerates the_contribution allegedly made 
by al-Asma’i. Sheikh Shakir and Mr. Harun aiupease all 
parties and reconcile the three theories by suggesting 
that Ibrahim b. *Abdullah made a basic selection of 
70 poems to which both al-Mufaddal and al-Asmafi added 
some poems *

Although Lyall does not discuss the theory about Ibrahim, 
he refers to it in a marginal note; and although he 
thinks that the question of al-Asma'i's additions cannot 
be satisfactorily solved, he is inclined to believe that 
such additions ax̂ e impr’obable.

See: 1, Muhs in al-Amin al-Hus a ini a l 1Ami1i , Alyan al- 
Shi1 ah , (Damascus 1935), ^3^ & V, 311.

2. Dr. S.M. Husain, Early Arabic Odes. (Delhi 1938), 
introd., p.XII _

3• , al-Mufaddaliyyat, ed. Shakir & Harun, 1 , 12.
4* Lyall1s Al-Mufaddaliyyat, II, introd. p.XIV.
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his reputation as a reliable scholar is as high as that
1oT al-Mufaddal. According to Tha'lab, the selections « *

of al-Asma’i ’s students were made under the supervision
2of their master.

This assumption that the poems are genuine is supported 
by Lyall1s thorough study. He examined each poem 
individually with reference to its ascribed author, its

3age and circumstances, and the conditions of the text.
According to this study, spurious lines are occasionally
interpolated, and the attribution of some poems to the

4composers named is debatable. This accords with the 
remarks made by early critics, which are found in the

-  _  5commentary of Xbn al-Anbari.

However, Lyall concludes, "Upon the whole, the impression
which a close study of these ancient relics gives us is
that we must take them generally speaking, as the production

6of the men whose names they bear."

1. (Contd^ from previous page) Yaqut,_VII, 171. - Isfahani, 
Aghani, V, 172. - Ibn Sallam, Abu Bakr Ahmad b. All 
al-Khatlb al Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad, (Cairo 1931)»XIII, i21.

1. Al-IChatlb al-Baghdadi, X,4l0 2. Al-Qali, III, 130.
3* Lyallfs The Mufaddaliyyat, II, introd. p.XXI.
4. Ibid, p.XXIV See, for instance,I ,676.
6. L y a l i n  al-Muf addaliyyat, II, introd., XXIV.
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III

Al-Mufaddal does not reveal the method according'• *

to which he selected his anthology* The material from 
which this method may be deduced consists of the text 
of the anthology, the tales related in the literary 
sources about the circumstances of compilation, the 
comments of the early critics on the work as a whole or 
on some particular poems, and the four diwans of the 
contributing poets which have been edited*

A study of this material reveals that there were 
three considerations in the compiler's mind: pedagogical
usefulness, the preservation of some traditional material 
and literary excellence. Sometimes, these considerations 
overlapped•

That al-Mufaddal worked on his anthology when 
* •

appointed tutor to al-Mahdi shows that he had pedagogic 
considerations in mind* It is not known what kind of
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tuition al-Mahdi received; besides being a famous
rhapsodist, al-Mufaddal was a philologist, a prosodist* •

* 1and an authority on Qur’anic readings. According to
al-Mas’udi, however, al-Mansur revealed the matters he
wished his son to study, when he instructed another tutor,
al-Sharqi b, al-Qutami, to teach the prince ’’history of

* 2■arab wars, morals, Arab traditions and tales, and poetry,”
As these were some of the most interesting studies, al-
Mufaddal would undoubtedly have paid attention to them 

* *

besides whatever else he cared to teach. As the tradition
quoted from al-Amali^ suggests, poetry was the predominant
subject in al-Mufaddal’s curriculum. Apart from its

* ♦

artistic value, poetry was considered as the epitome of 
Arab culture, and was eagerly studied for philological 
knowledge•

The following facts clearly show the pedagogic purpose 
of the compiler:

1. The inclusion of edifying poems or passages. As 
mentioned before, the anthology includes didactic poems;

1. Muhammad b. al-%Iasan al-Zufraidi, yabayat al-Nahwiyyin 
wal-Lughawxvvin, ed, Muhammad Abu al-Fadl Ibrahim,
(Cairo 1954). p.210. -‘ibn al-Nadim, p!6$>.

2. Al-Mas'udi, (Xl7 l§0^ VI , l$l
3. Al-Qalx, III, 130.
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'I/1--
moreover, edifying passages oy( lines are found throughout

1the anthology. Most of these x50©1113 have a religious
flavour; some are decidedly Islamic and use Qur’anic

2notions and expressions. In poem No.80, however, the
poet speaks about death, which he connects with the 
vicissitudes of fate rather than with the divine decree.

The existence of the erotic passages included in 
most of the poems reveals the attitude of Arab educators 
towards sexual knowledge. Al-Mahdi was in his teens when 
he studied the anthology and it is certain that his father 
as well as his tutor consented to his reciting these 
erotic passages.

2. Conveyance of useful information. Many poems in 
the anthology convey valuable historical information, 
esp>ectially about Arab wars. On Islamic battles, thex'e 
is only one poem (No.26), and this refers to the battle,
al-Qadisiyyah. Geographical information is found in No.

- - 34l , quoted by al-Hamadani in his book about Arabia, as
it mentions places frequented by nomads*

1. See, for instance poem 40 (11.60-65) and poem 120 
(11.32-38).

2. Poem 27 (ll. 7 and 8)
3. Al-Ham\dani’s Geographie der Arabischen Ilalbinsal, ed.

David Iieinvich Mdller, (Leiden 1884 ) , p • 204 , seq •
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3. Presenting some famous "classics". Apart from
individual preferences, early Arabs had poems which they
favoured almost unanimously and which constituted what
may be termed "the poetic classics’1 of the age. Such

1classics were eagerly recited on many occasions and, as
Ibn Taifur clearly stated, were supposed to be studied and *

memorised by students of literature. Of these poems, the
anthology includes ten. These are the two famous elegies
by Mutammim b. Nuwairah (No.67) and Abu Dhu’aib (No,126),
the two "Stmts" by ’Alqamah b. ’Abadah (Nos.119 and 120),
the two "Ones" by Suwaid b. Abi Kahil and al-Aswad b.
Ya'fur (No s .40 and 44), the "Mujamharah11 by Bishr b. Abi
Ithazim and Nos. 8, 11, 76 and 97 > acclaimed by early

2connoisseurs,

4. Inclusion of poems containing archaic diction.
Throughout the anthology, concern with archaism is
unmistakably clear. According to Shakir and Iiarun, there

3are about 200 usages unmentioiied in any dictionary. Al-
Baqillani suggests that this was due to the compiler’s

4fondness for archaism. However this may be, the

1. Al-Isfahani, Aghani, VI, 59* * A1-Mufadda1 iy yat, ed.
Shakir, II, 15._Ibn Taifur, al^ManthgFT Fbl/50.

2. al-Isfahani, Aghani, ill, 80. - al-Qali,III,130,^seq.
Ibn Q.utaibah .al-Shi ’r . 233.*- al-Isfahan!, Aghani , XXI ,173. 

3* Al-Muf afl<Laliyyat, ed. Shakir, III, 238, seq.
4. Al-Baqillani> 176.
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anthology was certainly of great help to al-Mahdi in his 
philological studies.

The compiler's second consideration was to preserve
traditional material, mainly by including many of' the
works of the Muqillin. He xvas instructed to do this by
the caliph, whose order may have suited his inclination

1to transmit little known works.

-  2It appears that the Muqillin were very numerous
but that only a Tew of the most famous of them such as 
Tarafah b. al-'Abd, 'Alqamah b. 'Abadah, al-Harith b# 
Iiillizah and al-Shanfara attracted the attention of diwan- 
collectors. The less famous poets never had their works 
collected and only in early literary books and anthologies, 
where they are quoted, do these works survive,

The contents of nal-Mufaddaliyyat" consist almost• «

entirely of the works of the Muqillin. So far as can be 
traced, only eleven of the poets quoted have diwans, of 
which nine have been edited and two are still in manuscript

1. Al-'Askari, al-Sina1atain, p.3*
2. Ibn Rashiq, 'I,'**- al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir, II, 485*
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form. Those edited are by 'Alaamah b. 1Abadah, Amir b.
al-Tufail, al-Hadirah, al-Shanfara, Abu D h u raib, al-Harith • *

b. Hillizah, Salamah b. Jandal, al-Musayyab b. fAlas and
Bishr b. Abi Khazim; the Mss. are by T a fabbata Sharra

- 1and al-Muthaqqib al-*Abdi.

The remaining' poets, whose works have never been
collected or lost owe to !,al-Mufaddaliyyat" the survival* *

of some of their works. Some of these poets have no 
other surviving works, while others have a few poems or 
fragments in other literary sources. The following are 
some representative examples:
1. Poems Nos. 2^, 91, 92, 118 and 121 appear to be the 
only surviving works by their composers: no other works
by them can be traced elsewhere.
2. Besides his two poems in the anthology (Nos. 26 and 27),
the poet, 'Abdah b. al-Tabib has a piece in ‘'al-Hamasah"• .
of Abu Tamniam. No other works by this poet have survived.
3. The two brothers, al-Muraqqishes, have 17 pieces 
included. Apart from these, there are a few pieces by 
the poets in "al-Ag'hani"and "al-Hamasah" of Abu Tainmam.
It seems that the surviving works of the Muraqqishes, who

1. Brockelmann, Arabic translation, X, 104, 115•
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lived about two centuries before Islam, were scanty and
little known and tliat al-Mufaddal meant to preserve a* *
large body of them. As Lyall observed, two of the pieces 
included (Nos, 54 and 57) exhibit ancient prosodical 
features,'

The anthology has thus preserved many early works 
that would otherwise probably have been lost,

• * *

The literary considerations of the compiler can be 
deduced in part by studying the selections with reference 

to the background of their composers* diwans, where this 
is possible. As stated before, only nine1, of these 
diwans have been edited and are available for study.

It appears that the literary considerations were 
mainly as follows:

1• Selection of the longest works unless surpassed in
—  2quality by others. The selections from al-Iiadirah,

1. Lyall*s Al-Mufaddaliyyat, II, 181 and 192,
2, Al-Hadirae Diwanum, ed. Engelmann (Leiden I858)
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1 _  2 -  3Abu Dhu’aib, al-Shanfara and al-Harith b. Hillizah♦

are the poets' longest works (except for the Mu'allaqah
of al-Harith, and 1Lamiyyat al'Arab' whose attribution to
al-Shanfara is debatable). Two of the selections from
Bishr b. Abi Khazim (Nos. 9& and 97) are the longest in 

4his diwan, while the other two (Nos. and 99) are of 
average length.

One of the two selections from 'Alqamah (No. 120) is
the longest of his poems, but the second (No. 119) is five

5lines shorter than poem No. 3 in his diwan. The selected 
poem, however, is obviously superior to that in the diwan 
and was awarded the title "Simt" in 'Ukaz.^

The selection from Salamah b. Jandal is shorter than
7 8two poems in his diwan, but according to Ibn Qutaibah,

the poem selected is Sa^arna's masterpiece.

q „The longest poem in the diwan of 'Amir b. al-Tufail

1. Per Diwan des Abu D u ’aib, ed. Joseph Hell, (Hanover 19Z6)
2. 'Abd al- *Aziizal-Maimani , al-Tara’if al Adbiyyah: Shi'r

al-Shanfara, (Cairo 1937 )"» PP . 25-42 .
3* ICrenkow, Diwan al-Harith b. Hillizah, al-Mashriq, (Beirut 

1922), XX, 793, seq.^
4. Diwan Bishr b. Abi Khazim, ed. D r . <'Izzat Hasan, (Damascus 

i960) , poems 15 , Si", 3 and 3&*
5 • Die G-edzUckte des 'Albania al-Fahl, ed. Dr. Albert Socin, 

(Leibzig 1867 ) , p p . 3 , 6 and~$ .
6 . Al-Isfahanx, Aghanx, XXI, 173*
7* Le Diwh de Salamat ibn Gandal,ed.Le P.Louis Cheikho, 

(Beyrouth 1910), poems 2 and 3 .
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was not selected, probably because It contains bitter
insinuations against Asad, who was any ally of the

1compiler's tribe. However this may be, the poem 
neglected is clearly diffuse and uninspired.

Long poems, provided that they were good, were
aj>parently favoured. Owing, perhaps, to the peculiar
characteristics of the Arabic Qasidah, only by composing
long poems could a poet prove his poetic mastery.
Moreover, according to Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala’, long poems

2are most appropriate for recitals.

2. Selection of the works most representative of
the poets. This is obvious in the cases of Abu Dhu’aib,
'Amir b. al-Tufail and al-Shanfara.*

In Abu Dhu’aib's diwan, elegies are strikingly 
predominant: out of the 3^ pieces included in the diwan,
there are 13 lamenting the death of family and tribal

3relatives. Moreover, a genuinely sorrowful tone is
detectable throughout.the diwan. The selection of the

S. (Contd. from previous page) Ibn Qutaibah ' s , Al-Shi ' r , 1̂ 1-7. 
9• The Diwans of 'Abxd ibn al-Abras. of Asad and 'ibnir ibn 

ibn al-Tufail, ed. Lyall, (London 1913) , poem 2.
1. Lyall's Al-Mufaddaliyyat, I, ^6k
2. Ibn Rashiq, I.
3. Poems Nos. 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, Ik, 19, 21, 2 k , 31, 32.
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fAin rhyming' el«§y, in which the poet laments the grievous 
death of his five sons, is, therefore, truly representative: 
It records the most saddening event in the life of this 
master of lamentation, and is moreover his poetical 
masterpiece.

*Amir b. al-Tufail was one-eyed and a triumphant

refers to the fight in which he lost one of his eyes; 
and the second (No,107) refers to a battle in which he 
was forced to retreat, but showed his determination to 
resume the fight and to have his revenge.

The poem by al-Shanfara selected is the one most 
truly representative of the poet's wretched life and the
activities of his band, the Sa falik.

3• Selection of poems that were highly acclaimed by
connoisseurs. The two iDoems by fAlqamah were acclaimed

—  ' 2  —in 'Ukaz and entitled "Simts"; that of al-Hadirah was
praised by Hassan b. Thabit, who named it ,fKalimat al-

The two poems selected from this poet
record some of the highlights in his life. One (No .106)

1* L y a l i n  Al-Mufaddaliyyat, I, 704. al-£midi, al-Mu * talif, 15̂ -
2. Al-Isfahani, Aglianx, XXI, 173*
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1 _  —Huwaidirah”; No, 97 toy Bishr b, Abi IChazim was »

described by Abu 'Amr b, al-'Ala’ as "the poet’s best
2Arabic poem in its rhyme, 11 The elegy of Abu Dhu * aib 

was met with unanimous acclamation, and according to 
al~Aghani, al-Mansur, on the death of his son, J a ffar, 
considered the recital of this elegy the most comforting

3consolation he could have received.

The anthology has been acclaimed by almost everyone,
Ibn Taifur, who praises the anthology in general, makes 

*

one reservation. "The poems selected by al-Mufaddal,« »

says Ibn Taifur, 11 are unparalleled in their quality and 
eloquence, though the themes are the usual stock-in-trade.” 
This reservation, however, is not a serious criticism, 
since in complete Qasidas, such themes were unavoidable. 
What critics expected from a masterly poet was to 
demonstrate originality in treatment and to include in 
each poem some novel ides and images, and a few memorable

1* ^l-Hadirae Diwanum, p.5* ™ al-Isfahani, Aalxani.Ill.82
2, Al-Mufaddaliyyat, ed. Lyall, I, 648.
3. Al-Isfahan!, al-Aghan!, VI, 59*
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liines, and this is true of the present selections: many
examples of such features are quoted throughout the 
anthology "Kitabu-l-Ma ' ani al-Kabir. 11

Abu Hilal al-^Aslcari criticises the poems selected
for being archaic in diction. "Obsolete vocabulary,"
says al~fAskari, "impairs expression and hinders spontaneity."
On the other hand, most of the critics welcomed such a 

3phenomenon.

The truth is /that the anthology includes some ancient 
poems whose diction is rather archaic, but it also contains

4poems in simpler styles. Jn all cases, the works chosen 
exhibit unmistakable spontaneity and vividness.

1, Ibn Sallam, . - al-Suli, Akhbar al-Buhturi, ed. Dr.
Salf^f al-Ashtar (Damascus 1958) , 172 ’ seq. - al- 
Marzubani » -Mnyaahshah - 116.

2. Al-'Askari, al-Sina * atain. p.3 .
3* Ibn al-Nadim, p,68,
4. See, for instance, poems 31» 77*



C H A P T E R III

HAL-ASMA11YYAT n 
*
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I

The anthology, "al-AsmaTiyyatu, was described by
1Xbn al-Nadim as "a large body of* Arab poetry, " 

Unfortunately, this apparently valuable collection has 
not reached us as an independent work. In all the 
extant Mss, that preserved it, the anthology is either

_ 2appended to the other anthology, "al-Muladdaliyyat" or• •
3 ' -mixed with it. In his anthology Muntaha al-Talab,

Muhammad b, al-Mufearalc b, Maimun states that he included
the poems selected by al-Asma’i; but ,to the disappointment
of the modern researcher, only a small portion ol this
work has survived and in it there are only lour Asma1iyyas
(poems belonging to al-Asma1iyyat), though not described

kas such in the M s ,

1. Ibn al-Nadim, 68,
2. ¥. AhlwardtA Sammlungen Alter Arabischer Dichter,Elagina 1 ij jat, (Berlin 1?0 2 Introd ."~pVv 131.
3. Brockelmann, trans•, I, 74, 75*
4. Al-Asma * iyyat, ed. Ahmad Muhammad Shakir and fAbd al-

Salam Harun, (Cairo 1955)> PP* 35 » 9 6 » 110,
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The attempts of the editors of the anthology to face 
this problem resulted in three printed works:

1, In 1902, Prof, ¥• Ahlwardt made the first edition 
of the anthology, consisting of 77 pieces,

2, In his work "Early Arabic Odes", published in
1938 and apparently written in 19^8, Dr, S.M. Husain,

1following up a remark made by Sir Charles Lyall, edited 
7^ poems, a selection of the anthology unknown to Prof*. 
Ahlwardt and therefore not included in his edition.

3, In 1955» Sheikh Ahmad Muhammad Shakir and Mr# *Abd
* •

al-Salam Ilarun produced a new edition which they described
as "the only genuine version of al-Asma*iyyatV It
contains 92 poems, which are the 77 found in Ahlwardt*s
edition, plus 19 poems occurring in the other anthology,

"al-Mufaddaliyyat". The two editors were not apparently
* *

acquainted with the portion edited by Dr. Husain.

The three printed works should be examined afresh 
and the two versions of Ahlwardt and Shakir-Harun 
collected.

1. Lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, I,
2. Al-Asma1iyyat» ed. Shakir, Introd.^p-
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The recension of Ahlwardt is based on a Vienna Ms,, 
entitled "al-Mufaddaliyyat wal-Asma1iyyat" and includes

4 4 *

the two anthologies of al-Mufaddal and al-Asma*i.* * •
1 2  -According to Fldgel and Lyall, "al-Asma * iyyat11 follows

*

the comxDlete text of "al-Muf addaliyyat11 with its appendix. 
"Al-Asma*iyyat", in this Ms., consists of 77 pieces of

4

which only one occurs in the two anthologies: No. 30 i*i
"al-Asma*iyyat" and 85 in "al-Mufaddaliyyat". The
repetition of this poem in the second anthology might be
regarded as a mistake on the copyistfs or the compiler*s
part, There is abundant evidence, however, that this
is not so and that the poem was repeated purposely.
According to al-Asma'i’s cousin, *Abd al-Rahman,^ Abu

• •

’XJbaid al-Bakri (ob. 432 A.H. ) and al-Batalyusi'* (ob.
521 A.Ii,), some of the selections of "al-Mufaddal were

4 4

selected by al-Asma’i.

The recension of Shakir and Harun is based on a 
modern copy made by al-Shinqiti from an Ms. preserved in

C1. G. Fltigel, Die Arabisihen Persi*chen und Tajrlcischen
HacL s chri f t en , (¥e in 1865), X, ^3^.

2. Lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, 1, Xntrod. p.XVI.
3* Al-Hadirae Diwanum, 5* _
4. Abu r̂ Jbaid ’Abdullah b. '-̂ bd al-^ziz b.^Muhainmad al-

Bakri, al-Tanbik *Ala Awham AbiyFi Amallh,*(Cairo 1926) 
5* al-BatalyusT, al-Iqtidab, 405 p*105*
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in ItopriUlti in Istanbul. Al-Shinqiti does not give the
number of this Ms*, but he describes it as follows, t!The
original contains both 1al-Mufaddaliyyat* and fal-• *

Asma*iyyat1 and as I possess a codex of* the former with
1its commentary, I copied only ' al-Asma * iyyat

The main discrepancy between Shalcir-Harun1 s recension
and that of Ahlwardt is that the former includes 19 poems
more. These are Nos, 71-88. These poems, however, occur
in the same order in Lyall Ts edition of ,f al-Muf addaliyyat",

• *

where they are numbered 100-118.

In his copy, al-Shinqiti glosses that these poems 
2are repetitions. It is not known whether he meant that

the poems are repeated in the two parts of the Koprdlti Ms.,
or that he judged them repetitions because they occur once
in the Koprdld Ms. and once in his other codex of'’al-
Muf addaliyyatn. Shakir and Ilarun, however, seem to be

• *

certain of al-Shinqiti's meaning, and they contend that
these 19 poems originally belonged,to "al-Asma1iyyat" and
they were merely interpolated in the other anthology, "al-
Muf addaliyyat". Consequently they accuse Ahlwardt of

• •

1. Al-Asma1iyyat, ed. Shakir & Harun, Introd. p.4.
2. Al-Muf addaliyyat, ed. Shakir & I-Iarun, In trod. p. 17*
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deliberately omitting them in order to avoid repetition.

This accusation is groundless, and the views suggested 
by Shakir and liarun cannot be substantiated for the 
following reasons;

1. In the preface to his edition, Ahlwardt does not state 
or imply that he omitted any poem he found in the Vienna 
Ms. The only alteration in the text he allowed himself 
to make is in the arrangement of poems, since, in his 
view, it is more convenient to arrange poems according
to the alphabetical order of their rhyme letters. However, 
he gave the original arrangement in a key index on page 
XXVIII.

2. Poem No. 30 in Ahlwardt1s edition is, as stated
previously, a repetition of poem 85 in "al-Mufaddaliyyatn.

• #

Had he meant to avoid repetition, this poem would have 
been omitted too*

3. Shakir and Harun*s explanation of the existence of the 
19 poems in "al-Mufaddaliyyat11 is derived from an ambiguous 
statement found in both the Vienna and Koprttlft Mss.

1. Al-Asma1iyyat, ed. Shakir & Harun, Introd. p.5*
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This statement occurs at the end of the Mufaddaliyyat
• •

and it reads: *4-. <s>' t 1
—  —  *Shakir and Ilarun suggest that <— n-lA-t should be taken in

j-
the passxve form and that therefore the sentenc
can be rendered as, "And this is the remainder of the
Asma1iyyat which was interpolated in the Mufaddaliyyat."

• • • **
In no dictionary known to me does the word A r '  mean
"to interpolate"; the only right form for this sense 

* * r\would be

To take this verb in the active form t as
kDr* Husain suggests, falsifies the meaning completely.

«

For in this case, the sentence would mean, to quote
Husain, "This is the remainder of 'al-Asma*iyyat1 which
was neglected by *al-Mufaddaliyyat*." This interpretation• *

puts the cart before the horse, since according to it,
the compiler of "al-Mufaddaliyyat" must have seen "al-

• •

Asma*iyyat" and neglected it* Historically, it was 
*

"al-Asma*iyyat" that was compiled later and that apparently *

was not seen by the compiler of "alrMufaddaliyyat".

1. Lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, Introd.,XVII. - Shakir, al-
&ufaddaliyyat* I n t r o d p .18. - Ahlwardt, ^lacma1iyyat, 

2* Shakir, al-Mufaddaliyyat, Introd.,p*18* p.VII
3. Muhammad b. al-Mukarrara b. Manzur, Li s an al- * Arab, 

(BHlaq 1300-1308 A.H.), XIII, 223.
S.M* Husain, Farly Arabic Odes* Introd*,p•XIII.
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Q ® £
It seems best to read the verb in question as

y ^
(from the root -r1 and interpret the sentence as,
"This is the remainder of *al-Asma*iyyat* which overlapped
with 1 al-Muf addaliyyat 1 , 11 or perhaps simply and better• *

still as, "This is the remainder of 1al-Asma*iyyat1 which
*

has been combined with 1a l - M u f a d d a l i y y a t "
• •

However this may be, the sentence is obviously 
ambiguous and cannot alone be the basis for any convincing 
inference•

The truth about the 19 poems is that they do not
appear in Ahlwardtfs edition for the simple reason that
in the Vienna Ms, they do not exist in the second part
entitled "al-Asma?iyyat", but only in the first part "al-
Mufaddaliyyat". This is their right position, as can be • •
seen from Ibn al-Anbarifs authentic recension of the latter.

This view is corroborated by an examination of the 
Koprdld Ms., which, from al-Shinqiti*s description, must 
be Ms, No.139^ in this library. It is entitled "

an(  ̂ ±s ̂ like the Vienna Ms., a combination 
of "al-Mufaddaliyyat" and "al-Asma1iyyat" in one volume.

1. Ibn Manzur, Lisan, XVIII, 260.• '
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Apart from the usual slight discrepancies between
transcripts, the first part of the Kopr&ltl Ms., containing
"al-Mufaddaliyyat", follows the Vienna Ms. very closely • *
up to poem No. 101, after which the 19 poems already
mentioned, which occur in the Vienna Ms., are missing in
the ICoprdld Ms.; then the two Mss. agree up to the end
of "al-Mufaddaliyyat". The second part, which is "al- 

• •

Asma^yyat", is given identically in both Mss. up to poem 
No. 70 in the Koprdlti Ms, , where the 19 missing poems 
aiDpear successively; after that the two Mss. agree again.

Since, according to Lyall, the Vienna Ms. is a
1modern copy of a Constantinople original, it is highly 

probable that the Vienna and Koprtild Mss. are both copies 
of the same older original and that in the Koprdld Ms., 
the quire in which the 19 poems are written has been 
misplaced.

The 7k poems edited by Dr. S.H. Husain, which he*
suggests are a portion of the anthology, are derived, for
the most part, from a Ms, preserved in the India Office

-  - 2and entitled "Kitabu-l-Ikhtiyarain". As stated in its

1. Lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, II, Introd., XVI.
2. India Office Ms. No. 7533*
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title page, this Ms. is the second volume of a work
consisting of the selections of both al-Mufaddal and* *

al-Asma*i. The number of poems included in this Ms.
is 116, of which 23 occur in Ibn al-Anbarifs recension
of "al-Mufaddaliyyat" and 21 in Ahlwardt1s recension of • *

"al-Asma’iyyat"; the remaining 72 ara not found in either 
*

of these works. Since the "Kitabu-1-Ikht±yarain"
consists of the two anthologies, 11 al-Muf addaliyyat ” and

# •

"al-Asma*iyyat", and since whatever poems are not found
in the authentic version of "al-Mufaddaliyyatn must* *

belong to the second anthology, the editor argues 
convincingly that the above 72 poems must be a part of 
nal-Asma f iyyat".

Similarly, the remaining two poems in Husain’s
edition are derived from the British Museum Ms. of "al-
Muf addaliyyat ft , which consists of 15 0 poems.1 According • *

to many glosses in this Ms., some poems belonging to "al- 
■^sma’iyyat" have been interpolated in this codex. Only 
the above two are not found in either Ibn al-Anbari!s or 
Ahlwardtfs recensions of the anthologies and must, 
therefore, be regarded in the same way as the 72 poems

1, British Museum Ms. No. 7533*
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from "ICi t abu-l-Ikhtiyarain " .1

From these investigations, it is clear that the 
editions of Ahlwardt and Shakir-Harun are both incomplete. 
The portion edited by Husain obviously does not cover 
the whole of the missing part, since the other volume of 
"iCitabu-l-Ikhtiyarain" is lost.

* • *

That the three printed works already discussed do 
not represent the genuine anthology is confirmed by the 
fact that, in many authoritative sources, there are poems 
named as belonging to 11 al-Asma1 iyyat” but not found in 
any of these three works. The following examples, which 
have been ctllled at random, are sufficient for illustration; 
but further research could certainly recover more poems 
of this curtailed anthology:

1. In al-Hadira's diwan, which has been handed down by 
al-Yazidi (ob. 310 A.I-I. ) on the authority of al-Asraa'i's 
cousin, fAbd al-Rahman, the Dal-rhyming poem which begins: 

-bo3> \ is described as
"Asma'iyyah".2

1. Husain, Early, Introd., p.XXV
2. Ai-Hadirae Diwanum, II.
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12. According1 to al-Aghani, Abu *Ubaidah described poem
No. 8 in ”al-Mufaddaliyyat" as ’’Asma ’ iyyah Mufaddaliyyah. "

* • * *

Shakir and Harun Suggest that, by this term, Abu ,Ubaidah
indicates that he is uncertain to which of the two

2anthologies this poem belongs. In al-Hadira1s diwan,
however, the poem is plainly described as "selected by

-  3al-Mufaddal and al-Asma*i. This can only mean that the » •

poem belongs to both anthologies.

3. Another poem described by Abu 'Ubaid al-Bakri as
belonging to both anthologies is the Lam rhyming poem
by al-Quhaif al-'Uqaili, which opens:

\ ^  cjŝ -1
Al-Bakri states that this poem has been assigned to

both anthologies by al-Qali and that it occurs in the
4latter*s recensions of these anthologies, which have 

not survived.

4. In "al-Shifr wal-Shu1ara", there is a piece Ascribed
—  3to "al-Asma.1 iyyat" by Ibn Qutaibah. The first line of

this reads : '̂ Tr̂ v> V*

5# In his commentary oTJ "Adab al-Itatib" by Ibn Qutaibah,

1. Al-Isfaliani, III, 82. 2. Al-Muf addaliyyat, ed.
3. Al-Hadirae Diwanum, 5. Shakir] *Introd., 1?.
4, Al-Bakri, al-Tan bill, p.103.
5* Ibn Qutaibah, al-Slii 1 r , p. 13.
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al-Batalyusi (ob. $£/ A.H.) refers to a line quoted in
this work and states that it is from a poem by 'Abdttllah

1b. Sulaimah "included in al-Asma'iyyat"•

6* Xn "Lisan al-*ArabH, Xbn Manzur quotes from two poems*
by T h a ’labah b. fAmr al-’Abdi and by a man from Tamim,

— 2and confirms that these x:>oems belong to "al-Asma ’iyyat11.
9

7. Similarly, al-Baghdadi quotes from two poems by Mudarris
*

al-Asadi and ’Abid b. al-Abras which he treats as*

11 Asma * iyyas " ? As Prof. al-Maimani notes, al-Baghdadi
4possessed a large collection of Mss. of early works and 

therefore, although he lived fairly recently, his reference 
to such works carries weight.

The original anthology must have been a large one.
Xbn Mansur, quoting two lines from a poem, says, "It is in♦

- 5the first volume of 1al-Asma1i y y a t , suggesting that the 
anthology originally consisted of more than one volume.

The anthology may have been partly lost because it
met with little favour from learned people and was

1* al-Batalyusi, 329* 2. Ibn Manzur,XVXX,106 -X,260
3. Al-BaghdadI, Khizanah, IV, 503 & 235*
4. fAbd al-’Azi® al-Maimani, Iqlid al-Khizanah, (Lahore 1927)
3. Xbn Manzur, XXIX, 106. p.l.
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1therefore neglected* Alternatively, the contribution 
of al-Asmafi fs pupils to the anthology might have 
disproportionately enlarged it, and thus exposed it to 
being sifted and probably broken up into parts, of which 
only some have survived*

* • *

It seems that the compiler of this anthology
followed the method of his predecessor, al-Mufaddal, in• *

arranging his selections* This is obvious in Shakir1s 
edition, where most of the poems are arranged according 
to authors* I-Iowever, the fact that the five elegies Nos, 
24-28 and the two Munsifahs Nos. 69&70 are grouped together 
indicates that the compiler also paid attention to the 
subject matter in arranging them.

The selections are not invariably complete poems, 
though most of them are stich. The lengths of the 
selections in Ahlwardt*s edition are as follows: 10 poems
have from 30-43 lines each, 22 from 15~29 lines each,
22 from 7“l4 each and the remaining 23 have less than 7

1. Ibn al-Nadim, 68*
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lines each* Xn Husain’s poi'tion, 13 poems have Xrom
30-77 lines each, 12 from 15-29 each, 29 from 7 each 
and the remaining' 20 have less than 7 lines each* Figures 
in Shakir’s editions are more or less similar to those in 
Ahlwardt's save For the additional 19 poems. The shortest 
pieces in these editions consist of 2 lines each.

The subjects of the selections are the conventional 
ones habitually treated in early Arabic Qasidas. The 
subject matter, already surveyed, of the selections in 
"al-Mufaddaliyyat" is faily representative and more or
less similar to that of the present selections. The 
following subjects, however, are particularly stressed 
in the anthology:

1. Description of horses* The number of passages

Tufail b. *Awf, who, because of his mastery in describing
dealing with this is noticeable. One of these if by

1 . . ~ . .

horses, was called by pre-Islamic Arabs "
i.e. ’’Tufail, the horse-mad". There are moreover two

3complete pieces entitled "On horses". Piece Ho.

1. Husain, Early, p.l. 2, al-Isfahani, XXV, 88.
3. Shakir’s al-Asma’iyyat, 163#
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(Ahlwardt’s edition) describes an injured warrior 
retreating' from the battle on his exhausted horse.

2. Disparagement of women. Apart from the
conventional passages about stingy wives who nag their
husbands about expenditure on hospitality, there are
two pieces directed entirely against wives: one is by
Sa&hr b. fAnir w ho, during his illness, was so illtreated
by his wile that he apparently hanged her after his
recovery;3* and the second is a bitter •♦Urjuzah, probably
by al-Asma’i himself, who perhaps preferred to conceal

2his authorship and attribute it to an unknown poet.
Piece No. 22 states that only for riches do women show 

3affection; and piece No. 5^ states that women quickly 
become discontented if husbands are broke.

Connected with this is the theme of lamenting the
weakness of old age, when the poets are taunted with, it
by their wives or mistresses. There are seven pieces

4on this theme in the anthology.

1, Ibid, note p.273*2, Elacma1ij jat, 22
3, Ibid, 534, These are Nos. 23, 48 (Ahlwardt’s edition) and Nos.

8, 55, 56, 57» ^7 (Husain’s supplement).
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Although disparagement of women and sighing over
old age were common themes, the fact that they are
peculiarly stressed in the anthology might be explained
partly by reference to al-Asma'i's personal life. Al-
Asmaf i was over 60 years old when he made his selections.
He was moreover repulsive in appearance and apparently

1repugnant to women, at least by that time.

3* Edification and instructions about life. There
are five pieces on this theme in Ahlwardt's edition and 
ten in Husain's supplement. These pieces will be 
considered shortly.

The poets in the anthology are mostly p>re-Islamic •
Xn Ahlwardt's edition (and also in Shakir's, except for
the authors of the additional 19 pieces) the figures are
3^ pre-Islamic, 13, Mukhadrims, 6 post-Islamic and 7 of
unknown date. Xn Husain's supplement, 22 of the pDoets
are pre-Islamic, 11 Mukhadrims, 5 post-Islamic and 20*

unknown.

1. Al-IChatib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh, X, ^14.• “ - A
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II

The three Mss. upon which Ahlxvardt, Sliakir-Harun 
and Husain based their editions are anonymous. There 
are, however, enough reasons to believe that these 
documents are trustworthy*

As stated previously, both the Vienna and the Koprdld
Mss., whether or not two copies of the same original,
include the two anthologies Mal-Mufaddaliyyatn and "al-• •

Asinaf iyyat11 . A coll^otion of the texts of the first 
anthology in both Mss. with Ibn al-Anbarifs authentic 
recension of this anthology testifies to the correctness 
of these texts,^ and clearly shows that the writers were 
relying on good authorities. If this is true of the 
first anthology, which forms about two thirds of each Ms., 
it must almost certainly be true of the remainder of the 
two works.

1. Lyall, The Mufaddaliyyat, I, Introd., p.XVI• * ’
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Similarly, as stated in its title page, the India
Office Ms, includes the selections of al-Mufaddal and• •

al-Asina'i. Since about half of these poems are found
in Ibn al-Anbari ’s version of 11 al-Muf addaliyyat11 and the• •

t f  1Vienna and Koprtlltl Mss. of nal-Asma * iyyat , the remainder
«

of the work can probably be treated as trus tworth}''. 
Moreover, the standard of the commentary included in this 
Ms. indicates that the compiler was closely acquainted with 
the views of the great scholars of the age, such as al- 
Asma1i , Abu ’Ubaidah and Abu 1 Amr b. al-'Ala’.

Dr. Iiusain suggests that the compiler of this work
2must be Ibn al-Sikkit, lie supports his suggestion with

good circumstantial evidence, which does not, however,
solve the problem conclusively: the book is not reckoned

- 3among the publications of Ibn al-bikkit, neither has it 
been referred to or attributed to him in any known 
reference. Moreover, the fact that Xbn al-Sikkit is 
quoted in the commentary only twice and in the same manner

4as other authorities are quoted, makes it more likely that 
Ibn al-Sikkit was one of the authorities consulted by the

1. Husain, Early .., Introd.XI. 2. Ibid, XXXIII
3. Ibn al-Nadim, 72. - Yaqut, VII, 300.
4. Husain, Early ♦ . , r>p. 246, 247.
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the compiler but was not the compiler himself*.

It seems highly probable that the compiler of "Kitab
al-Ikhtiyarain" was one of al-Asma’i's students, such as
al-Sidri, ' Afiyali b. Shabib or Abu al-1 Aliyah. According
to Tha'lab, these students wrote down the selections of
al-Mufaddal and al-Asma'i, together with the explanatory • *

comments made by al-Asma'i. This accords with the fact 
that, in the explanatory glosses of the present work, 
al-Asmafi is quoted about 200 times and mentioned by name 
about 65 times.

Whoever the compiler may be, the most important fact 
is that the three Mss* are records of al-Asma'i's 
selections, as is clearly stated in all of them. It is 
therefore the sources and reliability of al-Asmafi that 
have to be taken into account.

• * *

In Ahlwardt1s and Shakir's editions, al-Asma'i
reveals the sources of 11 selections. Two were received

1from the authors directly, six on the authority of Abu

1. Shakir's edition, poems Nos. 6 & 35*
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-  1*Ainr b. al-’Ala’, one on the authority of Khalaf al- 
2Ahmar and two given with the chain of authorities through 

* 3which they were handed down. Although the sources of 
the remaining selections are not mentioned, the eleven 
examples already stated indicate that, in dictating his 
selections, al-Asmafi most probably revealed his sources.

After poem H o . 60 in the Vienna Ms, (which is No,
57 In the ItoprflltL Ms.), there is a note that reads:

^ Cxy*. Lr* ^  L* i

This note suggests that the following pieces are 
derived from two books, the titles of which are not named,
Ahlwardt suggests that they may be al-Asma’i ^  books, !,al-

- - 5Arajiz”andMal-Nawadirt* Judging by their titles,nal-
Arajiznmust be a collection of pieces in the Rajaz metre, 
andnal-Nawadir,f is most probably a philological work 
containing lines of special linguistic interest. Since 
the pieces that follow the note in question do not seem 
to resemble the contents of the two books mentioned by 
Ahlwardt, except for two pieces in Rajaz metre, the

1, Xbid, poems Nos.14,20,21,40,45 and ^9.
2. Ibid, poem No. 3* _ 3* Ibid, poems Nos. 1 & 25
4. Ahlwardt, Elaqma1ijjat, Introd.XIV - Al-Asma1 ivyat P ed.

Shakir, 185.
5* Elagma f iyyat, Introd.XIV.
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suggestion of this scholar cannot be substantiated.

The note might be merely an insertion of the copyist; 
or it might refer to two sources known to him, which 
contained some poems of* al-Asma'iyyat; or perhaps it 
originally read UA»( "The additions of
the booksellers"), since, like modern librarians, 
booksellers were acquainted with the different recensions 
of famous works* Whatever this note may imply, the 
colophon of both the Vienna and Koprfld Mss. shows that

1the 17 poems following the note belong to the anthology.

It goes without saying that al-Asma1i enjoyed a great 
reputation as one of the top scholars of his age and as an 
honest and reliable rhapsodist. "In knowledge of philology 
and poetry," says al-Mubarx’ad, "al-Asina’i was unparalleled."

On the authority of such a scholar, it seems likely 
that the contents of the anthology are genuine, although 
of course this cannot be confirmed without an investigation 
of each selection*

Al-Asma*i himself seems doubtful as to the genuineness

1* The colophon in both Mss. reads:
2. Al-Khatifo al Baghdad!, Tarlkh.X ,4l4 & 419.
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of poem No. 54 (Shakir*s edition) by al-Muhalhil, which
1he describes as "Muwalladah, i.e. postclassic. 11

Likewise, poem No. 50 is attributed to Dawsar b. Dhuhail,
whereas al-Asma1i thinks that it might be by another 

2poet. As mentioned before, poem No. 90 is ascribed by
al-Asma’i to an unknown poet called Sukhair b. *Umair,
whereas al-Najairami maintains that it is by al-Asma*i
himself; and al-Mufearrad confirms that it is commonly

- 3treated as the work of al-Asmafi. Moreover, the piece 
exhibits a philological mastery that points to al-Asma*i 
as the probable writer. Perhaps al-Asma*i wrote this 
piece but disowned it because it would have been taken as 
directed against his wife. The name given for the author 
of this piece is, significantly, a diminutive of Sabhr b. 
*Amr (al-Sharid), the notorious poet who hanged his wife. 
However, the suggestion that al-Asma*i faked this piece 
has not been conclusively proved and even if it could be, 
the fabrication would not be a serious one; it would 
merely be a concealment of the authorship of a poem for 
family reasons.

1* Shakirs al-Asma* iyyat f 176
2. Ibid, 168.
3* Ibid, 273 (note).
4. Ibid, 163 (note).
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The laborious task of verbifying the selections 
and tracing them in the diwans of the composers or in 
other references has been remarkably well performed by 
Shakir and Harun in their edition and by Husain in his 
section. Their investigations showed most of the poems
to be verifiable. There are, however, three poems in

-  1 2Shakirfs edition and in Husain's of which no quotations
can be found in any other reference.

Since al-Asma*i is reliable and since the contents 
of the present editions are mostly verifiable, this 
anthology, on the whole, can be regarded as trustworthy*

1, Ibid, poems No. 6 (p.22), 20 (p*75) and 60 (p.195)*
2. Poems Nos. l4 ,19,21,22,28,30,32,49,68.
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III

All the traditions that have reached us indicate 
that the Basrite scholar, al-Asma1i, compiled his 
anthology in emulation of, or perhaps in competition 
with, the anthology of the Kufic scholar, al-Mufaddal•^ 
About the immediate incentive for the compilation, 
sources are silent till as late as the eleventh century
A.II. , when al-Baghdadi asserts that nal-Asma * iyyat11 was

-  -  2compiled for the caliph, Iiarun al-Rashid. Although
this information has not been supported by any other 
authority, there is no reason to disbelieve it: immediate
incentives for writing books, unless recorded in the 
prefaces of the authors, are sometimes forgotten.

In considering the information given by al-Baghdadi, 
Prof. Ahlwardt suggests that the event referred to may

1. Al-Qali, III, 130* - Al-Mufaddaliyyat, Shakir*s edition,
Introd., p.10.

2. Al-Baghdadi, Khizanah, IY, 235*
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have taken place about 180 A.H. , and that about this
time, al-Asma*i might have been appointed a literary tutor
to the crown prince, al-Amin - a post that encouraged him

1
to compile the anthology he had planned*

Although al-Asma*i joined the court of the caliph
Harun al Rashid for about 15 years (probably from 173

. 2 -  -to 188 A*H.), and although, according to al-Dainiri, he
conversed with the princes, al-Amin and al-Ma’mun, on

3points of language and literature, with the result that 
the princes probably benefited by his instructions and 
knowledge, there is no definite information that he was 
appointed a tutor to either of the princes. On the 
contrary, it is confirmed by many authorities that the 
official tutor of the princes was the other eminent

— ,T 4scholar, al-I£isa i, Ahlwardt *s suggestion therefore 
cannot be substantiated, though some of the selections 
were probably included for the education of the princes.

Whatever the immediate incentive may have been, 
however, the main purpose of the compiler of this anthology

1. Ahlwardt, Elacma1ijjat, Introd. , V & Vi
2. *Abd al-Jabbar al-Jumard, Al-Asma ' i Hay atuhu wa'&tharuhu,

(Beirut 1953), 166 & 173*
3* Karnal al-Din al-Damxrl, Hayatu al-Hayawan al-Kubra,

(Bulaq 1284), I, 86 seq.
4, Ibid.
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appears to have been to complete the work of al-Mufaddal• •

and thus to show himself* an equally able scholar*

He accomplished this purpose in two ways: 1* by
making* the most of the selections from the works of
poets other than those quoted in f,al-Mufaddaliyyat,l, and* •

2. by taking- different poems, if the poets are the same 
in both anthologies*

Whether or not this anthology or a part of it was 
meant to be a text book for the tuition of the crown 
prince, al-Amin, some of the selections included are on 
edifying and instructive themes* These are Nos* 3> 19>
20, 47 and 77 lo Ahlwardt1s edition and Nos. 3> 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 23 and 32 io Husainfs section. One 
of these (No* 20 in Ahlwardt1s edition) dealing with 
death, was written by a Jewish poet, who showed a religious 
approach to morals* Other selections, however, such as 
No* 12 in Husain*s section, though also edifying, are 
pagan in spirit* Xt is worth noting that poems No. 23 and 
3 (Husain*s edition) are respectively on pacifism and on 
the administration of public affairs - two themes relevant 
to the tuition of a prince.
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Moreover, the pieces in al-Rajaz metre may have 
been included to provide the young princes with recitations 
which widened their vocabulary besides being useful as 
pronunciation practice, as custom required,'*'

There are some features of the anthology which 
indicate what the compiler*s criterion may have been:

1. Great length of the poem. This seems to be a
recognised merit: the selections from Salamah b* Jandal,
'Urwah b, al~Ward, al-A'sha of Bahilah and Tufail b, *Awf

2al-Ghanawi are the longest in their diwans* Some other 
selections, though not the longest works of their

3composers, are sufficiently long to merit inclusion.

In some cases, however, the compiler gives abridged 
versions* For instance, the selection from al-A'sha 
of Bahilah (in Shakir's edition) consists of 33 lines 
and in Ahlwardt*s is divided into two pieces totalling

430 lines, whereas in the poet's diwan the original poem

1, Tawfiq al-Bakri al-Siddiqi, Arajiz al-'Arab,(Cairo 1313
A * Ii, ) , p.7.

2, Le Diwan de Sel£ma ben Djandal,ed.Ch.Huart, (Paris 1910)
1Orwa ben el-Ward Diwan,ed. Mohammed ben Cheneb, (Alger,
Paris 1926), 63. G-edichte Abu Basir Mairnun ibn Q.ais
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consists of* 46 lines* One example from Husain’s 
section is piece No. 3 consisting of 10 lines while in

— — 2al-Qalifs version, it totals l4 lines.''

Moreover, the compiler included some selections which
are obviously extracts from long originals. Presumably,
this was done with a definite purpose; the selection
from Tarafah b* al-fAbd has 4 lines in the anthology

3extracted from an original of 13 lines; the passage 
selected is in praise of travel - one of al-Asma’i ’s 
favourite themes, whereas the rest of the original is 
made up of the conventional prelude and couplets in praise 
of a certain person, which, apparently, were not included 
very seriously. Dhn’l-IsbLa* al-'Adwani’s piece, which 
is 6 lines from an original of 26, captures the most

4important part of the poem; it is on disputes among 
the branches of the poet’s tribe, *Adwan, which resulted 
in the obliteration of the whole tribe. Passage No. 60

2. (Contd. from previouis page) .. al-A1 sa, ed, R. Geyer, 
(London 1928), p. 266.

3* Diwan Qais b. al-IChatim, ed, Ibrahim al Samarra’I and 
Ahmad Matlub, (Baghdad 1962), 38.

4. Nos. 34 & 35, PP; 32 & 34.
1. Gedichte Abu Basir, 266. 2. Al-Qali, II, 228 seq.
3* Diwan de Tarafah ibn al-TAbd al-Bakri. ed. Max Seligsohn, 

(Paris 1901), 31. I 1
4, Louis Cheikho, Shu1ara9 al-Nasraniyyah, (Beirut I89O-I), 

II, 625 - 627.
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(Ahlwardt1s edition) is only 3 lines, whereas according
1to Sheikh Shakir, the original consists of 100 lines; 

this passage is about possible involvement in a destructive 
war provoked entirely by others, and is very suitable for 
proverbial citation.

2* High reputation of poems. The anthology includes
some poems that are universally accliamed. In Ahlwardtfs
edition, these are: poem No. 1 by al-As1ar al-Ju'fi,

2which, according to Ibn Rashiq, is among the poems entitled
"The Unique Ones'1; poem No, 48 by ’Amr b. Ma*di Karib

3which, according to Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, is one of "The
Mudhahhabat i.e. The Gilded Poems." No. 55> which, to
quote Ibn Sallam, entitled its composer to the appellation,
"al-Mufaddal", i.e. the favourite poet; and the elegy by • •
Iva'b b. Sa*d al-Ghanawi (wrongly divided into two pieces

4in both Ahlwardt1s and Shakir's editions), which was
5described by al-Asma'i as "universally unparalleled".

In Husain's section, there are two such poems: No. 2 by

1. Al-Agma'iyyat, ed. Shakir, p.66 (note) - reference to
Kitab Bakr wa Taghlib, p.6l, which is not available 
for u s • _ _

2. Ibn Rashiq, ed. al-Na'sani, I, 100.
3. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, 452.
4. Al-Asma'iyyat, ed. Shakir, p. 95*
5. Al-Marzubami» al-Muwashshah, 81.



*Alqamah b * *Abadah and Elegy No. 60 by Hallk b. al-Raib.
Ibn Sallam states that No. 2 is one of the best works of

1 -  -'Alaqamah, and, according to al-Aghani, this poem was
addressed to 1 Uinm JuncLub who was acting as arbiter in...a
literary competition between ,Alqamah and her husband,

2Imru al-Qais, and was judged superior. Elegy No. 6 0 
is the longest Arabic elegy in which a poet laments his 
approaching death, and has been quoted and admired by 
many authorities.

3. Relative simplicity of diction. According to Ibn 
al-Nadim, learned pople, apparently those belonging to 
the third and fourth centuries A.H., considered the 
anthology lacking in a difficult vocabulary. A.}-
Baqillani, however, reckons al-Asma*i among the philologist 
"who are inclined towards grand expressions that combine

4sense and rare words."

The truth is that some of the poems included are full 
of archaic words. In their study, Shakir and Harun 
listed 38 usages that are not mentioned in any dictionary,

1. Ibn Sallam, 2. Al-Isfahani, VII, 128.
3* Ibn al-Nadira, 68 4. Al-Baqillani, 1 1 jag, 173
5. Shakir, al-Asma1iyyat, 29^.



Moreover, one of the poets quoted, namely Abu Duwad al —
Iyadi, used vocabulary which was considered unfamiliar

1according to Najdi standards* On the other hand, many
poems in the anthology exhibit remarkable lucidity and
simple diction* Poem No.32 by al-Munakhkhal, for instance,
not only because of its tender tone and ardent passion, but
also because of its clever onomatopoeic effects and lucid

2diction, has always been a favourite. Poems No.20 by al-
Samaw’al and 49 by Qais b. al-IChatim have similar qualities

*

Piece N o .40 is so simple that one might think that it was 
originally selected, as mentioned before, to be recited by 
the child prince, al-Amin.

4. Simplicity of metre. Some of the selections are simple
4in metre. These are 4 pieces in al-Rajaz metre, 2 in al-

5 -  -  6Hazaj and 1 in Majzu’ al-Kamil. The pieces mentioned
before, which Ibn Qutaibah describes as belonging to the 
anthology, is also in al-Hazaj metre. "It was selected," 
says Ibn Qutaibah, "because of its simple and easy rhythm."

1. Ibid, 213. _ 2* Ibid, 52 (note).
3- Ahlwardt, Klacma* ijjat, pp.20, 45*
4. Ahlwardt!s edition, poems Nos.4,18,58 and Husain*s edition, No.4l.
5* Ahlwardt*s edition, poems Nos. 6 and 40.
6 . " " " " 32
7. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r , 22.
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Al-Rajaz metre, though believed to be the oldest
Arabic metre, was considered, as Dr* al-Tayyib puts it,

1"a popular metre", which was not fitted for serious and
artistic poetry. However, al-Asma*i seems not to have
concurred in this view; besides including some pieces in
al-Rajaz in the present anthology, he compiled another
anthology completely dedicated to works in al-Eajaz.
Although this anthology is believed to exist somewhere in 

2Baghdad, I could not trace it.

Most of the selections are the works of little known
poets and some are not found elsewhere (Nos. 3» 23> 36 in
Ahlwardt*s edition and Nos, 14, 19j 21, 22, 28, 30, 32,
49, 68 in Husain's section).*

This shows that, like his predecessor, al-Mufaddal,
* *

the compiler was hunting for rarely quoted works, either 
to save them from oblivion or to demonstrate his vast 
knowledge, or both.

1. *Abd Allah al-Tayyib, al-Murshid 11a Fahm Ash *ar al-*Arabwa-Sinn * atiha, (Cairo 1955) I> 24l ~
2. A. Haf filer, Texte gur Arabischen Lexikographie, (Leipzig

1905), p.V.
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Ibn al“Nad±m states that the anthology met with
little favour from learned people and that briefly thfe&r
objections were: 1* that the anthology lacked a difficult
vocabulary, and 2. that the peoms selected were given in

1an abridged form. Of the modern scholars, Prof. Blachere 
holds that the anthology shows al-Asma1x * s inclination 
towards poetry that possesses philological value rather

p>than literary merit.' Blachere, however, does not give 
any examples to show this.

Some comments on these matters have already been 
made. To recapitulate bx’iefly:-

1. It is true that, compared to ’’al-Mufaddaliyyat", the• *
present anthology is simpler in style. If this was 
considered a flaw by scholars of the second and third 
centuries, modern students would not agree with them.

2* The selections are not consistently abridged. Only 
some ai^e, and appax’ently to serve certain ends. This 
precedent was followed by a series of anthologies completely 
dedicated to extracts.

1. Ibn al-Nadim, 68.
2. Blachere, 14$).
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3. A selection such as No, 58 was probably included 
because of its philological value, but there is no 
evidence that the whole anthology- was influenced by 
philological considerations.

As to the literary merits of the anthology, these
can hardly be overlooked, though the anthology has been
regarded, on the whole, as- inferior to Mal-Muf addaliyyat,f.# *
This is hardly surprising, as al-Mufaddal lived earlier* *
and therefore had more chance to select the best works.

1* Ahlwardt's edition, p*5S*
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C H A P T E R  IV

. "JAMHARAT ASIi * AR AL- f ARAB11 
COLLECTED ARAB POETRY
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I

The title of this anthology suggests that it includes 
a major part of Arab poetry. This is true in terms of 
quality but not of quantity, since the anthology contains 
only 49 poems, though most of them are very famous. The 
compiler describes these poems as uthe gems of Arab poetry 
before and after Islam, 11 ̂

The anthology has been preserved in many Mss. All 
its editions, however, are far from satisfactory.

The first attempt to edit the anthology was made by 
Iskandar Abkariyus. Giving the name, "al-Musabba’at"

into the poems in ̂ f-Ja'harah", he included them in his work, 
"Tazyin Nihayat al-Adab'*, which appeared in Beirut in 
1867* In this edition, both the introduction to the

1. al-Qurashi, Jamharah, p.35
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anthology and the commentary on the poems are omitted*
Moreover, Akkariyus allowed himself1 to omit the sis
poems by al-Musayyab b. fAlas, al-Mutalammis, Malik b.
'Ajlan, Abu Qais b. al-*Aslat, ’Amru b. Imru’l-Qais and
al-Nabighah al-Ja*di, and to replace them with other
poems, which he considered superior and more famous.
The substitutes are by Httjr b. fAws, al-Shanfara, al-
Sauiaw’al, Khidash b. Zuhair, al-Harith b. *Abbad and

-  1al-Muthaqqib al-1Abdi.

In 1308 .A.H. (1891-1893 A.D.), a complete edition 
of the anthology with its commentary was issued from 
Bulaq.. The editor, who is apparently not a scholar, 
styles himself S a fid Effendi Antun 1Amun, a chief 
interpreter in the Exchequer, Cairo* The Mss* on which 
the editor based his work are not identified, and 
judging by appearances, no wide consultation of the extant 
Mss. of this anthology was made*

In 1895> u commercial edition was issued by Jaridat 
al-Ra'y al-'Amm" in Cairo. It includes only the texts 
of the poems. The two poems by al-A*sha and al-Nabighah, 
however, are not those appearing in the edition of Bulaq.

1* Iskandar Abkariyus, Tazyin Nihayat al-Adab, (Beirut 1867)* 
p.75.
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A collation of the editions mentioned with the Mss,
1available Tor this study shows that, until a fresh and 

accurate edition appears, the Bulaq recension is the 
most reliable.

The contents of the anthology consist of seven 
groups of seven poems each, Each group is given a 
loarticular name. These groups are as follows:

1 • The M u fallaqat (TZie Suspended Poems) :

The seven poems given here are those by Imru*al-Qais,
Zuhair, al-Nabighah, al A'sha, Labid, fAmr b, ICulthum
and Tarafah. The two poems by al-NaBighah and al-Afsha

2are not their acknowledged Mu*allaqahs.

~ - 3In the Bulaq edition and the British Museum Ms. of
this anthology, the poem of 'Antarah is added, raising 
the number of the poems in this group to eight while the 
following group consists only of six poems. This 
addition, if genuine, destroys the proportion of this

1* These are five Mss.: three in the Brit, Mus., Nos.OK.4l5, 
OK.3158 and Add 19^403, one in Istanbul, Coprdld. 1232 
and_one in 0#ford; 74 j ,

2. Al-Nabighah' s begins : s , ^  Jj
and al-A'slm's begins: £ \ ^

3 - A>o. SiJTsybji.
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1anthology. The koprilld. Ms*, however, keeps a proper 
proportion by assigning 'Antarah’s iDoem to the second 
group *

2. The Mu.j amharat:

This is one of* the ambiguous names in the anthology:
it might indicate that the poems are long or that the
verses of* every poem are closely knit and in logical 

2sequence* The poems, however, are not strikingly long;
with the exception of* 1AntarAs poem, the length of* the 
poems ranges from 23 lines to 43 lines. Neither do they 
exhibit any unusually logical sequences*

The contributing poets are pre-Islamic. The poems 
of* fAbid and fAdiyy are gnomic. In them, the intx'oductory 
addresses to the desolate encampments form a very 
appr'opriate background for the following moralising 
utterances. The remaining poems are, to a greater or 
less extent, on themes of* valour.

3# (Contd. from previous page) British Museum Ms. No. 
OR. 315S.

1. Koprtlld Ms. No. 1232.
2. Ibn Manzur, V, 219 seq, to quote the most relevant

examples : " “

. Is* '■*3 ̂
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3 • '■Pjh.e Muntaq a^at (The Clio sen Poems ) ;

This vague name does not indicate any special 
qualities of these poems*

The poems, which vary in length from 16 lines to
40 lines, are contributed by pre-Islamic poets. The
first poem is a panegyric; the sixth is an elegy;
while the remaining five poems are on valour. The
incTusion of the elegy in this group is very surprising.
As it is a famous elegy, one would expect to find it
included in the fifth group, which consists only of
elegies. An excuse for its existing position could be
inferred from Ibn al-Kalbi*s statement about this elegy.
He avers that, unlike the conventional elegies, it begins
with an amatory prelude.1 This prelude, however,
consists of only three lines; and according to al- 

-  -  2Isfahan!, it refers to a quarrel between the poet and 
his wife, who reproved him for his continuing grief 
after his brother's death. This quarrel ended in divorce. 
The recording of such discussions with wives is quite

1, Ibn Rashiq^ II, p.151.
2, A1-Isfahan!, IX, 5*
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1familiar in early elegies. Therefore, a bx’ief mention 
of that incident can be considered relevant.

4. The Mudhahhabat (The Gilded Poems);

This title was known before Islam. It had been
2applied to the suspended poems in general and to the

3Mu'allaqah of ‘Antarah in particular. Ibn ’ Abd al- 
Barr describes a poem by * Amr b. Ma'dikarib which is 
not included in this group as "One of the Gilded Poems," 
The compiler of this anthology, however, contends that 
"The Gilded Poems11 are the contribution of the poets 
belonging to the tribes al-^Aws and al-IChazra j.

These seven poems are by three poets belonging to 
al-Aws and four poets belonging to al-Khazraj. Two of 
the poets are pre-Islamic and the rest are Mukhadr&ms.

The "Gilded Poems" are, generally speaking, songs 
of valour, with reference to "days of conflict". They 
have from 16 to 36 lines.

1. See poems Nos. 29 & 30 in this anthology and No. 26 in 
al-Asma1iyyat.

2. Ibn &ashiq, I, 96. - Ibn fAbd .Rabbihi» III, 83*
3. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r , p.132. - Al-BaghdadI, Khizanah,

I, p.123.4. Ibn *Abd al-Barr, p.452.
5* P * 35 *
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5 * The ISlegies:

These are seven representative specimens of early 
Arabic lamentations, Theyuare by various composers of
whom two were pre-Islamic, two Mukhadrims, and three 
lived under Islam.

The seventh iioem is a sort of elegy on the poet 
himself; it was dictated by Malik b. al-Rayb just before 
his death, when he was deprived of all hope of recovery 
from Iiis illness.**-

The length of the poems varies from 26 to 67 lines.

6. The Mashubat:

According to the compiler’s statement, these poems 
are testimonies of faith mingled with heresy. A 
scrutiny of the I2*0©1313, however, shows that as far as the 
themes are concerned, this is not so.

1. It is worth noting that this elegy was preceded many years 
before by two other elegies that resembled it in metre, 
rhyme and circumstances of comx^osition. These are the 
elegies by ’Abd Yaghuth and JUfnun (viz. Nos*30 and 65 
in al-Mufaddaliyyat). ’Abd Yaghuth dictated his elegy
just before his execution after the battle of al-ICulab
II and ’Ufnun uttered his short dirge in his anguish when 
he had been stung by a snake. Moreover, Ibn Ahmar, in 
similar circumstances, dictated a similar poem.* These 
four elegies, taken together, form a special tyxoe of
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Perhaps the statement in question should be 
interpreted as referring to the poets1 state of mind,
A study of the lives of these poets reveals that most of 
them, though professed Moslems, had passed periods of 
scepticism or religious hesitance or wavering faith.
These spiritual experiences, however, are not clearly 
communicated in the present poems. Only faint glimpses 
can be seen either in the circumstances of composition 
or the contents of some of the poems.

The second poem was recited before the prophet to
1assuage his anger against its composer Ka*b b. Zuhair. 

Similarly, the first poem was recited before the prophet
2as a declaration of its compilerfs faith in the religion. 

However, Ibn Qutaibah relates that the prophet stopped 
the poet demanding an explanation of a line which was 
thought to have given rise to some religious misunderstanding.

No information can be found to justify the inclusion

1. (Contd. from previous page) .. lamentation in Arabic 
poetry. See: Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi *r , pp.205, 207 
and 249, Al~Mufacldaliyyat (ed. Shalcir), I, 153 - II, 60.

1. Ibn Sallam, p\84 Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi i£iP.68.
*Abd Allah Abu Muhammad Ibn Hisham, Sirat al-Nabiyy, 
ed, Muhammad Muhyi al-Dln *Abd al-Hamid (Cairo 1837) ,

iv, pp.149-169.
2. Ibn fAbd al-Barr, p ,3H*
3. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r , pp.158-159*
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of the poems of al-Qutami and Ibn Alimar in this group.• »

However, al-Qutami's poem exalts Islam, the Prophet and
Quraish. Perhaps such praise from a Christian who was

1newly converted to Islam was deemed hypocritical. In
his poem, Ibn Ahmar expresses an earnest apology and*

implores mercy. This points to an offence, the reference 
to which may account for the inclusion of the poem.

. , zAl-Hutai ah and al-Shammakh were notorious satirists.
* •

Both were tried before the Caliph 'Umar and 'Uthman^
respec tively, because of their satirical poems aginst
some Moslem personalities or tribes; neither was the
most sincere of believers. The peein by al-Iiutai’ah

• •

in the anthology bears thi& out; in it he praises theV
Caliph ‘Umar and offers his apologies because of his
offences, to al-Zibriqan b. Badr. Nevertheless, the
last line of this poem includes a subtle but bitter
insinuation directed at al-Zibriqan. The poem by al-
Shammakh is on his long-bow. Perhaps poem N o .h in his 

kDiwan would have been more representative of the poet's

1. Al-Isfahani, al-Aghani, XX,p.118. - al-Baghdadi, iUiizanah
2. " VIII pp.101-103. I, 393
3. " " " VIII p.101.
4. Al-Shammakh1 s Dj-wart. ed. al-Shinqiti, (Cairo 1327 A.H. ) ,

p.19. Also see al-Aghani, VIII, 103*
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attitude towards religion.

Ibn Muqbil was, as Ibn Sallam puts it "averse to
illreligion. In his poetry, indiliferent to all criticism,

he used to recall the days and personalities of the pre-
2Islamic period. Ibn Muqbil*s poem may have been 

included in this group on the grounds that its prelude 
shows his irreligious attitude.

The .poems, "al-Mash&bat" have from 28 to 7 6 lines.

7. Al-Mulhamat;• " t ir

This is another ambiguous title in the anthology.
It is capable of many readings and interpretations. In

3the Brit, Mus. Mss., however, it is vowelized "al-
o

Mulhamat  ̂ and perhaps this is the best way
4to read it.

Talcing "al-Mulhamat" as derived from the root

1. Ibn Sallam, p.125. To quote - ^  ^ W  ^ b  ̂ M
2, ** ** " » " -v '<£?.. C
3. Brit. Mus. Mss. Nos.OR.3158 (Pol.95) & OR.415 (Pol.178)
4, It can also read "al-Malhamat11 meaning "The Poems ol• wConflict". The reading adopted might also indicate that

the poems in this group, which were composed around the
end of the first century A.Ii. , were appended to the early
XDoems in the other groups because of their quality, "Al-
Mulhamat therefore, might mean "The Appended Poems'*.
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in its literal and figurative senses, the title
indicates that the poems record bloody fights or severe
clashes where honours and reputations are soiled or, to 

2quote Lane, "made as a luhmah; i.e. a hawk1s portion of»

the quarry."

The poems in this group do certainly record either 
real fights among men or animals, or political clashes

3and personal polemics: The first two are Naqa’id; in
the third al-Akhtal refers to Jarir indignantly. The
fourth is a grievance against tax-gatherers in which the

4poet makes various political insinuations. The fifth 
illustrates a bloody fight among some animals in the 
wilderness. The sixth and the seventh are utterances 
of the partisans of two rebellious, factions, the Shi*ites

XI, 3008.
3* The Nafra’id of Jarir and al-Farazdalc, ed. Bevan (Leiden 

1908) Tf, p . 548"! Naqa’id Jarir wal-AIchtal, ed. Salhani 
(Beirut, 1922) p.83.

4. Ibn Sallam, p.439*

and the Kharijites It is significant that the words
5the fourth, six and seventh poems.and

The poems have from 42 lines to 123 lines.

1. Ibn Manzur, XVI, 7; «to quo^e^ the relevant usages • r
2. E.W. Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, (London 1863-93) 
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The classification of the poems in the anthology- 
wili be considered later*

The titles of* the groups, however, are no credit 
to the compiler. With the exception of the titles &€ 

nal-Mu 1 allaqat V "al-Mudhahhabat" and ,f al-Marathi " , 
which were already in common use, the others are devoid 
of any definite content; they are ambiguous, artificially 
coined, and loosely applied.

XI

The identities of the compiler of this anthology 
and his chief authority have not been established. About 
this puzzling fact, researchers, who differ in their 
approach, fall into three groups: some think that the
anthology was forged; others authenticate it and suggest 
xtfhen the compiler lived; the third group, also believe that

5 • (Contd. from previoLts page) In the fourth poem, a 
line reads:
in the sixth, one reads:
in the seventh, onle reads : “ ' \ *■ y9* "_ " i

i j / *   ̂ ^  -2 JLS-
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the anthology is genuine, and advance some speculations 
about the compiler’s identity.

The first group of researchers advance two grounds
for their doubts besidds the fact that the compiler is
not known: firstly, that most of the authorities of the
anthology are not known; secondly, that the classification
of poems into sevens was not familiar in the second and
third centuries A.Ii. , when the compilation is thought to

1have taken place* Prof. Ahmad Amin concludes that he 
’’doubts the authenticity of the whole work though the 
contents are valuable.”

As to authorities, the fact that they are not known 
does not support the idea of forgery. Forgers would
probably fabricate chains of well known authorities*

As regards classification into sevens, it has been 
established that the rhapsodist Hammad used it in the 
first century A.Ii. Moreover, as will be shown shortly, 
this type of classification was quite common.

-  2Of those who authenticate the anthology, al-Hafi*i

1. Ahmad Amin, Duha al-Islam, (Cairo 1938-19^-3) >
£ 76 - 277 . * *

2. Mustafa Sadiq al-Rafi’i, Tarikh *Adab al-Lughah al-
’ Arabiyyah, (Cairo 19 î0 ), 1X1, 188.
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and some bibliographers think that the compiler died
in 170 A .H . It is clear from al-Rafi'i's statement
that he was misled by a mistake in the Bulaq edition, where
the authority of the anthology is named (,al-Muf addal al-

• *

Dabbi”. This mistake, however, is corrected in two •

places in the same edition, and the right name of that
authority is given as nal-Mufaddal b. Muhammad b. fAbd

• • •

Allah b. al-Mujabbai' b* fAbd al-Rahman b. ^Umar b. al-
IChattab. ̂

• •

Dr* Mustafa Jawad suggests that the compiler lived • •

in the fifth century A.Ii, This suggestion is made on
tiiQ grounds that, in his commentary, the compiler seems
to have consulted the dictionary, "al-Sihah11, whose

* • •

author died in 39& A.K,, and also on the grounds that
al-Mufaddal b. Mis'ar (ob* 443 A.H.) is one of the • •

3authorities in the anthology. Dr* Jawad, however, has 
not stated where al-Mufaddal b. Mis far is mentioned;

1. 'Umar Kahh&lah, Mu * .j am a 1 -Mu * all if in , (Damascus 1957)
IX, 281!*

2. Ai-QurashI, Jamliarah, pi:>.2 & 10. On page 10, however,
the name is abbreviated Abu Abdullah al-Mufaddal b.
Abdullah al-Mujakbari (Al-Mujakfear and al-MuJ’abbarx
are substituted for al-Muhabbar and al-Muhabbarl, which are* \ * obvious mistakes in the Bulaq edition). See: JNTasir al-Din
al-'Asad, Masadir al-Shi*r al-Jahilx,(Cairo 195^), p.586.
1 Ali b. Ahmad Ibn Ilazm, Jamharat Ansab a l 1Arab, (Cairo
1948) p*l46. Mul^ammad Ibn S a fd al- Zuhrx, al-Tabaqat al-
ICubra, (Beirut 1957 ) > H I ,266, 'Izz al-pxn Abu al-Iiasan

• ♦
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neither in the Bulaq edition nor in the available Mss.
can this name be traced. The statement of the ‘'Jamharah" 1

which seems to refer to the dictionary, "al-Sihah" having
been consulted does not necessarily justify Jawad*s
inference. It reads, {y* (£>««*. ty 1 In this
context, the prhase is* may simply mean that the

I * I °  j I .  ( a.'two words, V cind u*u^i are philologically correct.
The fact that Ibn Rashiq, who died in 463 A.H., referred 
to the anthology makes it more probable that the compiler

the compiler must have lived between the end of the third 
century and the beginning of the fourth century A.Ii.
This sound suggestion is based on an examination of the 
dates of each link in the chains of authorities*

2. (Contd from previous page) .*!Ali b. Muhammad, Ibn al-
’Athir, al-Lubab*(Cairo 1357 A.H.), III, 98 seq.

3. Ahmad ^alcl Abu ShadI, al-Yanbu* , (Cairo 1934),p.173*
1. Al-Quasashi, al- Jamhax'ah^ p . I65
2 . Perhaps, al-Baqillanl (ob.403 A.H.) had seen the "Jamharah"

before Ibn Rashiq. In his "I*jaz al-Qur’an" he states 
the M u fallaqah of Imru-l-Qais is integrated among what he 
calls which may mean "The Sevens" rather than
"The Seven". If this.is so, al-Sab^iyyat can only be this 
anthology. See: al-Baqillan!, 242.

3. Blachere. Ilistoire. p.l43-
4. Al-Asad, Masadir, p.5^7*

in question lived before the fifth century A.H 2

Prof. Blachere and Dr. N. al-^Asad suggest that
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A speculation about the compiler's name has been
advanced by Nflldeke and endorsed by Brockelmann. These
two scholars suggest that the anthology was probably
ascribed to Abu Zaid al-Ansari on the authority of his

*

master al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi, and that some unknown
• * *

authority substituted the surnames al-Qurashi and al-
Mujabbari for those of al-Ansari and al-Dabbi.**' This

* *

theory appears improbable* Such substitution for the 
names of these famous scholars would not have passed 
easily: it would have been noticed, questioned and
commented on by other scholars.

2 -Prof. Arberry suggests the possibility that Abu
Zaid al-Qurashi and Abu Zaid ’Umar b. Shabbah (ob. 262 
A.H.) are identical. It is worth noting that, among 
the abundant output of Abu Zaid ’Umar b. Shabbah, is a

3work with a title identical with that of the anthology.
- 4But, according to Jurji Zaidan, the contents of the two 

works are not identical. Moreover, the fact that ’Umar 
b. Shabbah belongs to the tribe Numair, and that the

1. Ndldeke, Z.D.M.G., 1893 ? XLIX, 290 seq. - Brockelmann
2. Arberry, The Seven, p.23*
3. Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah, Fihrist al-ICutub al-*Arabiyyah

al-Mawjudah,(Cairo I927), III, 76.
4. Jurji Zaidan, Tarikh ’Xdab al-Lughah al-’Arabiyyah» ed.

Shawqi Uaif, (ISairo 1957) I3f, 227.
5. Yaqut, Y I , 48.
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compiler in question belongs to Quraish does not support 
this speculation.

No satisfactory solution to this problem has been 
found, but the following observation might prove useful 
for future research.

/
The name of the compiler, which is the main thread

necessary for unravelling the problem, is differently
given in different recensions: in the Bulaq edition,
it is given as Abu Zaid Muhammad b. Abi-al-Khattab al-* - ♦ »

1Qurashi; in one of the Brit. Mus. Mss*, the same name
is given with the addition of an ancestral surname, viz.

—  2al-'Umari; in the Koprilild Ms., (which is dated 683 A.M.)
it appears as Muhammad b. Ayyub al-'Azizi (then) al-'Umari

The three names given in these documents, if not 
deliberately obscured for some unknown reason, may be 
three versions of the same person's name j the apparent 
variations may have arisen through the inconsistent 
ai:>plication of "Kunyahs" and near or distant ancestral 
surnames.

1. Brit. Mus. Ms, No. OR. 4.15*
2. Koprflltl Ms. No. 1232. The name reads:
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If this is so, the surnames al-Azizi, al-lUmaz,i
and. al-Qurashi indicate that the compiler has an 'Abd
al-Aziz in his ancestral line and is descended from the
Caliph 'Umar b. al-2£hattab, of the tribe, Quraish.• *

Research in this direction might therefore prove 
illuminating:

There are many people whose names suggest that they
belong to the same line as the compiler. Among them

2is Muhammad 'Abd al-TAziz al~Mujabbari al-'Umari; he
bears the additional surname, al-Mujabbari, which is the
same surname as that of al-Mufaddal, the chief authority

* *

of the anthology. Another one who also attracts attention 
is 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-'Umari, 
judge of Egypt during the reign of the Caliph Harun; he
is also descended from al-Mujabbar, the grandson of 'Umar

3 —b. al-IChattab. Both of these Mujabbaris belong to the • «

third century A.H., when the anthology was compiled.
Such examples could be multiplied.

1. Ibn al-*Athir, al-Lulgab > III, 9^.
2. Ibn Iiazm, Jamharah, p.l46* - Ibn al-^Athir, al-Luhab,

III) 98.
3. Waki', Atfhbar al-Qudah, ed. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Maraghi

(Cairo 1950), X, 255 seq.
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The Tact that the identity of4 the compiler has not 
been established should not throw any doubt on the 
genuineness of1 the poems selected. An examination of* 
these poems shows that 24 of them appear in the diwans of 
their composers. These are poems Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11, 17. IS, 22, 25, 29, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44,
45, 47 and 49* Besides, most of the poems are widely 
renowned and frequently quoted in many reliable sources 
such as the following

1. Al-Mufaddaliyyat. This includes the full texts of
1poems Nos. 11, 16, 29 and 34.

2. Al-Asma*iyyat. This contains the full texts of poems 
Nos. 18, 20, 30 and 31.2

3* Early Arabic Odes (which contains a portion of al-
Asma*iyyat). This includes the full texts of poems Nos,
13, 33 and 35.3

4. Tabaqat Puhul a l - S h u ^ r a * . In this there are quotations
from 20 poems. These are Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, *l4,
25, 27, 30 , 31, 34, 36 , 37, 38, 43, 44, 45 and 46.

1. Al~Mufaddaliyyat, ed. Shakir: poems Nos. 99,55,126,67.
2. Al-&sma * iyyat, ed. Shakir: poems Nos.10,28,25,24.
3* Early Arabic Odes: poems Nos. 46,54,60.
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5. Al-Shi f r wal-Shu f ax̂ a * . In this there are quotations 
from 30 poems. These are Nos, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 13, 15, 17, IB, 19, 20, 21, 25, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 40, 4l, 42, 43, 47 and 48.1

There are also quotations of lines or passages in
other sources such as al-Aghani, al-Ma'ani al-Kabir,
M u ’jam al-Shu'ara’, al-Muwashshah, Li sail al-'Arab, and 

2the like.2

Only poems Nos. 23 by ’Abd Allah b, Rawahah and No, 
32 by 'Alqamah Dhu Jadan al-Himyari cannot be traced in 
any literary source.

4, (Contd. from previous page) Ibn Sallam, Tabaqat, for 
poem 1, pp. 60 seq. - 2, p. 74. - 6 , p. 127’“ VII, 115* - 

VIII, 12§. - IX, 116, XIII, 120 - XIX, 135 - XXV, 190 
xxvii, 189 - xxx, 176 - xxxi, 175 ~ XXXIV, 174 - XXXVI,
104 - XXXVII, 84 - XXXVIII, 456 - XLIII, 19,307 - XLIV,
355 “ XLV,432 - XLVI, 439.

1. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1 r , pp, 3B , 58, 137,154-, (119 seq.),
(8 8, 92 seq.), 132, 144,112,410,82,87,423,164,471,4l6, 
299, 4l4, 169, (113,1^), (205 seq.), (158 seq.), 68, 
456, 178, 208, 278, 299, (100, 320), 370.

2. For quotations from poem 24, for example, see: al-Isfahani,
II, 167; for poem 28, al~Isfahani, II, 168 al- 
Marzuban!, M u T jam, p. 233* Poem 35 s Isfahan!, XIX, 162 
Al-Hasan b. Bishr al-’Amidi, al-Mu* talif wal-Mulchtalif , 
ed. F. Itrenkow, (Cairo 1935), 364. Poem 36: Ibn fAbd 
al-Barr, 311 seq. Poem 42: Isfahan!, VIII,177 & XVI,
265, al-Marzuban!, al-Muwashshah, 15. Poem 41: Ibn
Manzur, XII, 401. Ibn Qutaibah^ al-Ma’anl ^i-ICabir, 
(Hyderabad 1949),1221. Poem 435 The Naha*id of Jarir and 
al-Ferezdak, 11,54-8. Poem 44: Naqa * id * Jarir wal-Akhtal,
83. '
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It can be argued that the poem of Ibn Rawahah might
*

have been faked to compensate for the scantiness of his
preserved poetry. Apart from this poem only about 50

1lines of his have been preserved. The poem, however, 
exhibits Xbn Rawahah*s simplicity, flowing style and 
warmth of emotion.

The poem of 'Alqamah Dhu Jadan is his only known
2work. The poet himself is hardly known. Judging by

its quality, this poem is poor, and decidedly unworthy 
of being included among what the compiler.: calls "The
Gems of Arab Poetry." For these reasons, the genuineness 
of this poem or at least its original inclusion in this 
collection seems very questionable.

Poem No. 12 by 'Umayyah b. Abi-rf-Salt is reckoned by
• *

Prof. Schulthess among the spurious poems ascribed to
3this poet. Schulthess apparently endorses Ndldeke's

4 - -argument that the poem by 'Umayyah in ral-JamharahT is

1. A. Schaade, The Encye. of Islam, (London i960) , i, 50.
2. The editor of "al-Jamharah" indicates that

may be a mistranscription of about whom
there is an essay in "al-Aghani" (lV,37). The truth is 
that 'Alqamah is a descendant of 'Alas; his full name 
is 'Alqamah b. Shurahbil b. 'Alas b. al-HSrith Dhu Jadan 
al-Himyari. Bee : lal-Jamharah, p . 137 ♦ 2 . Mubarak fe-»
Ibn al-*Athir, al-Murassa 1 ed. C.F. Seybold ('Weimar 1896)^0

3. F.Schulthess, 'Umajja ibn Abi-s-Salt, (Leipzig 1911) p.126.
4. Th. Ndildeke , FtUif Mo 1 a 11 aqat, ( Wien 1898 ) 19-20.
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a faked emulation of the M u 1 allaqah of ’Amr and. that it 
was ascribed to 'Umayyah to popularize the poet's tribe, 
Thaqif, to whom the unpopular governor, al-Hajjaj, belongs. 
Ndldeke argues that the poem in question resembles that 
Mu'allaqah in metre and rhyme and that it borrows some 
phrases and lines from it.

Ndldeke's argument, however, does not apply to the
poem before us, save as regards its metre and rhyme, but
it applies to another poem which appears in the British 

1Museum Ms* of the anthology, bearing the stamp of 
spuriousness.

The poem that appears in the edited recension is
-  -2authenticated and attributed to 'Umayyah by al-Mas'udi 

(ob. 346 A.H.) and then later by Ibn al-JAthir^ and Yaqut.^

1. B.M. Ms. No. OB.415, Hoi.132. Also see: P.E. Power, The
Poems of 'Umayyah b. Abi-s-Salt,(Beyrouth 1912), p.9* 
lliTs poem consists of 37 lines J the first of which reads:-AUji jVU
There is an introductory note to this poem stating that 
it is spurious and that it is ascribed by some people to 
'Amr b. Itulthum and by others to 'Umayyah. The fact that 
this poem announces a reconciliation between the two 
antagonistic tribes, Bakr and Taghlib, indicates that it 
was meant to be a sequel to the Mu'allaqah of 'Amr.

2. Al-Mas1udi, III, 160.
3. Ibn al-Athxr, al-Murassa', p.183.
4. Yaqut, Mu'jam al-Buldan, (Leipzig 1869), TV, 130.
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Poem No. 28 by ’Amr b. ’Imru-al-Qais is sometimes
confused with two poems by other poets, in the same
metre and rhyme. Al-Marzubani, however, confirms its

1attribution to ’Arnr.

The conclusion is that, whoever may be the compiler 
of the anthology, most of its contents are authenticated 
by many reliable authorities.

Ill

In his introduction, al-Qurashi shows that the 
compilation of his anthology is based on three main 
principles: l) that the contributing poets are the
master poets of the periods before and after Islam

1. al-Marzubani, Mu * tj a m , p. 233 - Isfahan!, II, 168.
2. al-Qurashi, pp.3^— 35*
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2 ) that the poems selected are their masterpieces, and
3 ) that the poems are divided into seven groups of seven 
poems each*

As to the poets, it should be recalled that, since
the second century A.H., many attempts have been made to
judge poets and classify them. These attempts vary

1widely both in their criteria and conclusions. Broadly 
speaking, the dominant considerations are: l) the poets*

2 omerits, 2 ) the variety of their poetic themes and metres,
\ ^3 ) the amount of work they produced, 4) the impact of

their poetry on the society of their time, and 5 ) their
times, religions, places of residence and tribal ties.
In spite of the diversity of these criteria and conclusions,
however, the master poets were unanimously
acclaimed.

In selecting the poets in this anthology, al-Qurashi

1. Jurji, Zaidan, I, 81, note.
2. Ibn Sallam, pp.46-55*
3• Ibn Sallam, p. 54
4. 11 " pp. 115,131? Also see al-Marzubanl, al-

Muwashshah, p.81.
5. Ibn Sallam, p p .178,195,21?,229,235.
6 . Al-Qurashi, p.35, lines I7-I9 ,
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lquotes Abu ’Ubaidah's classification of poets together 
with his dictum, ’’Poetry was started with Imru’l-Qais 
arid ended after Dhu al-Rummah, ” It is clear that al- 
lurashi was genuinely influenced by Abu ’Ubaidah’s views: 
the dictum mentioned is more or less the basis of the 
selection, and all the poets listed by ’Ubaidah in his 
classification are among the contributing poets of the 
anthology.

Out of the ^9 poets of the anthology, 37 are reckoned
among the master poets listed by Ibn Sallam in h i s •
"Tabaqal” and 38 among* the famous poets listed by Ibn

— 2Qutaibah in his "al-Shi’r wal-Sliu * ara ’ . ” Whether or not 
al-Qurashi consulted these two references, the striking 
agreement with them confirms that the poets contributing 
to this anthology are, in general, master poets.

One may argue, however, that some slight alteration 
in the list of the poets would have been an improvement: 
’Alqamah b. ’Abadah would be a better substitute for al- 
Muraqqish and so would K a ’b b, Malik fox’ ’Amr b, Imru al- 
Qais, al-IChansa’ for ’Alqamah Dhu Jadan*

1. al-Qurashi, p.35*
2, Among Ibn Sallam’s master poets are the composers of

poems Nos. 1-14,15,17,22,23,25,27,29,30,31,33,34,36-47.
The composers of poems Nos. 1-12,14—18,20-22,29,33-49 are 
among the famous poets reckoned in "al-Shi'r wal-Shu'ara> »
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As regards the poems which are claimed by the 
comxailer to be': the unrivalled masterpieces of their 
composers, these are of two kinds: poems which are
unanimously acclaimed to be so, and others which the 
compiler suggests are the composers! best but the 
supremacy of which can be endorsed or challenged by 
other critics.

Belonging to the first kind are poems Nos. 1, 2,
7 of the Mu'allaqat, Nos. 1, 2 of the Mujamharat, Nos.
4, 7 of Muntaqayat, Nos. 1, 2, 3> 7 of the Elegies,
No. 5* °f the Mashubat and Nos. 5> 7 of the Mulhamat.

Of the second kind, some examples will be enough *: 
for illustration:

1. Two poems by al-Nabighah and al«Afsha other than those 
appearing in the anthology are judged supreme and worthy 
of the title "Mu1allaqahs" by many authorities.

2* The supremacy of poem No. 38 by al-Qutami is endorsed
by the poet al-Akhtal, whereas al-Sha'bi prefers to it

2another poem by the same poet rhyming in Qaf.

1. Al-Tibrizi, Sharh al~Qasa*id, pp.1^3j 152.
2. Al-IsfahanT, XX, p.130 seq.
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3* The supi'emacy of poem No. 11 by Bishx’ b. Abi Khazim
could be questioned. Abu !Ainr b. al-'Ala’ praises
another poem by the same composer rhyming in Mim and
states that, because of it, Bishr is reckoned with the

1master poets.

4. One might also suggest that panegyric No. 15 by al-
Musayyab. b. 'Alas is inferior to his other panegyric

2rhyming in 'Ain, both in length and quality. The 
latter is ten lines longer; its amatory prelude is more 
detailed; the description of the she-camel is more 
minute; more deeds and qualities of the person praised 
are given and the expression is more sincere and 
vigorous.

However, preferences of this kind are themselves*like 
all literary judgements, open to criticism.

The conclusion is that, while many of the poems in 
the anthology are undoubtedly the unrivalled masterpieces 
of their composers, the rest are, at least, of high 
quality, except for poem No.32 by 1Alqamah Dim Jadan, 
already considered.

1. Al-Mufaddaliyyat, (Shakir*s edit ion),note XI, p.133-
2. Al-Qalij III, p.130 seq. Al-Mufaddaliyyat, (Shakir's

edition), I, p.58*
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The comments of tlie early critics on the poems are, 
as is Hsual in that age, general and vague* The 
following, however, are some detailed observations:

1. Ibn Qutaibah points out that some lines of al- 
Qutami ’s poem are quoted as suitable for proverbial 
citation.

2. On the authority of al-Isfahani, many rhapsodists
•consider the opening line of al-Qutamifs poem the best

2poetic prelude by an Islamic poet.

3. Poems Nos. 40, 49 by al-Shammakh and al-Tiriminah
• •

are considered by al-Asma'i the best examples of poems
3written in their particular rhymes. These rhymes are

Zay and T a ’. They are rarely used and only with a wide
vocabulary and considerable skill in versification can

4a master them.

4. According to Ibn Qutaibah, the poem of Ibn Ahmar
5contains some words unknown to Arabs.

1. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi *r , p.456.
2. Al-Isfahanl, XX, p.130.
3* Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi *r , p.4l6. Al-'Amidl, al-Mu’talif,

p.178.
4. Al-Tayyito, X, 59.
5. Ibn Qiitaibah, al-Shi 1 r , p. 208.
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5 . Dhu-l-Rummah1s poem contains many examples of his
good similes. The poet is lcnown as the best Islamic

1poet is his use of similes.

Noting that poems Nos. 37» 38 exalt Quraish, the 
compiler's tribe, and that poem No.39 praises the 
Caliph 'Umar, the compiler's great grandfather, one 
might assume that these poems are included for tribal 
and family motives. The excellence and wide renown 
of the poems, however, do not corroborate such an 
assumption,

• • ♦

In contradiction to Prof. Ahmad Amin's view, the
«

classification of poems in this anthology is far from 
being unfamiliar in the third and fourth centuries.

The 49 poems are simply a multiple of seven, the 
number which formed the usual group in the time before, 
during and after the compilation of this anthology. 
There are, for example, besides the seven Mu'allaqat in 
the first century and the "Seven Songs" of each of the

1, Ibn Sallam, p.46.
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singers M a ’bad, Suralh and Yunus in the second century,
2the seven horses, the seven types of husband*, and the

3seven degrees of writers.

The titles given to the groups of poems are mostly 
in the feminine regular plural and are thus similar to
many titles applied in that period to certain groups of

4 - 5poems suc|i as al-Iiawliyyat, al-Munsifat, al-Muqalladat
# *

-  7and al-Hashimiyyat. Moreover, as stated before, three
titles used in the anthology were already known.

This classification shows that the compiler had 
the following considerations in mind:

1. The poets1 times. The arrangement of the poets is 
more or less chronological from the pre“Islamic period

1* Al-Isfahanl, I, 3 - IV, 116. Shawqi Daifiv* , al-Shi * r 
al-jjhina’i Fi-l-Amsar, (Cairo 1950) i» p.Si seq.

2. Taha Husain, Fil-Adab, p.115*
3. Abu fcjayyan al-Tawhidl, Mathalib al-Wazxrain, ed. ICilani

(Damascus 1961), p.95
4. ’ Amr b. Bahr al-Jahiz, al-Bayan wal-Tabyln, ed. ’ Abd al-

Sal am Harun, (Cairo 1948), II, p. 9.
5. Al-Khalidiyyan, I, p.l49* Al-Baghdadi, Khizanah, III,

p. 52. Al-Asma’iyyat, (Shakir’s edition jj noteT^p. 230.
6 . Ibn Sallam, pp.305» 425 - al-Jahiz, al-Bayan, *11, p.9*
7. J. Horovitz, al-Kumait, Ency. of Islajm, (London 1913),

II, 1116.
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onwards: the first three groups eonsist only of pre-
Islamic poets, while the last group is devoted to Islamic
poets; the three groups ih between consist mostly of 

1Mukhadrims.
/

2. The poets1 places of residence. The compiler follows
Ibn Sallara's and Ibn Qutaibah's precedent by dedicating

- 2one group to the poets of al-Madinah, though he calls 
them after their tribes, al-Aws and al-IChazKa j. It is 
clear that al-Qurashi agrees with the theory that places
of residence have their effect on the poets* In his

3introduction he qtiotes al-Mufaddal, "The poets of Najd• •

composed panegyrics and satires and they dealt with all 
kinds of poetic themes, whereas the people of al-Hijaz 
indulged mostly in love poetry."

3* The quality of the poems* This is expressed in -the
kcompiler's introduction to the second group, where .he 

indicates that the poems in this group, though excellent, 
are inferior to those in the first group.

1. In these groups, there are, however, a few Islamic and
pre-Islamic jDoets.

2. Ibn SallSm, pp. 179-189. Ibh Qtitaibah, al-Shi 1 r , id.
3. P.35.
4. P.35-
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4. The subject matter. In the last three groups, the
compiler gives attention to the subject matter; in the
fifth, the iDoems are strictly on one subject, i.e.
lamentation for the dead; while in each of the two

1others, the poems show some similarity of theme.

5* The poets* political loyalties. In selecting the 
Islamic poets of the seventh group, al-Qurashi appears 
to have been concerned to represent the main political
parties of the age: the JUmayyads ai"e represented by

2 3 Ial-Farazdaq and al-Akhtal; the Zuba^ites, on the
-  4 5whole, by Jarir; the Shifites by al-ICumait and the

1. There are precedents for treating elegies separately.
In this anthology as well as in al-Asina1 iyyat they 

are grouped together. In "TabaqSt" of Ibn Sallam, 
famous composers of elegies form a separate class. It 
is almos t certain that "al-MaratEI" by Ibn al-A ! x’abl, 
referred to by Ibn Duraid (Muhmmad b. al-Ilasan b.
Duraid, al-Jamharah, Haiderabad 1344-52 A.Ii. , I, 65) , 
is an anthology dedicated to elegies. This anthology 
is regrettably lost.

The information given by al-Jahiz conveys the impression 
that elegies are so distinct because of their sincere 
and warm expression and the edifying instructions they 
contain. (al-Ja£iz, al-Bayan, II, p.320.)

2. A. Schaade, al-Farazdak, Bncy. of Islam, II, 60.
3. H. Lammens, al-Akhtal, Bncy. of Islam, I, 234.
4. A. Schaade, Djarir, Bncy. of Islam, I, 1024.
5 . J. I-Iorovitz, Kumait, Bncy. of Islam. II, 1116.
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Kharijites by al-Cfiriramah. ̂,# •

It should be stressed, however, that not all the 
above considerations were dominant in the compiler’s 
mind at any one time.

1. F. Krenkow, al-Tirimmah, Fncy. of Islam, IV, 795.
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C H A P T E R  V

"1AL-HAMASAH* OF ABU TAMMAMn
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I

The anthologies studied, previously consist mainly 
of complete poems; the one before us is the first Arab 
anthology consisting primarily of passages, selected 
according to their subjects.

Thanks to the universal enthusiasm with which it
1met, the anthology has been well preserved and has 

aroused the interest of many scholars whose commentaries 
and studies have contributed immeasurably to its value.

The anthology was first edited with the commentary 
of al-Tibrizi by Dr, G.G, Freytag in Bonn, in 1828. This
edition is based on a first hand copy of the original

—  —  2 Ms. written by al-Tibrizi himself and ars dated 5^0 A.H.,

The several editions of al-Tibr’izi1 s commentary on 
3"al-Hamasah", ' issued in Cairo, Beirut and India om'and *

1. Hamasae C arm in a , ed. Dr. G.G-. Freytag, (Bormae 1828),1,2.
2. « ” , X, 7.
3* Brockelmann, Ij't'?
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after 1879» may or may not be reproductions of Freytag's 
work, but even if they are not, they do not add anything* 
of significance to it.

In 1951» Prof. Ahmad Amin and fAbd al-Salam Harun 
produced a new edition of the anthology with the commentary 
of al-Marzuqi (ob. 421 A.Ii.). This edition is based on 
a codex dated 525 A.II.’*'

All other editions which have appeared since are 
of secondary importance. Fortunately, the recensions 
of al-Marzuqi and al-Tibrizi are, on the whole, in complete 
agreement•

The commentaries on "al-Hamasaii11 are strikingly
-  -  2 -  -numerous. Hajji Khalifail names twenty; Harun makes

3 - 4them thirty; and al-*Amili thirty-four. Moreover,
the anthology was paraphrased in verse by al-Muzaffar b,
Ahmad al-Isfahetni (ob. 485 A.II.) and in prose by *Ali * *

1. al-Marzuqi, Sharh Diwan al-Ilamasah, ed. Ahmad Amin and
* Abd al-Salam Harun, (~Cairo 1951)"» IV,1§87.

2. Hajji Khalifah, I, 691.
3- al-Marzuqi, Sharh Dlwan al-Hamasah, introd. p,15*
4. al-1Ami11, XIX, 494. *
5. Bro ekelmann, I •
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b. Muhammad, al-Katib (ob. 71̂ - A.H.).
«

The earliest commentaries are those compiled in the 
fourth century A.H. These include the commentaries by 
Abu Riyash and al-Qasim b. Muhammad al-Asbihani•^

1* Hajji Khali fall, X, 692.
2. The former is thought by Sir Charles Lyall,a and the

latter by Prof. Brockelmann^ to have lived in the third 
century. Lyall, certainly confusing Abu Riyash with al- 
Riyashl (al-*Abbas b. al-Faraj), suggests that Abu 
Riyash died in 257 A.H. According to Ibn al-Rawindxc 
and Yaqutd , the correct name of Abu Riyash is Ahmad
b. Ibrahim al-Shaibanx, who died in 339 A.H. Brockelmann
dates al-Qasxm1s death in 287 A.H., whereas Isma1II al-
Baghdadxe makes it 355 A.H. Since Yaqut^ indicates 
that al~Qasim b. Muhammad al-Asbihani (usually called 
al-Dimurti) was a contempoi'ary of 'Adud al-Dawlah, 
^annakhasru, and since, according to *Ibn Khallikan,® 
the latter died in 372 A.H., the death date given by 
al-Baghdadx is more likely to be right.

a. C. Lyall, llamas a h , Bncy. Brit, XII, 870*
b. Brockelmann, X j, 77 'Wf*
c. Fadl-Allah al-Hasanx Ibn al-Kawindx, Shaxli al-Hamasah,

Brit. Mus. Ms. No. 0R.19, F0I.3 .
d. Yaqut, I, 74 - II, 123 - IV, 285.
e. Isma'Il al-Baglidadl, Iladiyyat al-'Ayifln, (Istanbul

1951). I, 827.
f. YSqtlt, VI, 198
g. Ibn Khalllkan, WaJTivvat al-A’van. (BCtlaq 1299 A.H.

1882 A.D.) p.I, 521.
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Of the commentaries compiled in the fourth century,
only two are extant in Ms. Form# These are by al-Qasim

— —1 — 2al-Dimurti and Ibn Jinni (ob# 39^ A.H.) The
commentaries by Abu Riyash, Abu *Abdullah al-Namiri and 
Abu Hilal al-*Askari, though apparently lost, are quoted 
very frequently in al-Tibrizi1s commentary. The excerpts 
quoted from Abu Riyash* s xvork chiefly elucidate the 
circumstances in which the pieces selected were composed#

The commentaries compiled in the fifth century A.H.
3have been either printed or preserved in manuscript form. 

These are by al-Marzuqi (ob. 421 A.H.), Thabit al-Jurjani 
(ob. 431 A.Ii.), Abu-1- ' Ala* al-Ma'arri (ob, 449 A.Ii.) 
and al-Tibrizi (ob. 502 A.H.) Many of the views of al- 
M a 1arri are quoted by his student, al-Tibrizi, in his 
commentary.

The importance of al-Marzuqi1s work lies in his 
great care in elucidating the meaning of the selections. 
Al-Tibrisi, being the last of the early commentators, 
profits from the efforts of his predecessors and provides 
the reader with a prosodial, grammatical, historical and

1. According to Brockelmann it is preserved in Istanbul
(al-FatiJ,a, Ms, No. 3994).

2. This commentary has not been edited as Brockelmann thought.
It is preserved in Cairo, (Bar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah, Ms. 
N o • Adab 44)♦

3. Brockelmann, ia 77 *
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literary account of the anthology.

The anthology comprises ten chapters of unequal
length* In the edited recension of al-Marzuqi, however,
there appeal^ to be eleven because the chapter entitled
u in al-Tibrizifs recension is divided into
two chapters, and on the grounds that it
is so divided in one of the Mss. consulted by the 

1editors•

An examination of this edition shows that the
division is probably due to a careless mistake of the
copyist. The contents of these two chapters are so
similar in theme that any division would have been most
unlikely. The pious formula with which al-Marzuqi
ends all the other chapters appears only after the
second part and not after the first, as would happen if

2such a division were intented. Moreover, no such
3division occurs in the Brit. Mus. Ms. of this work.

1. Al-Marzuqi, Sharh al-Hamasah, IV, 1757•
2. " " " IV, 1557 & 1757.
3. Brit. Mus. Ms. No. Add. 75^1 Rich. Pol. 307*
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The ten chapters are as follows:

1. A1-Hamas ah.

The title of the anthology is derived from this 
chapter* This may be partly because the chapter forms 
roughly one third of the whole; moreover, the word 
"al-Hamasah, 11 which was novel as a title, was suited to 
the heroic ideals of the age. Prof. Ahmad Amin likens 
the anthology to al-Khalil * s lexicon, ’’a l - ^ y n ”, which 
was also named after the title of its first chapter.*1*

The chapter title, "al-Hamasah" is carefully
-  -  2paraphrased by al-Tibrizi as "al-Shiddatu H'i-l-Amr. M

This phrase indicates constancy and determination in the 
handling of all the affairs of life.

The pieces included in this chapter illustrate 
qualities which can be summarised as follows

a) Valour in battle. The pieces illustrating this
include detailed descriptions of battles and military

3 4 5equipment of the age: swords, spears, arrows.

1. al-Marzuqi, Sharh al-Hamasah, introd* p.3*
2. Freytag's Hamasae, I, 2. 3* Ibid, I, 30.

Ibid, I, 60 . 5. Ibid, I, 77.
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1 2shields, horses and the like. The militar}*" tradition
that women followed fighting troops to inspire them and

3to nurse the wounded is mentioned. Retreat for the 
purpose of bettering positions for the following

hoffensive is praised.

b) Steadfastness in seeking vengeance. To accept ,,Diyahn, 
i.e. (blood money) in order to avoid bloodshed is strongly 
condemned in some pieces and is held as a sign of 
weakness.^

c) Manly patience in case of imprisonment. One piece that 
illustrates this quality is by J a ffar b. *Ulbah, while he 
was in prison for a crime of vengeance. Al-Tibrizi 
justifies the inclusion of this piece because it shows 
that, while in fetters, the poet was very collected and 
quite indifferent to his troubles.^

d) Resourcefulness in tfal-5a * aliks 1 u raids. The pieces
on this theme are mainly by the leading figures of this

-7band, T a ’abbata Sharra and 'Urwah b. al-¥ard, who reveal
*

the chivalrous side of the group's activities. As

1. Ibid, 1, 81 & 84. 2. Ibid, X, 26 & 101.
3. Ibid, I, 82. 4. Ibid, I, 84,88,8?.
5. Ibid, 105-107. 6. Ibid, I, 22-24.
7 . Hamasae, I, 33) •
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Dr, Khulaif suggests in his study of the poetry of al~
-  -  2Sa'alilc, one of the pieces by 'Urwah b. al-Ward in this

chapter sums up the ideals of this group. The composer
3of one of the pieces is openly given as "one of the 

thieves,"

e ) Protection of refugees, protected people and neighbours. 
This protection can be extended to tribes as well as 
individuals, and in either case, resort to arms, if 
necessary, is justified,

f ) Departure from dwelling places to avoid humiliation.
According to the Bedouin doctrine, change of residence is
recommended if one is or may be shamefully subdued or if

5one’s means run short.

g) Revolting against unjust rulers. The pieces
advocating this idea are Islamic and imply a sort of

6religious justification of such rebellion.

Included in this chapter are the Munsifah of *Abd

1. Yusuf Khulait^f, al-Slm'arS’ al-Sa'SHlc Pi-l-^Asr al-
T-ll I' —  - -____  - -■ITT._____   *. - ____,| | ,! ... . ...»

al-IEahili, (Cairo^/^jry ),
2. Hamasae, I, 207* 0, Ibid, I, 311*
4. Ibid, I, p p .5011^5»166,167, 163.
5* Ibid, I, 151,142. 6 , Ibid, I, pp.313>329*
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al-Shariq b. !Abd al-'Uzza, a fragment of the Munsifah
- 2of al-*Abbas b. Mirdas and the Munsifah of Abu-l~Akhyal

*
-  3 —al-“fIjli* The xoieces by 2Iufar b. al-Harith (P.70) and

*Amr b. M a fdi Karib (P.73)> though not called Munsifahs,
*

are thematically like this type of poem.

Some of the pieces refer to the Prophets 1 expeditions
ifBadr, Hunain and the fall of Maklcah. There is a piece

5on the battle, al-Yamaraah and another on the battle, al- 
6Jamal•

2• Al-Marathi (The Dirges):

According to al-Tibrizi*s recension, this chapter
7contains 139 pieces, most of which lament the death of

8 9 10 11 close relatives: fathers, mothers, sons, husbands,
13 i4brothers, and tribal relatives. The pieces that

lament the deaths of those outside the family are few.
15Among them is a piece by al-Shammakh lamenting the 

assassinated Caliph, 'Umar, and a piece by Sulaiman b.

1. Ibid, I, 218. 2. Hamasae, I, 217.
3. Ibid, I, 247. 4. I, 88, 61.5. I, 178. _6. I, 144.
7. The number is 137 in al-Marzuqi *s recension.
8. I, 419. 9. I, 424.
10. I, 4o6. 11. I, 493.
12. I, 4o6. 13. x, 4o6, 408.14. X, 375. 15. 1, 487.
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Qattah on the death of some of the Prophet!s household. 1

The poet *5 grief is shown in various ways. On the
2whole, the pieces mention the shedding of tears, the 

frequent visits to cemeteries,^ and the wailing of
female mourners L)i ^ and feflect on the inevitability
of death 5 They also enumerate the virtues and the
great deeds of the deceased. Lamentations for those
killed while fighting include elevating accounts of th^ir 
heroism and exciting description of the bloody scenes in 
battles.

The number of the women poets contributing to this
chapter is appreciable; their pieces are noticeably

6pathetic. For example, the piece by Qutailah, when
her father al-Nadr was slain in captivity, is so touching
that, on hearing it, the Prophet was moved to tears.

—•̂ s Dr. Shawqi Daif indicates, ' lamentation for the dead 
is an art that women poets have excelled in from pre- 
Islamic times to the present.

1. Ibid, I, 435.
3* Hamasae, I, 400.
5 . X, 389 (line 7 ), 405 (line 9 )
6 . I, 436

2. Hamadae, I, 370
4. I, 393 , 439 
7. Ae-AiHi-*’, (Cm *,/rss),/> z
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This chapter does not include any piece in which
the poet laments his coming death as is found in the
corresponding chapter in "Jamharat Ash *ar al-fArab.M
However, a novel fragment of dirge is included* This
is the piece by Abi,hl-Shaghb al-*Absi in which he
spoke about Khalid al-Qasri, who was then alive in 

1captivity. Perhaps the poet, who did not take IChalid Ts
execution as inevitable, considered captivity as a sort 
of death.

The compiler demonstrates his sense of humour by
2including' a piece which is by no means a serious dirge.

It is uttered by a drunkard who was sitting by the 
burial p>lace °'£ his two former drinking' companions and 
each time he drank a glass of wine, he poured his 
friends1 shares onto their graves and said, "Even if 
you cannot drink it, it will water your graves."

3• Al-Adabi

The chapter title, "al-Adab", suggests noble traits

Hamasae, I, 4l9*
2. I, 399.
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of character and refined manners. The contents, which
—  —  1are 54 pieces in al-Tibrizi’s recension, deal x\rith some

of these traits but are not exhaustive. The traits
emphasised are those required for strengthening the
bonds of friendship. This accounts for* the inclusion

2of the pieces on hospitality and promptness in meeting
3the financial needs of friends, which would have been 

more appropriately included in the sixth chapter, "al- 
Adyaf wal-Madih'1.

4• Al-Nasib (The Beauty and Love of Women).

4Most of the 139 pieces in this chapter are of
oF

platonic flavour. They treat love, agonies of longing, 
the imagined nightly visits of the beloved and the like. 
Amon& the poets quoted in this chapter are the famous

—  —  3 6platonic lovers 'Umar b. Abi Rabi'ah, Kuthayyir 'Azzah,
7 A ~ 8Jamil Buthainah and al-^rji.

There are also some erotic pieces that speak of the
9 10charms of women, the drinking x^nnties which they attend

1. The number is 55 in al-Marzuqi's recension.
2. I-Iamasae, 1,511,519,520,522 3. I, 524
4. In al-Marzuqi's recension, the number of the pieces is 140.
5. Hamasae, I, 552 6. I, 572.
7. I, 592,606,6^4 8. I, 549
9. 1 , 556,565. 10. i, 563.
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and the times of pleasure spent with them. Some lines
theorize about lustful pleasures openly but not sordidly.

The conventional theme of shedding tears on the
remains of the abandoned abodes of the beloved is rarely

3treated in this chapter.

5 • Al-PIi.ja* (Satires) .

Al-PIija’ is defined by al-Tibrizi as to speak ill
of somebody’s origin and birth and to slander somebody

4by attributing shortcomings to him.

The eighty pieces included in this chapter are of 
three main types: slanderous, sarcastic and abusive.

The slanderous pieces treat of the ignoble traits
5 6 7of character such as stingines, cowardice, submissiveness

and similar faults, and form the bulk of the chapter.

8The sarcastic pieces contain insidious insinuations. 
Some of them throw ridicrile on the persons attacked by

1. Hamasae, I, 559*
2. I, 558 (the piece by Abu al-Tamalian), 575 (line 13).
3. 1, 563,571,603 k'. 1,’626.
5. I, 677. 6. X, 6 ^ , 6 3 6  (1.2*0 -7- I, 665 (1.20). 8. X, 626, 629 (1.5).
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descriptions caricaturing their appearance and weaknesses
1oi character*

The abusive pieces or lines are Tew in this chapter*
They ususally include slanders about misconduct with 

3women; and their sordid vocabulary is connected with
4sex .

There are also a short piece of polemic by
Khanzar b. Arqam together with the answer to it by al- 
— — 5Kae1 i , and some political satires, all directed at the

Umayyad.personalities,^ Mu 1 awiyah, ̂  Yazid,^'Abd al-Malik
- 9  10b * Marwan and al-Haj j aj.

6 • Al-AdyaT wal-Madih (Hospitality and Panegyrics).

Most of the 143 pieces in this chapter are on
13 12hospitality. They are either pieces of self-praise

or records of discussions between husbands and their
13wailing wives , who blame them Tor theii” lavish

1. 1,669 (1.3)>671(1 * 1 seq.) 2. Hamasae, 1 ,676. 
3- 1,638 (I.16), 635.. 4. I, 681 (1.16)
5. I, 662 seq. 6 . X, 655.
7- I, 656. 8 . I, 656.
9. I, 658. 10. I, 655.

11. The number is 142 in al-Marzuqi's recension.
12. 1,695,702,713,714,771,772.
13. I, 694, 722.
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expenditure on hospitality and Financial help to 
neighbours, Friends and passing visitors.

In these pieces Four aspects of hospitality are
mentioned: l) serving exquisite Food, which is preferably

1a grill of an animal slaughtered on the spot,
2) preparing a warm and comfortable sleeping place,

O3 ) entertaining the guest with cordial chat, and 4) giving
4 ■money or she-camels to meet the guest's needs.

The panegyrics included go quite well with the
fragments on hospitality sihce they exalt in the first

5place the generosity of the persons praised*

heading this chapter, one cannot help recalling that,
, — — 6accoi’d m g  to al-Tibrizi, this anthology was compiled

while Abu Tammam was a very welcome guest in Hamadhan,

7 * Al-Sifat (Descriptions).

This is the shortest chapter in the anthology. It 
consists of only three Fragments of miscellaneous

1. Hamasae I, 690 (l*15),688 2. I ,693,694,750,763.
3. 1,763,750.
5. I, 699,700,701,697.

4. I, 694, 752. 
6. I, 2.
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descriptions. They are about a snake, travel on a she- 
camel at mid-day, and a cloudy night with frequent rain 
and lightning.

8. Al-Sair wal-Nu1 as (journeying’ and Drowsiness).

The nine pieces in this chapter deal with the 
hardship of travels in the desert. They mention the

1trackless wilderness m  which even guides may lose their way,
2the ^prostrating heat of sunny days and the deserted wells by

3which they rest, eat and drink stale and brackish water. 
Drowsiness, due to travelling by night to avoid sunstroke, 
is particularly stressed in these pieces.

9• Al-Mulah (Humorous Pieces).

The 37 pieces in this chapter fall into three groups:
firstly, pieces of funny repartee such as those in which

iithe poets justify disobedience in the battle-field,
5 6inhospitality and disclosure of confided secrets;

secondly, comic caricatures like that of a Abul-tAla* al-
“ 7’Uqaili, while searching fox' lice in his clothes;

1. Hamasae, 1,789 (1.26) 2. 1,789 (1.13 seq.)
3. I, 790 (1.9 seq.), 794 (l.k)
h. I, 797 (1.3). 5. I, 806 (1.7).
6 . X, 802 (third piece) 7 . X, 799 (1 .3 .)
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thirdly, outspoken remarks on sexual matters

The sexual remarks are so sordid that Dr* Freytag
thinks it would have been more appropriate to entitle

1this chapter "Obscene Utterances’*. These sexual remarks,
ofhowever, like all the other kinds humour mentioned, are 

typical examples of* the sort of* jests that Arabs make 
among themselves when they are at leisure*

10. Madhammatu al-Nlsa* (Disparagement of Women).

This title is misleading. It suggests total
2disparagement of* all women; whereas the 18 pieces in 

this chapter show that only women who are physically 
repellent and those considered unmarriageable because of 
old age or widowhood are dispri^ajsed.

3As Dr. Freytag observes, the pieces selected speak 
of the physical defects of women and never of their 
intellect or behaviour. Some of the pieces mention 
divorce and polygamy as solutions for unsuccessful

4marriages•

I* Hamasae, II, p.VII. _ _
2. They are 19 in al-Marzuqi *s recension. 
3* Hamasae, II, p.VII.
4• Ibid, I, pp.813-814*
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Except lor the inclusion of* a lew complete poems 
or long passages, the 883 selections in 11 al-Hamasah" are 
short fragments consisting of a few lines each. Some of 
the selections, especially in the last two chapters, 
consist of one line each.

The authors of about 230 pieces are not revealed by 
the compiler* In about 60 cases, the poets are identified 
vaguely by their tribes or sex, etc. in sentences such as,

ivhile in about 170 cases the selections are simply 
introduced by the sentence M cM?j>".

The poets whose names are made known belong to periods
ranging from the pre-Islamic era to the time of the compiler

1himself. According to Lyall, only about 16 poets belong 
to the Abbasid period. The rest are either pre-Islamic or 
Mukliadrims, or belong to the first century A.H.

-  2 -Al-'Amidi states that Abu Tammam selected his
anthology from the works of the nMuqillinn and the less 
famous poets. The truth is that the anthology includes

1. Lyall, Ilamasa, Ency. Brit., p.870.
2. al-Hasan b. Bishr al-Amidl, al-Muwa z an a h , ed. Muhyi al

Din * Abdul Hamid, (Cairo 19 .̂4 ), 23. ~
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some pieces by famous poets but that these poets tend to 
be overwhelmed by the more numerous lesser contributors*

IX

In order to authenticate this anthology and to know 
in what circumstances it was compiled and circulated, the 
detailed account given by al-Tibrisi is usually quoted*
So^je incidents of this account, however, have been 
questioned; and a fresh examination of it may be 
i 1 lumin a t in g .

According to al-Tibrizi,1 Abu Tammam was in Khurasan
to recite to fAbd Allah b. Tahir a panegyric in his praise. 
On his way back to Iraq, he was invited by Abu al-Vaga’
b. Salamah to stay with him in Hamadhan. At that time,

1, Hamasae, I, 2.
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heavy snowfalls blocked the roads and Abu Tammam had to
wait for the thaw which was not expected soon. Abu
al-¥afa’, therefore, put his large collection of book
at the disposal of Abu Tammam, who became engrossed in
them and compiled five books on poetry including "al-
Hamasah" and "al-Wahshiyyat" . "Al-Hamasah" remained in
the library of the Salamahs, who treasured it and allowed

A.H. and lasted until 220 A.IT., and that it was already

Tammam was, as some of his poems indicate, susceptible

the statement about the poet’s stay in the Salamahs

1. al-Xsfahani, XV, 106.
2. Muhammad b. Yahya al-Sulx, Akhbar Abi Tammam, ed. Khalil

Mahmud 'Asa Kir, Muhmmad ’Abduh 'Azzam and Nazir al-Islam 
al-Hindx, (Cairo 1937)> p.222.

3« Najxb Muhammad al-Bahbxtx, Abu Tammam Hayatuhu wa ITavatu 
Shi'rihi, (Cairo 19^5)» 119-126.

Yusuf al-Badx'xV Hibgtu al-Ayygm. (Cairo 1934), p.138.

hardly anyone to read it. Lastly, "al-Hamasah" came into
*

possession of a certain Abu al-’Awadhil of Dinawar, who
took it where learned people received it with
interest; and it was widely circulated

As regards Abu Tammam's journey to Khurasan, this is
confirmed by al-Xsfahani and al-Sulx Dr. al~Bahbiti
suggests convincingly that the journey took place in 219

winter time when Abu Tammam left Khurasan. Since Abu
-_____  _______  ..... ....... k ....

to colds, and since heavy snowfall is usual in Hamadhan
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residence is almost certainly correct.

The claim that Abu Tammam compiled five books during
his stay in Hamadhan is very questionnable* Dr. Taha

«

1Husain argues rightly that in such a short period, which
4

could not possibly have exceeded three months, five books
could not be compiled. This argument is supported by

-  2 -  -the fact that al~*Amidi implies that Abu Tammam1s
anthologies would have taken him a life-time to compile.
It seems that only 11 a 1-Hamasah11 was compiled during Abu
Tammam1s stay in Hamadhan and that the other anthologies
were compiled later bn. This accords with al-Tibrizifs
statement that only "al-Hamasah11 remained in the Salamahs1

*

library•

Al-Tibrizi!s statement mentions only one means by 
which the anthology was spread, that is the circulation 
of the Salamahs1 codex, brought to Isfahan! by Abu al- 
'Awadhil. However, thex,e was another important channel
through which the anthology was handed down. According

- - ~3 ~ kto al-Jawaliqi and Ibn al-Rawindi, Abu Tammam himself

1. ^aha Husain, Min Hadith al-Shi'r wa-al-Nathr, (Cairo
1948}, p.100. ~

2. al-'Amidl, a1-Muwa z an ah, p.49*
3. Abu Mansur Mawhub al-Jawaliqi (ob.539 A.H.), Sharh al-

gamasah, Ms. No. Add.22373 Brit. Mus. , Fol. 3~*
4. Ibn al-Rawindl (ob.570 A.H.), Fol.3 & 203,
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recited his work to Abu al-Mutarrif al-Antaki, who passed
• »

it to the well known commentator Abu Riyash; the latter 
handed it down to man3r scholars. This channel is 
important becaiise it bears the spoken authorisation of 
the compiler under whose supervision the anthology was 
recited and recorded.

Though not known as a professional rhapsodist, Abu
Tammam was renowned for his vast knowledge of both ancient
and contemporary poetry. It is related that he was able
to recite thousands of poems and extracts by heart.'*'
According to al-Suli, al-Hasan b. Raja* asserts that none♦ *

of Abu Tammam1s contemporaries surpassed him in knowledge 
of poetry.^

In the compilation of this anthology, however, Abu 
Tammam derived his material, or at least a great part of 
it, from Ttfritten sources in the Salamahs’ library. The 
actual works consulted are not known, but apparently a 
collection of poetic Diwans was available. This is stated

---------------------- p .  1 0
1. al-Badx*i/lbn Khillikan, I, 151*
2. al-Suli, Akhbar Abl Tammam, p.118.
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—  —  1 —  —  2by al-Badi*i (ob. 1073 A.H.) and implied ..by al-Marzuqi.

A large number of the selections can be traced back 
to earlier literary sources, mainly the diwane of their 
composers. On the other hand at least one third of the 
selections cannot possibly be verified or traced. This 
is due to the following difficulties:

1. Some selections, which form about a quarter of the
whole, are anonymous. In al-Marzuqi1s edition, fAbd al-
Salam Harun was able to ascertain the authors of some of

3these selections. Some more names will perhaps be 
revealed; but most of the authors will probably remain 
obscure forever.

2. Some selections are contributed by less known and less 
prolific poets ( ) whose output has not
been collected.

3* It seems that Abu Tammam, following the literary vogue
kof quoting little known verses, included some selections

1. Al-Badi*i, p.138.
2. al-Marzuqi, Sharh al-Hamasah, I, 13 seq,
3. Ibid, IV, 1890.
4. fAbd Allah b. al-Mu1tazz, The Tabaqat al-Shufara* al-

Muhdathin of Ibn al-Mu * tazz, ed. A .Eghbal,(London 1939 )»
p . 1.
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which are not round in the diwans of their composers.
The pieces by 'Urwah. b. al-Uard (pp.519» 692), Dliu-R- 
Rummah (p.60l), Iiatim al Ta*i (p.7^9), 'Umar b. Abi

1Rabi1 ah (p. 799) a-*’0 a few examples of such selections.

4. Some of the selections are attributed to different
2composers by the various commentators of the anthology* 

Divergences of this kind always complicate the problem 
of vex’ifying early poems.

These observations may seem to cast doubt on the
genuineness of those selections in "al-Hamasah" which*

cannot be verified or traced*

One is, however, inclined to authenticate these on 
the grounds that Abu Tammam was a great authority on 
poetry; this was testified by his contemporaries and 
later on confirmed by the great esteem in which many 
scholars held the anthology. Al-Zamakhshari (ob.538 A*H.) 
styles Abu Tammamjas "one of the scholars of Arabic""^ and 
states that the anthology is regarded as a source of

1. See: Per Diwan des 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi1a , ed.P.Schwarz
(Leipzig"T 909 ) > P • 234 * Die G-edichte des »Urwa ibn Alward, 
ed. Noldeke (Gottingen 1863). T h ePiwan of Dhu*R-Rummah, 
ed. Macartney (Cambridge 1919 ), p.69.

2. See for example, Hamasae, I ,pp♦44,54,144,49,6l,44y,512,666 ,
710,121,133,193*
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reference for verifying' rules of grammar and. usage.

The fact tJtiat some of tiiese selections do not appear 
in their composers * diwans does not necessarily disprove 
their genuineness since diwans do not always contain all 
the works of the composers. Some works may have "been 
unknown to the editors of the diwans; and some may have 
been composed after the diwans had already been edited.

However, the view that the anthology is trustworthy
is a general one and studies of individual selections
might cast doubt on the genuineness of some j)ieces, The
dirge by Tabbata Sharra, fox' example, is said to be faked • *

1Khalaf al-Ahmar.

Although the selections show no evidence of forgery, 
the accuracy of quotation is very questionnable.

-  -  2 As al-Marzuqi observed, a collation of the selections

3. (Contd, from previous page) Al-Baghdadi, IChizanah, X, 4, 
Al-Marzuqi, Sharh, I, 9 (note),

1, Hamasae, 1,382. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi1r ,p .497 « Khulaif,p ,17*
2, al-Marzuqx, X, 13 & 14,
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Included in the anthology with the texts given in their 
composers' diwans,. if these are available, shows that Abu 
Tammam allowed himself great latitude in quotation* Apart 
from the slight discrepancies which may or may not be due to 
the differences in transmission, there are others which 
suggest a deliberate change on the compiler's pai’t . These 
changes are of three types, and a few examples will be 
enough to illustrate each.

1. Rewording of some lines in order to improve their sense.

For exapple, in Qais b. al-Khatim's diwan the following 
1lines read:
^  ].  ̂ ^ ^  I ^

2When quoted in the anthology, these two lines are obviously 
enriched by the felicitous change of a few words:

U<*

The new wording stresses more clearly the two qualities 
which the poet advocates: self-resx^ect and generosity.

1. Diwan Qais ibn al-Khatim, ed. Ibrahim al-Samarra’i and
Ahmad Matlub, (Baghdad 1962), pp.53, 71.

2, llamasae, X, $28.
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The second line in the piece by al-Shammakh (p.763)
1is an example of syntactical improvement,

2• Adaptations of some selections in order to Tit their 
chapters♦

The most remarkable example of this is the fragment
No. 604 in al-Marzuqi*s recension which was originally a
panegyric and is transformed into a satire by a fexv but

2subtle changes in the wording.

Another method of making such adaptations is to omit 
ixrelevant lines from the original texf, This is obvious
in the piece by fUrwah b. al-¥ard (p,207). Here line No.
. 316 in the original poem is omitted, perhaps because it

portrays a selfish action, whereas the whole piece speaks

1, In the anthology this line reads: * . »
In^al-Shammakh1s diwan (p.10), it reads:
In the anthology reading the phrase t® Ai is
rightly connected with the verb ; whereas in
the original text the same phrase may be taken to 
refer to the verb . This connection is not the
best since it might be imisinterpreted to suggest that 
the person supposed to be a helper x^oved a trouble
maker ,

2. al-Marzuql, III, 1448.
3* Die &edichte des !Urwa, ed, NdJldeke, p , 26 seq. al-

Asma1iyyat, ed. Shakir, p.39* 1.2. The line omitted reads
^  I A cr* ^
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of altruistic deeds.

3 . Changes in the order of the lines quoted to create 
new meanings.

The piece by Qais b. al-Khatira (p. 85) shows that the 
compiler rearranged in his own way the verses which he 
selected.This piece consists of nine lines which are
numbered 7 * 8 t9 »6,10,11,3 »12,4 in the original text of the

1 — — diwan. The piece No.474 in al-Marzuqi1s recension
consists of two lines which are linked together, although
they are taken from different places in the original poem:
the first hemistich is from line 19> and the second from
line 16; the second line is numbered 8 in the orig'inal.

In the fragment by al-Nahdi (p.556), there are two
successive lines that are puzzling, since the first portrays
the physical beauty of a woman and the second is about a

- ~ 3she-camel. Al-Tibrizi suggests that some lines between these 
two must be missing; whereas al-Marzuqi, who was apparently 
unaware of the fact that the second line is about a she-

4camel, interpreted this line as referring to human beauty.

1. Diwan Qais h. al-KIiatim, p.21.
2• Per Diwan des ’Umar ibn Abi Rabi*a, ed. Paul Schwarz 

(Leipzig 1909), p.47.
3* Hamasae, I, 556* 4. al-Marzuqi, III, 1254.
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It is abundantly clear, however, that it refers to an 
animal. Moreover, it is not necessary to assume that 
there is a missing link between the two linesj Abu 
Tammam may have deliberately linked them together and 
wished the reader to interpret the second line metaphorically 
in the sense that, in her silky dress, the woman, like the 
she-camel, had a sleek and shining seat; the tail mentioned 
might refer to the plait which hung down her back.

Although revising poetry was a common practice
1exercised by almost every rhapsodist, it was done only 

when necessary. However, in his revisions, Abu Tammam 
transcended all recognised limits; and, in his selections, 
he was clearly demonstrating his creative talents as well 
as his powers of appreciation. This accords with the
dictum that nIn al-Hamasah, rather than in his own works,

-  „2Abu Tammam is most poetical*

In conclusion, the contents of this anthology, which

1. Al-Marzubani, al-Muwashshah,_pp.2 2 ,28,1 2 5 «182 * 184. al
ls fahanl , IV,258. Ibn Rashiq, 11,192 seq, A^mad b.
Yahya Tha^ab, Majalis Tha*lab, (Cairo 1948-49) »P * 481

Hamasae, 1,2, the original quotation reads;
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has been well preserved, are fundamentally and on the 
whole genuine; but most of the selections bear evidence 
of the hand of the compiler*

III

The first striking feature about the method of 
compilation is that extracts and not comx^lete poems are 
selected* This was novel but not revolutionary. Passages 
from poems had often been quoted both in speech and 
writing. Abu Tammamf s particular contribution was to 
treat 11 the passage” as a piece of poetry in its own right.

Two reasons may be advanced for Abu Tammam*s new 
approach:

1. The conventional Qasidah is usually long and comprises 
several passages on different subjects. Since Abu Tammam's
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purpose was to divide his anthology according' to subject 
matter, only extracts from the Qasidahs could be appropriate*

2* Abu Tammam was renowned lor his great concern with
the meaning' of any poetical work. In his study of Abu

- ~1 _Tammam1 s poetry, Dr. al-Bahbijti observes that Abu Tammam
pays heed to the log’ical sequence of the verses and that,
indifferent to the traditional practice that each verse

2should be independent and complete in itself, he would 
use grammatical devices to bind several lines together 
and make them inseparable syntactically and thematically.
To select coherent extracts rather than long poems is, 
therefore, in accordance with the poet's attitude.

Xn fact, the poetic fragment was the earliest form
3of Arabic poetry. To quote Ibn Sallam, "Early Arabs 

composed only a few lines on any one occasion.” The 
long Qasidah, which was established about one century 
before Islam, was simply several pieces linked together

1. al-Bahbiti, p,218.
2* Ahmad b. YahyS Tha'lab, ^awa'id al-Shi'r, Actes due 

ITuitierne Congres International des Orientalistes , 
(Laide 1891), I83.

3 . Ibn Sallam, p.33 seq.
^ • Ibn Sallam, p.33 seq.
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to form an elaborate whole.

The arrangement of the anthology is, however, completely 
new. Before "al-Hamasah11 , no anthology or diwan or 
collected poetic works of any type was arranged according 
to subject matter.

As will be shown in the next chapter, however, many 
of the anthologists after Abu Tammam followed his example 
in arranging their selections according to subjects. Some

1, There are two main theories on this question. Firstly, 
there is the apologetic theory advanced by Xbn Qutaibah 
and adopted by Ibn Rashlq amd most of the Arab scholars.
Those scholars strive to prove that the divisions of the 
Qasidah are connected thematically and try to make connections 
where none exist. (ibn Qutaibah, l4 - Ibn Rashlq, I, 150 
Muhammad 1 Abd al-Mun'im Khafttji; Uihdat al-Qasidah al-
*Arabiyyah, (Cairo 195^) - 'Abd al-Jabbar al-Muttalibl,
A critical study of the poetry of Dhu?l^Rumma, unpublished 
Ph.D thesis, S.O.A.S., I^ondon University i960, pp.80-90 - 
Ahmad Muh.ammad al-Hufl, al~Ghazal Fi-l-'Asr al-Jahilx,
Cai^ro 1930, 214 seq. - f Abd al-Halim KhaldCtn al-ICinanl ,tr* 
(Damascus, 19 So )» p*6<» )* The opposite theory is held 
by most of the occidental scholars, who treat the Qasidah 
as a discursive work. (Broclcelmann, I,6l). The truth is, 
perhaps, that the divisions of the Qasidah are not really 
connected in theme, though kinship between themes sometimes 
exists, but that linking passages are usually discernible, 
(see: al-'Askari, al-ipina * atain, k%2 - al-’Amidi, al- 
Muwazanah, part II, ed. Dr, 'Abd al-Qadir Fl-Kott, 
unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, SQO.A.S., London University 1950,
X>p. 308-3^2. The Qasidah, therefore, can be likened to a 
symphony comprising several movements that succeed one 
another naturally, though they are not necessarily connected 
in theme•



of them, very plainly moulded their works on the model 
of t,al-Hamasahn, adopted its classification and even 
borrowed its title.

The diwans and other types of collected works also
show the influence of the anthology, Bxcept for the
collections of polemic poems, > which bring togethe
contrasting poems, mostly in pairs, no collected poetic 

1works of the second and third centuries A.II. pay any
attention to subject matter in the arrangement of their

2contents, Xn tribal and sectarian diwans, poems are 
gathered under their composers. Xn individual poets’ 
diwans no distinct classification is noticeable save for 
the fact that, in these diwans, long and famous poems
usually precede short and less famous works. So far1 as

3 — _ _is known, Abu Bakr al-Suli (ob. 335 A.H.) was the first
diwan compiler to arrange poems in alphabetical order

4according to the last letter of their rhymes. His
contemporary Ali b. Hainzali al-Xsfahani (ob.375 A.H.) was

* *

1, Such as ^ 3 )  jkio^poems of the Jews) compiled by al- 
Sukkarx and al-TaySlisx (see R.G-eyer, S.B.W.A. 192?, 
203, No.4), and (Tales of the Thieves)
compiled by al-Suklcarx (see: al-Baghdadx, IChizanah, 
1,297)

3* Xbn al-Nadim, p.163. - Diwan Abi Tammam, ed, Mohammad 
'Abduh ‘Azzam, (Caird 1951), X, 13.

4. Ibn al-Nadxm, p,l65.
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the first to edit a diwan arranged according to the
1subjects of the poems.

Since All b* Hamzah al-Asfihani was a great authority
*

-  2on Abu Tammam*s poetry and undoubtedly acquainted with
11 al -Hamas ah" , it is almost certain that he was influenced
by the method of classification of this anthology, though.
he did not confine himself to the subject headings it 

3contains *

In his study on the poetic subjects in "al-Iiamasah" ,
_ _ 4Mr, fAli al-Najdi Nasif observes that two conventional

subjects are not included. These are "Apologies'1 and 
"Self-Prias e tf, lie also wonders why "Satires on Women", 
which form the tenth chapter, are separated from those 
on men, who form the fifth*

Arabic "Poetic SLibjects", however, are differently 
classified, named and defined by various early scholars,

tiNeither "Apolog'ies nor "Self-Praise" is mentioned in the
list of "the poetic purposes ' " advanced by

Ibn al-Nadim, p.165
3* Her Diwan Des Abu Nuwas, ed, Ewald Wagner, (Cairo 1958),

PXd *1-2,
4, All al-Najdi Nasif, HirS^ah Fx tlamasat Abi Tammam,

(Cairo 1959), p.23-
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— 1 Qudamah b. Ja'far (ob. 310 A.H.), who was probably the
first Arab scholar to formulate a theory about poetic
subjects. Perhaj5s, in Qudamah's opinion, these two are
sub-divisions of Panegyrics . On- the other hand, Ibn 

—  2Sallam speaks of "Self-Praise" as one of "the poetic 
arts^t-itM " ; and Abu Hilal al-'Askari (ob. 395 A.H.) 
includes "Apologies" among what he named "the branches of

Perhaps, Abu Tammaiji did not consider "Apologies" a
major subject worthy to be represented in his x^ork and

<1 sthought that the pieces of elf-Praise" , xvhich he 
included in the first and sixth chapters, fitted well 
into their positions and should not have a section to 
themselves.

Nasif's claim that the satires on women are separated 
from those on men is not completely accurate. The truth 
is that, although most of the satires in Chapter V are on 
men, some pieces on women are also included: the piece by

1* Qudamah b. Ja ' far, Naqd al-Slii ' r , ed.'Isa Mikha’il 
Saba, (Harisa 1958), 42.

2. Ibn SallSm, p. 54. - al-Suyutl, al-Muzblr, II, 483.
3* Al-'Askari, Diwan al-Mu' an 3.. I, 92*
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'Abd Allah b. Awfa, for instance, is a satire on his 
wife; the pieces on pp. 6̂ -2 and 652 contain insinuations 
against women. Xt seems that the satires that form 
Chapter X were given their present position partly because 
they lack the seriousness that characterises the selections 
in Chapter V, and partly because they fit well after the 
humorous sexual pieces included in Chapter XX.

Whether Abu Tainmam made his classification to
demonstrate a theory on poetic subjects, or merely for
convenience is not known. Whatever his motive may have
been, the classification of 11 al-Hamas ah" was a timely*

contribution to the understanding and clarification of 
Arabic poetic subjects*

- -2 ~ -3Xt was observed by al-Sulx and al-Marzuqi that
Abu Tammam, in making his selections, did not confine 
himself to the ideals of his own poetic school, and that 
he selected works that would be generally appreciated

1. Iiamasae, I, 668.
2. al-Sulx, Akhbar Abx Tammam. p.118. al-Sulx, Akhbar Ahx

al-Buhturx, 137* 165 seq.
3. al-Marzuqx, I, 13 seq.
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even if some of them did not accord with his ideals.
As a proof of this, these scholars related, on the
authority of al-Hasan to* Raja’ and Ibn al~Daqqaq, that

*

Abu Tammam selected works by Muhammad b. Abi ’Uyainah,
whose poeti'y is very different from that of Abu Tammam.
In explaining this phenomenon, al-Marzuqi likens Abu 
Tammam to a draper, who displays in his shop clothes
which suit the tastes of all his customers but wears
only what suits himself.

To ,fal-Hamasah" , this observation is applicable;
the selections included in the anthology are of the type
that meets with universal appreciation. Only a few
selections exhibit the characteristics of Abu Tammam1s
poetic school; unusual ideas and images and an ornate
style. The piece by Abu Dahbal (P*709)» for example,
says that the prisoners of al-Azraq al-Makhzumi are
treated nobly, pardoned and released and because of that
free people xirould like to be taken captive by him. As

_ _ _ U )Abu Hilal al-’Askari indicates , this peculiar thought 
is truly representative of Abu Tammam’s attention to 
uncommon ideas. Examples for unusual images and ornate 
expression can be seen on pp* 556 (line 9)> 112 (line 5),

1. Hamasae, I, 709*
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438 (lines 13,14).

Although such pieces are few, the rest of the selections 
are full of meaning; throughout the anthology, original 
thoughts are strikingly apparent. Some of these were 
borrowed by Abu Tammam in his own poetry and several 
examples of such borrowing have been pointed out by

- - 1 - 2  - - 3 - -4al-Marzuqi, al-'Askari and al-Tibrizi. Al-Suli too, 
confirms Abu Tammam*s borrowings, but asserts that he 
made improvements and left on them the imprint of his 
personality.

Unlike some bf the anthologists before him, Abu Tammam 
was not primarily introducing selections of well established 
fame. Although extracts from famous poems are included, 
a large body of the selections attained fame only after 
their appearance in the anthology.

Although earlier anthologies did not include xoieces 
of Kajaz, except for a few in al-Asma*iyyat, Abu Tammam 
included in his work 27 pieces in this metre, Xt is

1. al-Marzuqi, XXX, 1239*.
2. Hamasae, I, 395*
3. Ibid, I, 709*
4. al-Suli, Akhbar Abi Tammam, p.53*
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almost certain that earlier anthologies excluded pieces 
of Rajaz because this metre was generally regarded as 
insufficiently dignified for serious and grand poetry.
Abu Tammam, however, apparently had a better opinion of 
this metre.

Host of the selections, however, are in the grander
metres, especially al-Tawil, al-^asit and al-Kamil; the

• *

metre, al-Tawi^As clearly predominant in the anthology.

Abu al-'Ala* al-Ma*arri remarked that there are three
pieces in non-canonical metres, which were not included
by al-Khalil and al-AKhfash.^ These are the pieces by
T a ’abbata - Sharra1 s mother (p.4l4), Sulmiyy b. Rabi'ah
(p.506) and a woman of Makhzum (p.780). The metres show
some resemblance to the canonical metres al-Madld or al-
Ramal, al-Basit and al-Sarif.

•

-  -  2 Similarly, al-Tibrizi remarked that the xDiece by
Ruwaishid b. Kathlr (p*77)> which is in al-Basit metre,

♦

exhibits an unusual rhyme scheme.

1. Hamasae, I, 824. al-Jawaliqi, ^ol. 3A.
2 . Kamasae, 1 , 78.
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- - 1 2 It . lias been observed by Harun and Nasif that Abu
Tammam very frequently quoted poets belonging' to his own
tribe. Although this is so, such quotations are not very
numerous and their inclusion does not necessarily prove
that he is biassed, since he would naturally quote those
pGCts with whom he was most familiar.

* * •

Together with the chorus of acclamation with which
3the anthology has been met, some attacks have also been
-  -  4made. According to al-Mas’udi, some people went as far as

IT

to call the anthology "The Failure Such obviously
prejudiced attacks were often directed at controversial 
masters such as Abu Tammam and al-Mutanabfei.

Perhaps the most constructive piece of criticism is 
the critique made by Hamzah j?. al-Husain and quoted by 
al-Tha’alibi . In it four critical remarks are made :
(l) that some lines or extracts are repeated, (2) that 
some extracts do not fit their chapters, (3) that others

1. al-Marzuqi, I, 9*
2. Nasif, p*32. ^
3. Hamasae, 1,2 - ai-Baghdadi, IChizanah, 1,173 - Ihn Khallikan, 

1,151.
4. al-Mas’u di,
5* ’Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad Abu Mansur al-Tha1 alibi,

Yatimat al-Dahr, ed Mutiammad Muhyi al-Din ’Abd
a1-Hamid, (Bairo,1366A.H.,1947 A.D.), III,398 seq.
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exhibit prosodical faults, and (4) that the compiler 
chose defective versions of some selections.

Although no illustrative examples are given in this
critique, there are selections in the anthology that seem to
bear out these remarks, and a study of them is, therefore,
necessary.
Ill Repetitions. There appear to be four repetitions :
two in the first chapter (pp*79;-:» 314 - '.’93» 189), one
in the second (pp.438, 474) and one in the sixth (pp*694,
752). Referring to one of these, Mr. Nasif suggests that
the compiler might have done it merely through negligence.^ 
Xt is clear, however, that the compiler had reasons for
these repetitions. Sometimes he wished to display different
versions or wordings of the repeated lines; this is obvious
in the pieces by al-Nabighah al-Ja’di (438,474), ’XJnaif
b. Zabban (pp. 79 > 3i4) and Salim b. Quhfan (pp. 694,732)*
Another and perhaps more artistic reason was to reveal
the different shades of meaning of the repeated verses
in various contexts. The following line by al-Husain b,
al-Humam is as good as any for illustration. It reads:

In its context on page 93? the emphasis is clearly on the

1. Nasif, p.30*
2. Hamasae, 1,93* 189
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first hemistich, which contains the idea that the 
warriors advance boldly and fight fiercely even if they 
have to split the skulls of those relatives who confront 
them. Whereas in the second context on page 189> the 
emphasis is shifted to the second hemistich, since the 
whole piece here is meant to justify the warriors ? attack 
on their relatives who proved unjust and ungrateful.

(2 ) Misplaced extracts. Apart from some extracts whose
1position is disputed, there are five which certainly do 

not fit their chapters. They are as follows:
X Two pieces in the first chapter (pp.1^9 and 15^).
The first is on hospitality and the second is a satire.
Both would fit better in chapters six and five respectively,
II, The fragment in chapter III on page 504, in which 
•Umar b. Qami*ah sighs over his past youth. This is out 
of place in a chapter on manners.
III. Two misplaced pieces.in the last chapter, "Disparagement

  2of Women", They are on a cock and, as al-Marzuqi suggests, 
would fit chapter seven, which is entitled "Descriptions".

(3 ) Prosodical faults. The faults mentioned are al-Iqwa3

1. al-Marzuqi, II, p p .5^7»59°>628>756. - III, 1267*
2. al-Marzuqi, IV, I885.
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and al-’lta’ • There are hardly any examples
1of these in the anthology. In any case, although al-

Iqwaf and al-Ita* have come to be regarded as faults,
.hey were .c.pt.d 1„ .pci.nt poetry.2 Even later
compilers have not hesitated to include poems containing

3these faults if such poems were sufficiently great.
It is, therefore, no mistake on Abu Tammam1s part to 
include some lines that exhibit such ancient features. 
Moreover, as stated previously, Abu Tammam was indifferent 
to the prosodical rules, which had then been newly 
formulated and included in his anthology some non-canonical 
pieces, thus preserving some ancient features which would 
otherwise have been forgotten,

(4) Defective Versions. That the compiler chose such
versions is by no means proved. As stated before, there
are many revisions, which have improved appreciably on
the originals. Although this shows that Abu Tammam
lacked the accuracy visually expected of reliable rhapsodists,
it does not necessarily prove that the versions adopted
are defective. However, there are some examples of

1. al-Tib. I, pp,448,815 ( n . 18,19), 500(11.5 ,20).
2. Ibn SallSm, irs~ - Ibn Rashlq, I, 165 •
3. Muhammad b . al-Mubarak, Huntaha al-Talab,IPol, l64.
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1in the anthology; but such alight mistakes ard usually 
found in early works; they are simply unavoidable#

As well as the scholars of x3revl°us centures , modern 
scholars, Arabs and Arabists, are favourably impressed by 
the anthology.

The judgement of early scholars is expressively
summed up in the dictum "No anthology of extracts could
su.rpass fal“Hamasah! in excellence. " Of the modern

2scholars, Sir Charles Lyall writes, "The high level of 
excellence which is found in its selections, both as to 
form and matter, is remarkable." "What strikes in the 
class of i:>oetry of which the Hamas ah is a specimen, is its 
exceeding truth and reality, its freedom of artificiality 
and hearsay, the evident first-hand experience which the 
singers possessed of all which they sang."

1. Al-Jawaliqi, Fols. 30, 31» 36
2 . Lyall, Encyc. Brit. XII, S70.
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The compilation of al-Hamasah by Abu Tammam marked
*

the beginning of a succession of anthologies consisting 
of extracts classified according to subject matter. In 
this chapter, however, only those compiled in the third cent 
ury will be considered*

Abu Tammam himself, who initiated the vogue, compiled
abouib-.'-four anthologies of extracts besides his most famous

- I - - -one, al-Iiamasah. Al-Baghdadi, the author of the Khizanah,
v  ̂ t t # ** ̂

possessed a copy of one of these, namely ^  f j U-ik 1 V»
- 3According to al-'Amidi, this is a selection of the output of

the tribes.^ Al-Baghdadi, wiiose copy might come to light
one day, judged this anthology inferior to al-Hamasah*

*

Another of Abu Tammam1s selections, namely "Fuhul 
al-Shu f ara 9 11 is mentioned by Brockelmann and al - f Amili

L. Al-,AmidiJL al-Muwazanah, 23 - Ibn al-Nadin, 165 -
Al-Tibrizi,1.3seq^

2* Al-Baghdadi, Khizanah, I. 173*
3«-Al-,AmidI, a1-Muwaz an ah, -23*
. In his Khizanah, al—Baghdadi supplies us with many 

fjpptations from this anthology. See: al-Maimani,
Tqlid, 100.
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as existing in Mashhad in Iran* To our disappointment,
however, an examination of the Mashhad Ms. proved that,
although the first page bears the title mentioned, the
contents consist merely of a portion of al-Hamasah interlined

- - 2 
with excerpts from al-Tibrizi!s commentary*

One of these four selections, however, has survived and
was available for this study* It is entitled 11 al-Wahshiyyatn

*

3and is preserved in Istanbul.

Two other anthologies of extracts were compiled in the 
third century* These are "Kitab al-Hamasah11 by Abu 
Tammam1s disciple, al-Buhluri (ob. 284 A.H.) and nKitab al- 
Zahrah11 by the Zahiri jurist, Ibn Dawud (ob* 297 A.H.)

1. Brockelmann, II, 76 - A l-*Amili, XIX, 493
2. Ms. no. 15: 29983/4, Mashhad,„Iran•
3* Ms. no. 330, Topkapu Sarayi Kutuphanesi - Photographic

copy, no. Adab 2297» Bar al-Kutub, Cairo*
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(a) "AL-WAHSHIYYAT" or "AL-HAMASAH AL-SUgHRA" 
by ABU TAMMAM.

The unique Ms. of this anthology, preserved in Istanbul,
is dated 637 A.H. It bears the name of the copyist alone,
without mentioning the authority from whom it was received,

The brief preface to this Ms., however, sheds some light
on the original work and how it wcjs disseminated. It says,
"This is the book, *al-Wahshiyyat1, which was compiled by

*

Abu Tammam Habib b. Aws al-Ta*! - may God have mercy on him - * *
after he had made his larger selection, ai -Iiamasah. The
compiler did not disseminate the work himself, but the Ms.,
written in his own handwriting, was found after his death; it

1is entitled 'Kitab al-Wahshiyyatf.
As is obvious from its title page, the preface and the

colophon, this anthology has a dual title, "al-Wahshiyyat"
and "al-I-Iamasah al-Sucjhra", two names which are used

2interchangeably. It seems, however, from contemporary and
later references to this work, that the first title prevailed.

So far as can be traced, the anthology has been mentioned
in three references. In his "I'jaz al-Qurfan", at Baqillani

3mentions it by its title "al-tfahshiyyat". In his commentary
on "al-Hamasah", al-Tibrizi also mentions the anthology by the 
title "al-Wahshiyyat", but he says, "al-Wahshiyyat" is a

4collection of long poems. This statement is not an

1• Al-Wahshiyyat, Fo1.2.
2. Ibid,* Fols• 1, 2, 2^3
3. Al-Baaillanx, I 1jaz, 1774. Al-Tiorizi, Hamasae, I, 3
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accurate description of the existing work, which consists for
. sfwrt

the most part of/passages* The complete poems included
inumber about 15, of which 9 contain more than 12 lines each,

2 -  -  and only three poems exceed 20 lines each* If al-Tibrizi1s
statement is correct, he cannot be speaking about the existing
work. If, as is more probable, he is doing so, he is
inaccurate* Al-fAini (ob.855 A.H.) quotes three lines by
al-La*In al-Manqari and states that they appear in the work

-  3Mal-Wahshi*n Since the lines already mentioned appear on 
Fol*52, the work named by al-Aini can only be the present 
anthology*

The long awaited edition of this anthology may be
available very soon. Prof* ftAbd al-Aziz al-Maimani of 

has prepared the edition which is now in the press
in Cairo#

. * •

Linguistically, the title, al-Wahshiyyat may mean "the 
archaic poems” or "the poems that are little known or less 
frequently quoted*" Judging by the contents of the anthologyj 
the first interpretation seems hardly applicable: the
selection, though it certainly contains a difficult 
vocabulary, cannot by
II Fols* I2T I 7 ,337^ 2 ~ 9 6 ,109,129,131,132.
2. Fols. 33t^2,96*
3. Mahmud al-Aini, Shar| al-Shawa^hid al-Kubra,(Bulay,1299)
4. Mr* Mahmud Muhammad Shakir gave this information in

response to enquiry in 1961 and added that the work was 
being printed under his supervision. It has since 
been published in Cairo, but after the completion of 
the present thesis.
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any means be considered archaic. Besides, the fact 
that most of tfie pieces included are not widely quoted 
supports the second interpretation.

As to the title, "al-Hamasah al-Sughra,n it was a 
common practice for an aiithor writing two or three books 
on the same subject to give them all the same basic title, 
qualified by a particular adjective for each book

— iindicating its size (e.g. al-Kubra, al-Wusta and al-Sughra)’‘
According to al-Amidi, Abu Tammam himself did this when he
named two anthologies of tribal poetry "al-Qabafili ai-

2Akbar" and "al-Qaba1ili." It is almost certain therefore
that Abu Tammam gave this anthology the above title in 
contrast to his larger selection "al-Iiamasah".

The 507 pieces included in this anthology are divided
into 10 chapters practically identical to those in the larger
anthology, at Hamasah. Only Ch.VIII in the present one 
differs from its opposite number; it is on "Old Age", 
one of the favourite classical themes, whereas the corres
ponding chapter in al-Hamasah is on "Journeys". This
discrepancy is referred to in the introductory sentence

3to the former chapter.

1.w Yaqut, Irshad, VII, 300 - al-Maimani, I ftlid, 17
2. A l - !Amidi, a1-Muwaz anah, 49
3 .: Pol* 231. The sentence mentioned reads "

"o-Uibjj— s A  o* ‘A
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As In the larger al-Harriets ah, the first chapter of 
this anthology, which is on valour, has the lion1s share of 
the selections; it forms more than one third of them. The 
other 9 chapters make up the rest of the selections; the 
chapter "al-Marathi has 56 pieces, "al-Adab" 37» al-Nasib 5 6 t 
"al-HijaM 60, "al-Samahah wal-Adyaf" 6l, "al-Sifat" 10* 
"al-Mashib" 13» "al-Mulah11 9 and "Madhammatu al-Nisa!" 4.

Another point of similarity between the two anthologies,
al-Hamasah and al-Wahshiyvat, is that the subject-matter of 

* •

corresponding chapters is more or less identical. The 
pieces included in the new chapter, "al-Mashib" treat of 
(l) greyness of hair and of how it repels women, confirms 
old age and heralds the inevitable end, (2) past youth which 
cannot be regained and (3 ) the weakness of old age.

A careful study of this anthology shows that the
compiler maintains the same criteria and considerations
'which he applied to the first anthology, al-Hamasah*

*

These are as follows:
(1) Selecting pieces that are likely to meet with universal 
approval regardless of the compiler*s personal inclinations.
The bulk of the selections conform to " " ,i.e.
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the recognised rules or standards of classical poetry;
thus they are likely to have been highly ap£>re ciated by
almost all connoisseurs irrespective of their different
schools of criticism. The anthology, however, does
include a few pieces that suit Abu Tammam’s personal taste.

1The piece by al-Iiusain b. Mutair, for instance, is 
obviously ornate and full of figurative images of the 
kind Abu Tammam welcomed in poetry.

(2) Confining the selection to little known works.
This is not done merely by selecting from the works of
the less famous poets but more effectively by culling
those pieces, by both known and obscure poets, which were
rarely circulated and hardly known. Even from those
poets whose diwans were collected, the compiler selected
some pieces which, presumably because they were not known
to the collectors of these diwans, were not included in
them. The following are some illustrations:
(l) Included in the anthology are 7 pieces by Tufail 

2
al-Ghanawi. Only part of one of these appears in the

3appendix to Tufail’s diwan edrted by Krenkow. The pieces
T~. Fol. 227. 2. Fols. 76,79-80,90,l02il46,184,204.
3* The poems of Tufail Ibn ”Awf al-Ghanawi, ed. P. 

Krenkow, (London 19^7)? 57*
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which are not included in the diwan total 30 lines.1

(2 ) The pieces selected from al-Majnun, Qais h.
al-Mulawah, are 8, four of which do not appear in

„ 2 al-¥alibi's version of al-Majnun's diwan*

(3 ) The piece by ^Abid b. al-abras^ is not found in
*

the collected works of this master-poet edited by Lyall.
it,

(4) The pieces by A*sha of Sul aim'* and A ’sha of Bgu
Tha'lab are not found among the poems by the A 1shas

7collected by Tha*lab.
The result of thus limiting this anthology is that 

it includes quite a number of pieces for which it is the 
earliest source and sometimes the only source. There 
are, of course, however, a number of selections which 
appear in other eax’ly sources.
1. Fols. 157,159,161,171.
2# Qissat al-Matjnun wa Laila, redacted by Abu Bakr 

al-wklibi ", T^hlaq , 1294 A.Ii. )
3. Fol. 117.
4. The Diwans of nAbid Ibn al-Abras, ed. 0. Lyall.
5. Fol. 125.
6. Fol. 213.
7. Gedichte Abu Bagir, pp. 274, 282.
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(3) Quo tin a' with latitude» Complete accuracy in
quotation has beensacrificed for the sake of improving
the selections. As in "al-Hamasah", this is done either
by changing some words or phrases in the original texts

1or by altering the order of lines• As tar as collation 
with the original texts has been possible, these changes 
do not appear very serious*

The Tact that "al-Wahshiyyat" has been mentioned
*

only in a few references and that only one Ms, of it has 
survived indicates that this anthology was not famous* 
Indeed, the anthology had hardly any chance to achieve 
great fame since it was fundamentally a mere imitation of 
the great "al-Hamasah11, and was moreover later in date 
and shorter.

In quality, however, "al-Wahshiyyat" is a first class
4.

collection; yet as al-Baqillani implies,^ it falls short 
of its model*

1* Compare, for instance, the pieces by Humaid b. Thawr 
on Pols. 232, 163 and 235 with the original texts 
in his diwan, edited by "Abd al-’Asiz al-Maimani 
(Cairo 1951), pp. 7 - 8, 17 - 27, 52.

2. al-Baqillani, I * tjaz, 172.
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(b) "KITAB a 1 -HAMASAll" by al-BUHTURX.

After Abu Tammam1s own endeavour to emulate his
"al-Iiamasah" by compiling "al-Wahshiyyat", the second
attempt at imitation came from Abu ’Ubadah al-Buhturi,*
who also named his work uKitab al-Hamasah* ft

It seems that this imitative anthology failed to
rival its model and thus enjoyed little admiration* This
is confirmed by the fact that, whereas about thirty
commentators found it worth while to work on the Hamasah

*

of Abu Tammam, none was stimulated to write a single
commentary on the Hamasah of al-Buhturi, Moreover,

* *

although this anthology was reckoned among al-Buhturi^
t

1 -  2works by early writers such as Ibn al-Hadim, Yaqut and 
^ *  - 3Ibn Kjallikan, the author of "IChizanat al-Adab", who is

renowned for his wide acquaintance with literary works,
kstabes that he has never heard of it.

Only one Ms. of this anthology is extant and is
5preserved in Leiden. In 1909 » the trustees of the De G-oeje

1, Ibn al-Nadlm, 1^3 *
2. Yaqut, VII, 228.
3* Ibn Khaliikan, II, 23^.
4 * Al-Baghdadi>M ,  *9/
3« Brockelmann, I, 81.
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fund published a photographic reproduction of this Ms, 
together with indexes made by Profs, Geyer and Margoliouth,
In 1910 a careful edition made by Le pere L, Cheikho 
appeared in Beyrouth.

t t •

The anthology, which contains 1453 extracts, is
divided into 174 chapters. Each chapter is devoted to a
particular topic which is carefully defined by an introductory

1sentence such as:
Ch. I: What is said 011 spurring oneself to face

hardships (of war)
Ch.48: What is said about those who, when times are good,

turn their backs on their friends and avoid them, 
but who, when they fall 011 bad times, renew the 
ties of friendship.

Scholars have varied in their judgements on the value
i tof this classification. NoldeKe points to its practical 

usefulness for quotations and for elucidating' the meaning 
of the pieces included.^ Hanna al-Fakhuri notes that such
a wide classification makes it clear that the contents of
1. Kitab al-Hamasah, ed. Cheikho, 1, 3*
2 • Th• IxFoldeke , Beitraege zur kenntniss du presle der

alten A r a b e HarmoverT" 1864) , 183 seq.
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—  1 al-Buhturi1s anthology cover most of the poetic topics*
*

•l-Salain Rustum claims that by this classification a sort of
psychological analysis is provided since the chapters

2treat of the different incentives in human life*

On the other hand, Nicholson, though he admits the
convenience of this classification, argues that '‘the
division into a great number of sections, each illustrating
a narrowly defined topic, seriously impairs the artistic

3value of the work. "

In considering these views, it is important to 
observe that while each chapter is on a particular, 
restricted topic, the thematical sequence of the material 
clearly shows that the 17^ chapters form six homogeneous 
groups as follows:
(l) Chs. 1 - 2 7 , which consist of extracts on valour and
war-themes, form one group parallel to the chapter, al-
Hamasah in Abu Tammam1s anthology*
*

1* Hanna al-Fakhuri, Tarikh al-Adab al-'Aarabi, (Beirut 1953)> 
515*

2* 1Abd al-Salam Rustum, Taif al-Halid, (Cairo 19^7)»
206 seq.

3# Nicholson, 130.
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(2) Chs♦ 28-48 are on bonds of friendship and thus form one 
harmonious group*

(3) Chs* 49-57 form one group on the inevitability of death*

(4) Chs. 58 - 115 si re all on noble traits of behaviour.

(5 ) Chs. 116 - 123 are on youth and old age.

(6 ) The remaining 51 chapters are on miscellaneous and 
generally unrelated topics. Some among them, however, 
follow one another harmoniously, since they treat of 
connected themes: chs. 136-137 are on "true and simulated
virtues"; chs. 140 - l46 on "chatter and silence"; chs. 
151-155 on "loyalty to and support of one's relations"; 
and chs. 172 - 173 on "bearing false witness".

This shows that, although the compiler did not indicate
these groups, he must have had them in mind. Had he 
marked the groups and given each one a particular title, 
the anthology would have looked like the "al-Hamasah" 
of Abu Tammam in general outline, (Possibly al-Buhturi 
wanted to avoid this.)

However this may be, the existing detailed classificatim
ttis convenient for quotation and elucidation as Noldeke 

observed. The opinion that the anthology covers a wide 
range of poetic topics seems true at first sight, since 
there are 174 chapters on different topics. As previously
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shown, however, not all the major poetic topics are
covered. There is not one single chapter on "love" or
"satire" or even on the compiler's favourite topic
"descriptions of nature, architecture and other features
of civilized life.11 Elegies, moreover, are put last,
and the pieces included are by women-poets alone; whereas
in Abu Tammam1s anthologies elegies are rightly given a
more important position and come second, next to poetry
on valour* Panegyrics are also excluded, but as in the
case of al-Hamasah, this is not a serious omission, since
extracts of these can be and are included under other

1headings in the anthology. The classification, therefore, 
though undoubtedly helpful in dealing with numerous narrow 
themes, does not cover all the major topics.

Although the argument/ that the classification provides
a kind of psychological analysis seems popular with Arab
writers, it cannot be substantiated. Many chapters, it 
is true, are on various aspects of human behaviour, but 
there are others which are not so: ch.21, for instance, is 
on "swords that rebound in fighting", and no. 118 is on 
"praise of grey hair and old age." Even those chapters

1, Piece no. 137» P*33 and see ch.75» p.128*
2. Al-Eakhuri, p. 315*
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which, deal with human behaviour cannot be regarded as
providing serious psychological analysis, unless the term
is applied with great latitude* Didacticism is clearly

1the main aim of such chapters#

As to Nicholson's view, he does not clearly explain
why numerous chapters on narrow topics should impair the
artistic value of the work* Perhaps he considered that
the extracts were on the whole too short. The detailed
classification adopted may have obliged the compiler to
select many such short pieces. A very clear example of
this necessity can be seen in a piece by Yazid b. al-
Hakam; it occurs in its entirety in the Hamasah of Abu 
• *

2Tammam, but in the present anthology it lias been split 
into three shorter pieces appearing in three different

3chapters. Short pieces, however, are not necessarily
devoid of artistic value: Arabs appreciated these and also
even single verses, to which, as will be explained in the 
next chapter, several anthologies xirere devoted*

1 * Xn supxiort of this view see chs. 32 , 47, 97*
2, I-Iamaz a e Carmina, I, 529*
3. Al-Buhturx, 69, 137, 174*



To sum up, this classification, though detailed, 
does not cover all the poetic topics; neither does it 
provide any serious psychological information* It is 
certainly, however, original, convenient and of artistic 
value•

• * *

Al-Ba^illani and al-Suli relate two incidents which
reveal al-Buhturi 1 s views about selecting xioetry* In 

♦

the first, al-Buhturi is said to have questioned the com-
■

petence of the grammarian T h a ’lab and the rest of those
"who study poetry but never compose it" to judge poetry#
"Only those who have undergone the experience of composing
poetry", says al-Buhturi, "and thus tackled its complexitie

*

1are qualified to judge it."

In the second incident, al-Buhturi illustrated the 
previous view by criticising adversely a piece selected by 
Tha'lab, and in support of his opinion, he cited another 
piece which he considered superior* From an examination o 
this second piece, al-Suli concludes that al-Buhturi select
only what resembles his own works, which embody his ideals

2 -  -  about poetry* Later on al-Marzuqi concurred with
- - 3al-Suli in this conclusion#

1. Al-BagnlHani, 176*2. Al-Suli, Akhbar al-Buhturi, 135 - 137•
3 . al-Marzdqi, Sharh Diwan al-ljamasah, I , l4 *
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As Tar as style is concerned, although al-Buhturi
*

was known to te on the whole an adherent of -H*—1 
(i.e. the rules of classical poetry), he had individual 
mannerisms such as simplicity of diction, the occasional 
use of figurative language and a fondness for sub-dividing' 
lines into balanced parts •***

To ascertain, therefore, whether al-Buhturi, in his 
anthology, adheres to his ideals about poetry, it is necessary 
to examine, (a) the poetic topics selected, and (b) the 
stylistic characteristics of the pieces.

As mentioned before, three major topics have been left
out of the anthology: satire, descrijrfcions of natural and
civilized life, and love. It may be argued that the first
topic was excluded perhaps because al-Buhturi disliked

- -2 _ - 3satirical poetry: according to al-Isfahani and Yaqut, he had
no gift for satire. The poet, however, was a master of 
description and quite at home with erotic poetry. The 
exclusion of these topics therefore is inconsistent with 
the poet's own preferences,

1. Al-Suli, Akhbar al-Buhturi, 86, 87, 135 - 137 -*
Yaqut, VII, 226 - Taha Iiusain, Min I-Iadxth al-Shi * r 
wal-Nathr, (Cairo 19^-8), 119 - 132 Al- 1 AmidI, 
al-Muwa^anah, 15,

2. Al-Xsfahani, XVIII, 16?
3. Yaqut, VII, 226.
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Moreover, it is quite obvious, as Noldeke first noted ,
that didactic poetry is predominant in the anthology*
One of the masters in this field, namely Salih b. * Abd

• *

al-Quddus, is quoted as frequently as 46 times. Since
the compiler himself was not renowned for didactic poetry,
of which he wrote little, it is surprising that he is so
much concerned with it* Moreover, those whose taste the
compiler must have had to consider, namely al-MutawalcKil >
the Caliph of the age, and al-Fath b. IChacjan, the Vesir to

*3whom the anthology was dedicated , would, to judge by
4their lives, have appreciated an extra portion of 

hedonistic rather than didactic poetry*

Xt thus appears that, in the choice of poetic topics , 
al-Buhturi was not influenced entirely by his own preferences*

9

As regards style, the pieces selected are on the whole 
classical in style, but their most noticeable quality is 
simplicity of diction. According to al-Suli, al-Buhturi

9 9

was advised by al-Fath b. Khaqfan to use a simple style in 
his own work so that the Caliph, at Mutawikkil, whose

1. Noldeke, Beitraige, 376-387*
2 . Al-Khatlb_al-Baghdadi,Tarlkh, IX, 30k
3* Al-Buhturi, 277#
4, Yaqut, VI, 116 - Rustum, 15
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linguistic knowledge was limited, could understand and
1 -aiopreciate his poems, Al-Buhturi seems to have observed

*

this advice in making” the selection, not only by choosing
pieces which are fairly simple but also by taking the
liberty of changing the wording wherever he considered
greater simplicity desirable. An instance of this can be
seen in a line by al-Tiriirvmah; in the diwan of this poet

2and in the Hamasah of Ahu Tammam, this line reads

When quoted by al-Buhturi, the unmouthable word/is changed
3and the line reads;

*    ■■■

Similarly, in the Hamasah of Abu Tammam occurs the hemistich:
> t

k

In the Hamasah of al-Buhturi this hemistich becomes:

5which is obviously a simpler version.

1* Al-Suli, Akhbar al-Buhturi, 86 seq, _
2• The poems of Tufail b. *Awf al-Ghauawi and al-Tirimmah

b. Hakim al-Ta1! , ed . BL K r e n k o w ( L o n d o n , 1*927) , 158
- Abu Tammam, Hamasae, 111,

3* Al-Buhturi, Iiamasah, 251,
h . Abu Tammam, Hamasae, 178,
5* Al-Buhturi, Hamasah, 10.
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Numerous examples of internal divisions in the
1 2 lines and of figurative language occur in the anthology#

In style, therefore, it seems that al-Buhturi applies
his own ideals to a noticeable extent, whereas the reverse
is true in his choice of topics*

* * •

As mentioned before, this anthology was not greatly
admired and critics have often pointed out that it was hardly

3studied or quoted or mentioned by early Arab writers.
Perhaps this lack of success was due to the following 
faults:
(l) The neglect of some major topics. As every great poet
was expected to tackle all the major topics, a gtreat
anthology must have been expected to do just the same. Of
the topics which the anthology lacks, two, love poetry and

4satire, were major ones , and their absence certainly reduces 
the value of the work.

1. Ibid, pieces nos. 47 (p,17)> 1306 (p.24o)
2. Ibid, 231*
3* Ign. Goldziher, Zut H a A a  des Buhturi ,

J.R.A.S. (I897), p. 330.
4, Qudamah, 42 - al-1Askari, Diwan al-Ma1ani» I, 92.
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(2) The excessive emphasis on didactic poetry» Althongh
didactic poetry was undoubtedly appreciated by Arabs, it
seems that an excess of it was not greatly welcome. Ibn
Rashiq states that Salih b. fAbd al-Quddus, whose poetic
ability was recognised, was nevertheless regarded as
"inferior to his colleagues" because of his excessive use

1of didactic poetry*

(3 ) The inclusion of mediocre and simple pieces* Together 
with many excellent pieces, the anthology includes mediocre
and noticeably simple pieces. As indicated by Ibn al —

- 2 - - - 3Nadim and ' Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, Arabs had a low opinion
of simple poetry*

The fact that the anthology includes about 30 pieces
occurring in the Hamasah of Abu Tammam^ might be regarded
a minor defect* However, al-Buhturi does not merely reiueat

*

these pieces as they are: he either appends

1. Ibn Rashiq, ed. al-Na’sani, I, 193*
2. Ibn al-Nadim, 68
3 . ! Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanix Asrar al-Balaghah,

ed. Muhammad Rashid Rida, (Cairo, 1358 A.H.),124 - 125.
4. Pieces nos. 2, 3, 6, H ,  63, 96, 110, 137>

153, 160, 179, 218, 221, 245,
284, 299, 308, 315, 377, 515,
591, 640, 645, 669, 700, 931,
972, 1308, 1387, 1392, 1448, 14-52,
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additional lines'*"; or splits a piece into shorter
2quotations to fit more than one chapter| or gives

different versions;^1 or tries his hand at some improvements*
Moreover, to repeat some of the material of other

4anthologies was a recognised practice*

Whether or not these are true reasons for the limited 
success of the anthology, it would in any case have been 
hardly possible for this or the rest of the imitative works 
to rival the outstanding al-Hamasah of Abu Tammam.

1. Nos. 377, 972, 1308, 1452.
2. Nos. 315? 700, 931J compare these with the piece

on page 539 in al-Hamasah of Abu Tammam.
3. No. 63: compare with the piece on page 322 in

al-Hamasah.
4. Compare no* 1448 with the piece on page 4̂ 82 in

al-Hamasah, especially the first line which reads 
here : dt \ .
whereas in al-Hamasah, it reads i ?
Obviously the phrase is an improvement
since the other phrase \ <k has unpleasant
associations*
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(C) "KITAB AL-ZAHRAH" by Ibn Dawud al-Isfahani.

In 1932, A.R. Nykl of the oriental institute of the
University of Chicago, in collaboration with Ibrahim Tugan
of Nablus, edited the first half of the anthology "al-Zahrah"
by Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Dawud al—Isfahan! (ob, 297 A.H.)

*

This edition is based on the unique Ms, preserved in Cairo,
1and dated 718 A.H. The editors, who were not aware of 

the existence of the second part, thought that perhaps the 
compiler "never found sufficient patience-to produce the 
second half,^"

However, two Mss, of the second half later turned up 
in the "Bibliotece Reale di Torino" and in Baghdad.

M oAccor’ding to C.A. Nallino, the Tqrin Ms. is incomplete;
4but fortunately that in Baghdad seems to be complete.

The edited half consists of extracts of love-poetry*
As to the second half, the compiler states in the preface

5that it contains extracts on "the rest of the poetic topics,"

1. Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ab* Sulaiinan Dawud al-Isfahan!,
Kitab al-Zahrah, ed, A.R. Nykl, (Beirut 1932),
Introd•3 *

2. Ibid, 5.
3. Carlo A, Nallino, Kitab al-Zahrah, Oriente Moderno,

(Roma 1933), 490,
4. Brockelmann, III, 137*
5 . Ibn Dawud, Introd. 4.
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According to the information supplied by al~Ithatib al-
Baghdadi, it ajDpears that the compiler's greatest concern

Xwas with love-poetry, and apparently it was due to the 
amatory selections that the anthology became famous.

The contents of the edited half are not merely 
assembled haphazardly* Rather they echo and illustrate 
the conppiler's own theory about human love - a theory that 
X^rovides the key to the understanding of this anthology.

• • •

It appears that in evolving his theory about love,
Ibn Dawud was influenced by three main factors; his inborn
susceptibility to women, his religious upbringing and his
reaction to al-Hallaj's mystical theory about spiritual love

*

for the Divine.

According to al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Ibn Dawud did not
*

conceal that in affairs of the heart, he was always in dead 
2earnest. In his youth, his passionate nature led him to

o net
soak himself in love-poetry. It was/noted, however,
that he indulged in any love-affairs. The only information

1. al-Khatib, Tarikh, V, 259.
2. Ibid, 262.
3. Ibid, V, 259,
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in this connection is that, just before his death, he spoke 
about his intensely passionate nature and indicated that he 
had been moved by love but had never given practical 
expressions to his feelings (apart, presumably, from 
marriage)* This was perhaps due to the reserved religious 
atmosphere by which he must have been surrounded.

Dawud, the compiler's father, was the founder of the
-  -  XZahiri juristical school and an eminent religious figure.

2Although he approved of his son's interest in love-poetry , 
he seems to have succeeded in inculcating the principles of 
self-control and continence into his son* This caused Ibn 
Dawud's passion to be platonized, thus introducing into his 
approach to women an element of refined chastity*

When al-Hallaj announced his mystical views, including
a

the doctrine of directing man's love completely towards the
3Divine as the supreme object, the jurists of the age, 

especially Ibn Dawud, reacted fiercely. They refuted al~ 
Hallaj, excommunicated him and furnished religious justifi-

kcations for his execution*
It is almost certain that, as a reaction to the mystical 

theory about love, jurists and non-mystical thinkers

1. Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi, VIII, 369*
2. Ibid, t, 259.
3. Louis Massignon, al—Ballad.1, Ency, of Islam, II, 240.
4. Louis Massignon, La passion d 1 al-Halla.j, (Paris 1922),

161-182.
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emphasised the human course which man's love should
naturally take. This explains that although Ibn Dawud
frequently cites religious quotations in support of his
views about love,^ he regards it always as a completely

?human matter* For him, love is simply a human feeling
3between man and woman, and should be expressed with dignity.

Later on, the famous jurist, Ibn I-Iazm, adopts this theory
*

and enlarges upon it in his treatise "The ring of the dove."

• • *

In his introduction, the compiler states that the
selections in the first half, which is devoted to love-poetry,
are divided into 50 chapters of 100 verses each, (The
second half, which deals with the rest of the poetic topics,
is similarly divided). "Each chapter (in the first half)",
he says, "is on one of the emotional experiences which
lovers undergo, Chapter-titles are in the form of short 

5proverbs *"

1. Ibn Dawud, pp. 14-, 66, ..1*1 I? I. I vjtl*2. Ibid, p.5, to quote Ibn Dawud, " ̂  ~ -*** 0 ^ - ^  0* oh) »
3. Ibid, 13,66*
4. A.R. Nykl, The Dove's Neck-ring, (Paris 1931)> Introd.

LX1 Ibn H'azm al-Andalusi, Le collier du pigeon, ed.
Leon Bercher, (Alger 1949); see pp. l4«l6, where 
Ibn Hazm quotes Ibn Dawud.

5 . Ibn Dawud , p . 4- *
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About the sequence of these chapters , he writes, ’'The
sequence of the chapters corresponds to that of the experiences
they represent* 1 began with explanations of the nature of*
love and its causes, then the various experiences which lovers
go through when already in love, and finally came to the
theme of faithfulness between lovers during their lives and

1after the death of their partners, "

This scheme is maintained fairly well throughout the
anthology. Some chapters, however, do not include exactly 

2100 verses; but this is a minor inconsistency.

What is really striking is the fact that the compiler,
though opposed to mystics, approaches his subject in a typically
mystical way. In his basic classification and in many places
in his comments, he expresses the idea that lovers go through
certain states of mind which he terms "Ahwal" and sometimes

+

’’Maratib".^ One cannot help marking the similarity between 
such states and the mystical ecstasies and stages of spiritual 
progress,

1 * Ibn Dawud, id . 5 •
2. Ibid, see, for instance, ch.31» p.227*
3. Ibid, pp. 5? 19* „Also see PP* 9.)_ 23 for the

expressions, al-Zahir - and al-Batin.
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Whether Ibn Dawud applied these mystical terms and
expressions because he was x-eally convinced of their truth
or merely to £>arody his opponents the Sufis is not known for
certain* It has been related, however, that he plainly said

1that he made his selection "playfully". This might supiDort 
the parody suggestion; but judging by the general tone of his 
writing, it seems more probable that Ibn Dawud was serious when 
he applied these terms*

Ibn Dawud*s own views about love are usually expressed 
in prose as introductions to the chapters* These views are 
not so comprehensive as those advanced by Ibn Hazm in

i"Tawq e.fi Hamamah" f but of course the "Tawq" is a detailed 
*

analysis, whereas Ibn Daxvud f s views are merely incidental
comments. It seems, however, that "al-Zahrah" may have been,
to say the least, a source of ideas for Ibn Hazm in his study

2of the subject.

The compiler clearly states that he has not the slightest
desire to cite pieces on erotic love" since this is immoral
and prohibited by religion." He adds, however, that
"reference to meetings between lovers and, within limits, to

3their expressions of love can be reluctantly allowed*

1* Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, V, 239* _ _
2. Massignon, La passion. I, 169 - Ibn Dawud, Inlrod.,1-2*
3 . Ibid, 73 - 76*
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This rather vague statement may be illustrated by pieces
on page 68 which speak of lovers permitting1 physical
familiarities without committing serious sins. Apart from
a few such pieces, which are somewhat erotic, the remaining

1pieces are platonic.

Nevertheless, being well-known as a religious figure, 
the compiler was taunted by his opponents for the latitude 
he allowed himself in including the erotic pieces. Though

2never denying that "it is imperfect to include such pieces" , 
the compiler defended his position by drawing attention to 
those pieces in his anthology which speak of continence and

3obedience to religious commandments.
• • *

The selection has been made from the works of poets 
famous and obscure from the pre-Islamic period up to the 
compiler’s times. As Nykl observed, some of the pieces 
included are not found in the diwans of their composers,^

Like other anthologists, who selected extracts, the 
compiler takes noticeable liberties in quotation, especially 
in putting together lines which are far apart in their
original poems.5
1 * Ibid, 6k, 68 (L .6),
2. Ibn Dawud, 75-?6.
3. Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh, V, 261.
4. Ibn Dawud, Introd., 7*
5. Ibid, 2.
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The quality of the selections varies considerably.
Indeed since the compiler confines his large collection to 
one single subject he is bound to include works of varying 
stand ax’d*

Nykl notes that "the principal value of "al~2ahrah" 
consists in its being a collection "on one subject"/ but as 
he had not seen the second half, in which "the rest of the 
poetic subjects" are tackled, his opinion cannot be 
s ub s t an t i a t e d *

This anthology, however, has two unique featuress

(l) That, while love-poetry is given the fourth position in
the "Hamasah" of Abu Tainmam and is entirely neglected in
Buhturi 1 s "IIamasa.h", it is here put first, and forms one 

* •

complete half of the xvhole work* The compiler explains that 
as poems usually open with, amatory preludes, he follows the 
same fashion and begins his selection with love-poetry*
This is obviously a mere excuse, since, as previously mentioned, 
he does so because of his great interest in such poetry*
The result is that the first half forms the largest collection 
of extracts on this subject.

1. Ibid, 6.



(2) That the edited half illustrates the compiler's 
views on love, and is perhaps the first poetic work to 
be inspired by doctrinal motives.

• 4 «

The three anthologies already studied are the work 
of three eminent figures renowned for their vast knowledge 
of poetry and not known to have perpetrated any literary 
forgery. Moreover, most of the contents of these 
anthologies are verifiable; they appear in the diwans 
of their composers and in other literary sources. These 
facts indicate that the works before us are, generally 
speaking, trustworthy. When quotation is made from them, 
however, it should be remembered that the compilers took 
liberties with the original® texts.



C H A P T E R  Vll

ANTHOLOGIES OF SINGLE VERSES
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In the surveys of* early anthologies contained, 
in "historical outlines" of* Arabic literature, attention 
is focused only on anthologies of* complete poems and of* 
extracts and no reference is made to anthologies of* 
single verses."*"

Perhaps this is because most of* these anthologies 
have been lost and the few surviving have been made 
available to the modern student only fairly recently* 
"Kitab al-Mafani al~Kabir" by Ibn Qutaibah and "Ifitab al- 
Tashbihat" by Xbn Abi 'Awn, for instance, were edited 
only about 1 9 5 0*

Another probable reason for the neglect of such 
anthologies is that selections of single verses may not 
have been regarded by some scholars as anthologies proper 
but merely as collections of couplets of special interest, 
primarily linguistic, and more or less similar to the

1. Broekelmann, I, 6j et seq. - Blachere, l4l-152. - 
Nicholson, 128 et seq. al-Asad, 573-591
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numerous literary books on topics such as "al-Maisir
- 1 ~ wal-Qidah,f by Xbn Qutaibah and "al-Wuhushn and al~*

-2Nakhl wal-Karm1' by al-Asmafi , which were in fact, to
quote Prof. Arberry, “as pegs on which to hang strings
of* assorted verses containing key-words of* philological 

3i n t e r e s t .

The truth is that the selections of single verses,
though they often serve linguistic ends, do not do so

-  -  4completely. Some, such as "Kitab al-Tashbihat11 , an 
anthology of verses containing excellent and rare similes, 
and the apparently lost anthologies of maxims and proverbs 
were purely literary. Moreover, the anthologies usually 
called "Abyat al-Ma'ani” (of which only two have survived), 
which consist primarily of verses difficult to understand, 
are not, as might be thought, compiled with philological 
aims only, though the selections are certainly of 
philological value. Rather the compilers are motivated by 
literary considerations, since most of the verses are 
selected because they contain unusual images and original

1. *Abd Allah b. Muslim, al-Maisir wal-Qidah. ed. Muhib al-Din 
al-XChatib, (Cairo, 13^3 A.H.) " _

2. fAbd al-Malilc b. Quraib al-A^ma1!, al-¥uhush, ed. R.G-eyer,
(Wien 1888). * _ — —
fAbd al-Malik .b. Quraib al-Asma'i, al-Nakhl wal-Karm, ed.
A. Haffner, (Beirut 1908)

3 * Arberry, The Seven,47
4. Ibn. Abi * Awn, al-Tashbihat, ed. Muhammad *Abd al~Mu1 id Khan 

(Cambridge 1950)
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ideas* Commenting' on one of the lines selected, Ibn
Qutaibah states that Abu 1 Arar b* al-’Ala* marvelled

1at the unusual idea expressed in this line • The 
concern with linguistic matters, however, which is 
undeniably noticeable in "Abyat al—Ma’ani" is no 
sufficient reason to exclude such works from the 
accounts of Arabic anthologies*

Before and after the invention of the Arabic
Qa^idah, not only short pieces but also single lines
have had their recognised status. According to al-
Batalyusi, the pre-Xslamic poet, Tarafah b. al-fAbd 

• *

composed a single line on wine ; this line was
apparently sung before the king, al~Mundhir b* Ma*

-  "2 al-Sama1 and has survived as ”a line in its own right •
Similarly, composing single verses in al-Rajaz metre was
a common practice exercised even by the Prophet on some
occasions- . The fact that such verses were aj>parently

1* Ibn Qutaibah, M a * ani, II, 753 
2* Al-Batalyusi, al-Iqtidab, 3^8 
3 *  Ibn A 7 o f / i ^  ^ 2.ty
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improvised does not necessarily imply that they lacked 
seriousness or artistic value.

The aim in all poems was for every line to stand 
out distinctly from every other, and to be as self-
contained in meaning as possible. This was clearly

1stated by many critics and was implied in the popular
simile that a poem was a number of pearls assembled as 

2a necklace « Xn his '.'Qawa'id al-Shi’r”, the grammarian 
Tha*lab advances a detailed theory that sums up Arab 
views about the relation of verses to the whole poem.
The gist of this theory is that each line should be 
complete in its sense and possess intrinsic artistic 
value. Tha*lab maintains that even each liemistich should 
preferably possess this quality and that lines depending 
on others in grammar and sense are the least poetical”*.

This view is carroborated, from a different stand
point, by early critics who state that not only owing to
their long poems but also to their remarkable lines do

4 -poets attain fame , In his account of al-A'sha, Ibn Sal-1 am

1* Tha’lab, L*Arte jpoetica, 201.
2. Al-Ma'arri, Risalat al-Grhufran. 24l
3* Thaliab. L fArte poetica, 183 seq
4. Ibn Sallarn^ 44 & 47 ~ Al-Sull, Akhbar al-Buhturi. 172
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regrets that, unlike the other master poets, al-A*sha
did not gain credit for himself by writing memorable 

1lines • Moreover, in order to judge which of the two
poets, Jarir and al-Farazdaq, was superior, Ibn Sallam
and his collaborators did not base their judgement on
the whole output of these poets but merely on the

2remarkable lines contributed by each • In his summing 
up, Ibn Sallam, who favoured al-Farazdaq, judges hi#i 
the best on this ground#

Such remarkable lines were variously named by 
different scholars# In Ibn Sallam*s "Tabaqat Fuhul al- 
Shu,ara,f' three names are mentioned* These are :

« Oal-Nadir (the unique line) , al-Muqallad (the most
emulated line) and al~Mujtalab (a line that, because
of its excellence, poets other than the composer include
in their poems) . In his brief collection of excellent
verses, Ibn Taifur uses the term al-Munfarid (the unique 

• \

6 —and unparalleled line) • "Al-Sa* ir,f, i*e# the line that 
has '*caught on" is another name that has been frequently

1. Al-Sull, Akhbttr Abi Tammam, 38 & 114 - Ibn Sallam,
2# Al-Marzubani, al-Muwashshah, llo-liy
3. Ibn Sallam, p.54. ' 4. Ibid, 305, 425
5. Ibid 48-49 6 . Ibn Taifur, F0I.6OA
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used, but usually for Hues meant to be proverbs or
1 -regarded as such by critics . According to al-Buhturi,

'All b. al-Jahm calls such lines "Hits11 and states that
II **without such lines any poem is a wash-out

According to references in early bibliographies 
and sources, no fewer than twenty anthologies of single 
verses were compiled between the second and fourth 
centuries A.8* Only three of these, however, have 
reached us. These are "Kitab al-Ma’an! al-Kabir" by 
Ibn Qutaibah, "Kitab Ma’anI ai-Shi1r" by al-*Ushnandani^ 
and "Kitab al-Tashbihat" by Ibn Abi *Awn. In "al-Manthur 
wal-Manzum" by Ibn Taifur, there is a chapter entitled 
"The Unique Verses", which consists of one hundred and 
thirteen selected lines » Although this is only a 
chapter in a long work, it can be regarded as a short 
anthology in its own right, thus raising the number of 
the extant anthologies to four*

1. Ibn Abi ’Awn, 1 - Ibn Qutaibah, al-Sh*r. 16 - 
■ al-'Amidi. al-Mu* talif. 154

2. Al-Suli, Akhbar al-Buhturi, 172 seq.
3* Abu Uthman Sa’Id b. Harun al-*Ushnandani, Kitab Ma’ani 

al-Shi * r > (Damascus 1922)
^* Ibn Taifur, Fols. 60A seq.
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In "Khizanat al-Adab**, moreover, al-Baghdad. I 
makes many quotations from two of the apparently 
lost anthologies* These are by Ibn al-Sikkit and
by al-Batalyusi and each is entitled "Abyat al-

- - 1 - - Ma’ani". The quotations given by al-Baghdadi give
a fair; indication of the kind of material included ■;
in the original works^1

Judging by the contents of the available
anthologies, the extracts quoted by al-Baghdadi, the
comments found in the literary sources and of course
the titles of the works, one can roughly classify
these anthologies into three main groups :
1* Anthologies of verses difficult to understand• These
are commonly entitled "Abyat al-Mafani" or "Ma'ani al-Shi*r 11.
Al-Suyuti asserts that they are so named because the *

verses included ax̂ e so difficult to understand that the
3help of scholars has to be sought . So far as can be 

traced, fourteen anthologies of this kind were compiled 
by the following authors :

1. Al-Maimani, Iqlid, 1
2. See, for instance, Khizanah♦ I, 510 ; II, 301 ; III, 484 
3* Al-Suyutx, al-Muzhir* I, 578
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1. Abu al-I-Iasan Sa'id b. Mas ' adah al-Alchfash (ob.210 A.II. ) .
2* Al-Asma’i, (ob. 216)^.
3* 'Abd al-Rahman, al-Asma'i's cousin (third century) ,
4* Abu Nasr Ahmad b. I-Iatim al-Bahili (ob.23l)^*

• •

5* Ibn al-A'rabi (ob.232)^.
6* Abu 'Uthman Sa'id b. Iiarun al-^Ushnandani ^third

century) .
7* Abu al-'Amaithal *Abd Allah b, Khulaid (ob*24o)^.
8. Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad b. Yahya, T h a flab (ob.29l)^.* *
9* Ibn al-Sikkit (ob* 246), (two anthologies)^,

10. Ibn Qutaibah (ob.276).
_  1011. Al-Buhturi (ob. 284)

12. Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah b. Ja'fai'’ b. DarastawaiJhi
(ob.347)11.

—. — I P13* Al-Batalyusi (ob* 521).
«

II. Anthologies of memorable lines usually treated as 
proverbs.

The common title lor such anthologies is "al-Abyat al-Sasirah"
or "al-Amthal al-Sa * irah" • The following’ are the compilers

/

of such works:
1. Abu al-Minhal, 'Uyainah al-Muhallabi (ob.l70)”̂ .

1. Yaqut, IV, 244. 2. Ibn al-Nadim, 55*
3* Ibid, 56. 4, Ibid, 56 - Yaqut,I,4o6.
5, Yaqut, IV, 245- 6 . The Qutaibah, M a 'ani,Introd.
7. Ibn Qutaibah, M a 'ani,Introd.
8 . Yaqut, IV, 245.
9 . Ibn Ilhallikan, II, 234. Ibn al-Nadim, 165*

10. Yaqut,II ,152. 11. Al-Baqhdadi, Khizanah,I .510*
12, Al-Baghdadi, Khizanah, 1.9*
13* Ibn al-Nadim, 48.
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2* Abu Sa'id al-Sukkari (ob.275)^*
3. Tba'lab2 .
h . Ibn Abi 'Awn (ob.3 2 2 )^ .

XII. Anthologies of verses exhibiting; literary excellence,
-  -  ~  _  _  4These are "Kitab al-Tashbihat" and "Kitab al-Isti'arat " by

Ibn Abi 'Awn/, together with the chapter, "The unique verses" 
by Ibn Taifur.

The anthologies in the last two groups are more or 
less confined to their specific fields, whereas the 
anthologies in the first include, in addition to difficult 
verses, proverbial citations and lines of artistic excellence*

Since most of the works in question are lost, it seems 
best to deal first with the anthologies in general under the 
previous classification and then to examine the existing 
works.

1. Ibn al-Nadim.
2. Al-*Amidi, Al̂ fcu3Lt.al if. 154.
3. Ibn Abi 'Awn, 1.
4. Ibid, 1.
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1, Anthologies of difficult verses,

There are many indications that some of the verses
considered difficult have provided a challenge not only
to the layman but also to professional scholars. Referring
to one of these verses, Ibn Qutaibah states that al-Asma’i

1was not able to explain iti About another he states,
"None of those I asked knew its meaning except Abu 'Amr b.
al-'Ala*.^ Moreover, twice in "Kitab al-Ma'ani al-Kabir",
it is stated that Abu 'Ubaidah approached Abu 'Amr b.al-'Ala*,
the eldest of scholars then alive, for illumination on
difficult lines, and that in both cases the answer was,
"Long ago died those who were acquainted with the real 

3meaning*"

A study of the contents of "Kitab al-Ma'ani at Kabir" 
by Ibn Qutaibah and "Ma'ani al-Shi'r" by al-*Ushnandani 
and the available quotations from the similar works shows 
that the difficulties in understanding such verses are mainly 
of four kinds• (a) Philological difficulties* These
arise from the inclusion of a vocabulary that is either (l) 
archaic, or (2 ) from less common regional dialects, or (3 ) 
used in unusual meanings or contexts*

1* Ibn Qutaibah, Ma'ani II, 772 (line 3 ) 4*773 (L*l4)*
2. Ibid, II, 1015.
3* Ibid, II, 912 h 1137.
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In a few cases difficulties are caused by grammatical
1irregularities.

Some of the archaic vocabulary was not known even by
the foremost philologists o±' the age. The word, "dahk" ,

» •

for instance, xvas unknown to al-Asma'i, who enquired about
- 2its meaning from Ibn Abi Tarafah. An example of regional

3vocabulary is found in the line by Abu Dhu5aib, in which 
the poet uses the word "Sibb" - a Hudhaili equivalent for the 
standard word "Sabab". An uncommon use of the word "Saidan

m

" in the sense of "a king” occurs in a line by
a^-Ru^bah. Referring to this, al-Asma'i says, "Only in this

4line has the word "Saidan" been used in this sense."
S

Similarly, the word "Alass is used in a line by
if £  ̂*Imru' al-Qais in the phrase  ̂ (teeth not

separated by spaces), whereas according to al-Asma'i the 
only usual idiom is

(b) Ambiguities in meaning. These may be caused either by 
images or expressions. An example of an ambiguous image 
is found in the line by Abu Phu-^aib, in which rib.s are likened

1* Ibn Qutaibah, al-Ma'ani, II, 646 (L*7)» 1025 (L.8 ).
2. Ibid, II, 619.
3 . Ibid, II, 619 (b.2).
4. Ibid, I, 478.
5- Ibid, I, 221.
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to arrows which have lost their tips. The point of
resemblance is not quite clear’ in this verse and has been
variously interpreted as referring to the vibrations of such

1arrows or to their sound# Ambiguity of expression occurs
in the invocation in verse no# 90 in al-%shnandani1s
collection, which can be interpreted equally well as

2favourable or otherwise# Less puzzling than this is the
line by al-Parazdaq in which he praises his folk# In
deciding xvhat quality was being praised in this line, al-

3Asma*i and Abu ’Ubaidah differed widely#
(c) Difficulties arising front a lack of background 

information #
This information is either (l) about the circumstances of 
composition, or (2) about ancient customs mentioned in the 
verses, or (3 ) about certain details, which require special 
knowledge to be understood#

For example, in a verse by a poet from Sulaim, a strange 
statement is made that the scorpion administers justice in
the poet’s quarters. Ibn Qutaibah sheds light on this verse

ikp —J
by relating an incident about a person who had seduced one off

hpoet’s womenfolk and was stung by a scorpion. Without
knowledge of this incident, the poet’s statement already

1. Ibid, II, 627#
2. Al-Alshnandani, 107#
3 . Ibn Qutaibah, Ma ’ ani , II, 9f>6#
4. Ibid, II, 676.
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mentioned cannot be understood*

A line by Ibn Alimar shows the necessity of information
*

about some ancient customs. In this line the poet speaks
about a joint of goat which is lawfully eatable even if the
goat was not slaughtered but merely died. According to Ibn
Qutaibah, this is a reference to a certain pre-Islamic custom,

1which has apparently been abaiidoned*

Verses that require special knowledge to be understood 
are numerous. The knowledge required is mostly about

2 3 4animals, plants, and places,

(d) Poetic puzzles. Ibn Qutaibah relates that Hammad al- 
Rawiyah and other playful literary people gathered for

5drinking wine and occupied themselves solving poetic puzzles. 
This indicates that such jjuzzles were mainly meant to be 
games: certain lines were composed in which the meaning was
expressed enigmatically and the reader had to guess what 
was being referred to. Some of the poetic puzzles, however, 
were certainly composed for serious reasons. Verse no,46 
(in al-9VshirWdani 1 s anthology), for instance, was composed by 
a prisoner of war who wanted to warn his people against

1. Ibid, II, 683 (L.9).
2 . Ibid, II, 646 (L.12), 691 (L.15).
3,4. Ibid, II, 612, 6l4, 623.

Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi’r, 483*
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1the enemy's coming attack. The verse was intentionally
2equivocal to convey this serious information.

II. Anthologies of proverbs.

Although the antholog\ies of proverbial lines are all 
lost, ample data about such lines can be found in the 
following sources:
(l) The two anthologies, "Kitab al-Ma'ani al-Kabir" and
"Ma'ani al-Slii'r". These include many examples of lines
prefaced by the sentence " " • This can mean
either "This is a proverb" or "This is a metaphorical image",

3and is used to introduce both types of lines.

1. A l - ’Mshnandani, 37*
2. Al-Baghdadi mentions a book entitled "Kitab al-Alghaz"

by Abu al-Ma'ali Sa'd b. 'All b. al-Qasim al-An sari. 
Judged, by its title, this work must have been a* 
collection of poetic puzzles. The book, however, is 
apparently lost. For examx3les of poetic puzzles see 
Ibn Qutaiba's ICitab al-Ma'ani, I, 486 (10) , 377, I I , 
1044 (1 0 ), 1099_(4), 1188 (8), 1189 (ll), 111, 1076 (5 ) 
and al-'Ushnandani's Ma'ani, 46, 82, 52 (2 ), 53 (8).

3. Ibn Qutaibah, H a »ani, II, S6l (l), 879 (9), 882 (ll), 
883 (2).
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(2) Early collections of Arabic proverbs. Of these the
1 2 two by al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi and al-Mufaddal b* Salamah

• * t * •

include a few, though ancient, specimens of poetic proverbs*
„ -3 ~ -4Those by Abu Hilal al-’Askari and al-Maidani contain quite

a good number of poetic proverbs, ancient and modern, up to 
the dates of these compilers.

(3 ) The chapter on "poetic proverbs" in "al-Mustatraf" by 
al-Abshaihi (ob. 852 This consists of 1J6 proverbs 
arranged according to the alphabetical order of the rhyme” 
letters and belonging to ag'es up to the eighth century A.II.

Prom the above material one can obtain a falx'ly clear 
idea about (l) the meaning of ^al-Bait al-Sa*ir - al-Mathal 
al-Sa^ir" as it was understood by early poets and critics,
(2 ) the number of proverbs contained in any one line, and (3 ) 
the relation between nthe poetic proverb" and the current 
prose proverbs.

1 . Al-Mufad4al al-Dabbi, Am-- thal al- * Arab, (Constantinople
1300 Aai.)

2. Al-Mufaddal b. Salamah, G-hayat al-Arab (Constantinople
1301 A.S. ) - also see: Al-Pakhir, ed. C.A. Storey
(Leyden 1915).

3. Abu Bi'tal Hasan b, fAbd Allah. al-'Askari, Jamharat
al-Amthal, (Cairo 1310 A.H.).

4. Ahmad b. Muhammad Al-Maidani, MajmaT al-Amthal, (Cairo
1310. A.1*1.2

5 . Shihab al-Din Ahmad al-Abshaiki, a 1 -Mus tatraf Fi Kull
Pann Mus'tazraf I (Cairo 1279)s 1» 37-43**
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As with the prose proverb, critics, in the course of 
time, have stressed different aspects of proverbial verse*
This is quite clear from the specimens of verses before us 
and from the definitions of "al-Mathal al-Sa,ir" advanced 
by early critics.

The earliest definition is that by Ibn Qutaibah, who, 
according to Ibn al-Nadim, defines the "Mathal" by reference 
to the following line by al-Ra'i:

"The camel ", says Ibn Qutaibah, "when overloaded, stretches 
its neck and vainly tries to support its weight on its chin* 
Therefore this line applies to any person who, when over
burdened with duties, seeks the support of those who cannot 
help him.'*’ In explaining the meaning of "al-Mathal al-Sa^ir" ,
Ibn Abi 'Awn quotes two lines both of which accord with the

2definition of Ibn Qutaibah.

Later on another definition is advanced by Abu Hilal 
al-1 Aslcari. He states that "al-Mathal al-Sa*ir" is a sage 
maxim that gains wide currency and becomes a quotable saying. 
"Should such a line be little quoted", says al-'Askari, "it
cannot be regarded as a proverb but merely as a wise

3 _ -utterance," Ibn Rashiq seems to concur with al-'Askari,

1. Ibn al-Nadim, 56.
2. Ibn Abi 'Awn, 1*
3. Al-'Askar T , Jambarat al-Amthal, 5 •
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and adds that the poetic proverb is sometimes called 
"inathal sharud" because it spreads widely, like "a runaway 
camel that roves everywhere.

These definitions, though obviously different from each 
other, are not contradictor]'-; rather they are complementary* 
Some of the ancient proverbs answer the first definition by 
the inclusion of similes that have caused the lines to be 
quoted; while others are clearly didactic in the sense of the 
second definition.

There are, however, some proverbial lines which cannot 
be classified according to either of the previous definitions, 
for instance, the following line by Abu Dhu’aib, which is 
included in "al-Mustatraf".

to grief if misfortunes fall; but this is not explicitly

to express the poet’s defiance of those who gloat over his

neither because it contains an applicable simile nor because 
of its implied wisdom, but because of its usefulness as a 
forceful quotation when troubles beset someone or when his 
enemies rejoice maliciously at his misfortunes,

1, Ibn Rashiq, al-'Umdah, ed, al-Na1sani, I, 189*

It is true that the line implies the widdom of not giving way

stressed* It appears that the main purpose of this line is

misfortunes. The line therefore is regarded as a proverb



Abu al-Muhawwish al-Asadi says that the p>oetic proverb
1is usually expressed in one line only# About the minimum

length of* a proverb, Hammad al-Rawiyah holds that one 
hemistich and even one quarter of a line can stand alone 
as an indejoendent proverb*"”

Ibn Rashiq goes further and maintains that one line can
include up to six proverbs, but he states that such plurality
damages the poetic spontaneity. He also asserts that, if
several proverbs are included in one line, these jjroverbs
should be metrically balanced and contained within the

3metrical divisions.

Judged by the available examples of poetic proverbs,
Xbn Rashiq1s strictures appear unreasonably sophisticated: 
it is rare to find several proverbs in one line, and if 
this does happen, they do not always follow the metrical 
divisions. Ibn Rashiq shows himself aware of the latter 
fact, when he quotes the following line by al-Nabighah:

1. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Shi'r, 16. _ _
2. Ibn Rashiq, al-tUmdah (ed. al-Na’sani), I, 189 seq,
3 . Ibid.
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The last clause I cs \) clearly a proverb, hut
does not lit the metrical divisions. In order to make it 
Tit, either one f,¥atidn should be prefixed to it, or two 
"Sababs" from the beginning should be omitted.

It appears that poetic proverbs are regarded as being
in a class apart from the rest of Arabic sayings merely

1because of their metrical form. They are not otherwise
different from prose-proverbs either in subject-matter or 
in technique: both treat of similar themes and in both it is 
their practical moral wisdom, their iiithiness and their 
imaginativeness which have caused them to become widely 
quoted•

There are, moreover, many examples of borrowings between 
these two forms of proverbs. For instance, the prose 
proverb is derived from a line by

j*
3Khalid b, Mu'awiyah* Poetic proverbs either quote prose

4proverbs ox-' merely refer to them on the assumption that

1. Quranic and Prophetic proverbs are also treated
separately as a class, but apparently on religious 
grounds,

2, Al-Maidani, Majma’, I, 6.
3* Al-Dabbi, Amthal, 12,
4, Al-tflaidani, Majma1, I, 179 (for the line by Bishr b. 

Abi Khazim)
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they are known# 1 For metrical reasons, quoted proverbs
are sometimes reworded. 2

XIX, Anthologies of excellent lines#

The verses included in these anthologies show, 
generally speaking, originality of thought and mastery 
in the use of imagery#

In the chapter "The Unique Verses", it is clear From
the verses that Ibn Taifur selects that he considers*
original ideas important. This is made still clearer by 
the critical comments on these verses. Guided by these 
comments one can say that the verses included contain Five 
kinds oF ideas which are original or expressed in an 
original way:
a) Unusual ideas# A recognised example is a line From 
the Mu* all a flali of Imru * al-Qais, in which he rebuffs those 
who reproach him For indulgence in love and calls them

3grim enemies; yet he admits the sincex'ity oF their advice,

1. Al-Dabbi, Amiha1 , 79 (For the line by al-Nabighah)
2, al-£)abbi, Amthal, 21 - al-Maidani, Ma,'jma1 , XX, 108

(al-Mukhabbal ’ s line) IL»n „ M 4‘finx ̂ r, 501 //#.)
3* This line reads:



Ibn Taifur comments that only in this line is advice 
«

regarded as a token of enmity and yet appreciated#

b) Hovel ideas# There is an example in another line
from Imru’ al-Qais's M u ’allaqah, in which he screams
in exasperation at the night Tor being so agonisingly
long; yet he foresees that the coming da}*" will not be

1any better Tor him# Ibn Taifur comments that Imru1 
al-Qais was the first to introduce the idea of being 
simultaneously agonised and detached enough to see that 
things would not improve.

c) Ideas based on observations not previously made#
This is exemplified by the line of al-Nabighah, in which
he states that, when his people *s army marches, haxvks and
predatory birds follow it knowing' that the enemy will be

2defeated and the victims will provide abundant food.
According to Ibn Taifur, al-Nabighah was the first to

*

draw attention to the behaviour of predatory birds in 
war-time #

d) Novel images. One of these is expressed in a line 
by Imru1al-Qais, in which he likens the top of the hill,

1. Reference to the line:
p Reference to the line: **
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Thubair, in a drizzle, to a distinguished chief wrapped
1in a striped cloak* Ibn Taifur asserts that this image 

was entirely novel*

e) Terse but comprehensive expressions. The verses
exhibiting these are mostly descriptions, such as the
lines on horses selected from Imru1 al-Qais's M u ’allaqah.
There is also a panegyrical line by al-Nabtj'd'ghah, which
was selected because, to quote Ibn Taifur, ”it is*

unparalleled in its comprehensiveness , 11 Intensity of 
expression has always been acclaimed; it indicates the 
writer’s depth of' understanding.

The emphasis on ”originality of thought” as a major 
XDoetic quality gave rise to the practice of tracing and 
bringing together verses, (usually called ̂  

containing analogous ideas, and to the study of literary 
plagiarism in general* This can be clearly seen in the 
work of Ibn Taifur already mentioned and in "Kitab al-

9

M a ’a$i al-Kabir”.^

Mastery in the use of imagex’y is stressed by Ibn Abi 
’Awn, who, in the preface to his anthology (Kitab al- 
Tashbihat) states that what counts most in poetical work

1. Reference to the line:  ̂ ^  . : i *■'£*;/>•
> '  zlf-A u**' ̂  **' 4 ***

2, Ibn Qutaibah, M a ’ani, I, 12 (l4), 28 (12), 214 (3),
36? (2). -̂35, n ,  897, 899.
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is the apt use o f : (l) proverbial citation, (2) similes,
and (3 ) metaphors, lie confirms, moreover, that of these
three kinds of imagery similes are the most important
artistically because they require "delicacy of thought and

1feeling' and a great sense of discernment between things."

The verses in "Kitab al-Tashbihat" belong to periods 
ranging from pre-Islamic times to the fourth century A*H. , 
thus providing the student of Arabic similes with abundant 
and representative material. The comments of the author, 
however, are no great help, since they are usually brief 
and general.

The main quality stressed throughout the anthology is 
the "uniqueness" of similes. The term used by Xbn Abi * Awn 
is —* and for similes lacking this
quality he uses the expression Uw” ^ (a "worn-out"
image),

1. Xbn Abi !Awn, 1#
2. Xbn Abi *Awn, 20,
3. Ibid, 32,
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Most of the verses in "Ma1 ani al-Shi'rM of* al-
*UslmandanI contain similes which are ancient and

1representative of Bedouin imagery*

In the preface to "Kitab al-Taslibihat" , Ibn Abi 'Awn
expressed his intention of compiling an anthology of

2verses containing metaphors. It is not known whether or 
not this intention was fulfilled; but the work is not 
reckoned among the publications of this writer known to 
either early or modern bibliographers. In "Kitab al — 
Tashbihat", however, there are some examples of verses
containing metaphors indicating the kind of material likely

\to have been included in the anthology mentioned if it
3 -was ever compiled. Ibn Abi 'Awn makes it clear,

1. Some examples of this are:
Old sandals are like decayed remnants of quails (P.20)
Shadows of camels, xMien the sun is overhead, are like 
extra hooves. (p»3l)»
Stars are like dogs' eyes. (P.9?)«
Mossy waters look like shabby garments, (p. q.6 ).

2. Ibn Abi 1 Awn, 1.
3. Ibid, I6 (1), 19 (15), 22 O), 23 (15), 85 (k),

120 (l), 123 (k), 186 (k).
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moreover, that his criterion for selecting: such verses is
that the metaphors expressed should be noticeably 

3uncommon. The examples provided obviously accord with 
this criterion,

Another kind of figurative device that gains the
attention of anthologists is that what Xbn Qutaibah terms 

2"Mathal" . As mentioned before, this term applies to
proverbs as xvell as metaphorical images. Considered in
the second application, it is rather wide: it applies

3sometimes to simple metaphors but mostly to multiple and
4kinetic metaphorical images. This explains why a certain

- - 5line by al-HutaiJah quoted in both "Kitab al-Ma'ani" and * *

_  —  fj"Kitab al~TaslibihatH is treated by Xbn Qutaibah in the 
first as "Mathal" and by Xbn Abi ' Awn in the second as 
"Isti ' arah11 * Numerous examples of "Mathals" are supplied
in "Kitab al-Ma'ani al-Kabir" and "Ma'ani al-Shitr"•

1, Xbn Abi 'Awn, 1,
2, Ibn Qutaibah, _lvIa ' ani , see for ins tance X, 559 (-^0 •

Ibn al-A'rabi applies the same term (11,93*0 > 30 does 
al»,Ushnandani•(24(l2), 29(S).

3* al-*Ushnandani, 24 £12).
4. Ibn Qutaibah, Ma'ani, II, 922(17)/, 9 4? (10) t 9^1 (ll) ,

1002 (l).
5. p.XI, 1021,
6. p • 1,
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(a) Kitab Ma * ani al-Shl1 r al-Kabir by Ibn Qutaibah.

The last Arab scholar to have seen a complete
version of ”Kitab al-Ma'ani al-Kabir" by Ibn Qutaibah
was al-BaghdadT, who, in his "Khizanat al-Adab," states

1that this work consists of two large volumes, In a
monograph which appeared in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society, 1921, Dr* F. Krenkow made it known that
he had located the first volume of this work in Aya Sofia^a
in Istanbul, and that in 193-9 be bad located the second
volume of the same work in the India Office in London*
Krenkow states that an examination of these two volumes
jjroved that they are complementary halves of the same work,

2written by the same copyist*

In 19^-9, an edition of the Mss. mentioned appeared

1* Al-Bag'hdadi, Khizanah, I, 9*
2. D r . F. Krenkow, the Kitab Ma'ani al-Shi'r by Ibn

Qutaibah, J . R. A. S. , (iJoncTon 1921) > 119 ♦ *
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in liyderabad. The main work was done by Dr. Krenkow.
'Abd al-Rahman b. Yahya al-Yamani, who looked through the * *

work before it was printed, added some marginal comments,'*'

• * *

It seems that the title of this anthology has been 
slightly modified by the copyists, Ibn al-Nadim knew it 
as "Kitab Ma'ani al-Shi’r"2 , whereas al-Suyuti and al- 
Baghdadi refer to it as "Kitab Abyat al-Ma'ani",^ Even 
in the extant Mss,, which are written by the same copyist,

-  _  kthe anthology is named "Kitab Ma'ani al-Shi'r" , abbreviated 
sometimes to "Kitab al-Ma'ani"'5, but usually sections of 
chapters are prefaced by the title "Abyat al-Ma'ani".

This alteration of the title seems to have confused Prof*
’prockelmann, who, in an article in the 3Sncyclopaedia of Islam'

0
does not appear certain whether or not these different 
titles apply to the same work.

1. Ibn Qutaibah, M a 'ani, I, Intro, p. seq.
2. Ibn al-Nadim, 77* 3* Al-Suvuti,al-Muzhir.1 ,578

Khlzanah,1,9*
4* Ibn Qutuibah, M a 'ani, I, 181 (L.4), 3^5 (L.l).

India Office Ms.no, 38^8, Pol. 86,
5. Brockelman, Ibn Kutaiba, Ency. of Islam, II. 399*
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In his "Geschichte11 , however, Brockelmann seems certain*
He states that, "to judge by Ibn al-Nadim* s review of' it
in his "al-Fihrist11, the anthology "Ma1 ani al-Shi'r1* is
not the same work as that preserved in the Mss. of Aya—Sofiya

1and the India Office, Brockelmann1s opinion is based on
the fact that in Ibn al-Nadim*s review, the chapter titles 
are mostly different from those in the existing work.

However, if this work is re-examined in the light of
Ibn al-Nadim*s review, the differences in question appear
insignificant; they are due either to Tashifs (i.e.

• *

mistakes in copying), or to the substitution of section- 
titles for chapter-titles, or to a slight alteration in 
titles made by the copyists* Moreover, some chapters are 
wanting in the existing work and others are apparently 
rnisjjlaced or repeated, thus causing more confusion.

The following is a detailed comparison between the 
existing Mss., as edited by Krenkow, and the original seen 
by Ibn al-Nadim:

1, Brockelmann, II, 225*
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1* Ch. I, In Ibn al-Nadim* s review is named "Kitab al-Paras" , 
whereas in the existing work, the name is "Kitab al-Khail." 
According to "Lisan al- ’Arab" , "al-Khail" is a generic name 
for "al-Faras11.1

2. Ch.II, entitled "Kitab al-^Ibil", is lacking in the 
extant work. This chapter, however, is referred to on 
page 788 in the printed edition.

3 o Ch. Ill is entitled "  ̂ » 9 which is obviously
a mistake for 11 V >^ ,t ? the title of Ch.VI in the
printed edition.

4. Ch. IV is entitled " ® , This can only be
read " which is the title of the first
section in Ch.Ill in the printed work.

5. Ch.V, entitled "Kitab al-Diyar", is lacking in the 
extant work. This chapter is, however, mentioned on page
1192 in the printed version.>
6. Ch.VI, entitled "Kitab al-Hiyah" is lacking.

1. Ibn Manzur, VIII, 38*
*
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7- Ch.VII is entitled "Kitab al-Siba1 wal-Wuhush".
4

Guided "by the definition of (al-Sibaf) given by Ibn Qutaibah 
in his other1 book, "Uyun al~Akhhar", one can see that the 
title mentioned fits the contents of Ch.II in the printed 
version, which has no title.

8. Ch.VIII is entitled "Kitab al-Hawamm" (insects and 
vermin). In the existing' work, this must be the title for 
Ch.IV, which deals with such creatures. The title-page of 
this chapter is lacking but the section title on p .677 is

"al-Hawamm",

9, The title of Ch.IX, which is "al-Ayman wal-Bawahi", 
though different from that of Ch.V in the printed work, fits 
the contents of this chapter well. Moreover', the fact that

in the printed work suggests that the difference mentioned 
is mere latitude on the part of the copyist.

, which is more or less the same as

and "al-Dahiyah"11 al-Ayman "

10. According to Ibn al-Nadim, Ch.X is named 
which obviously makes no sense. This title may well be a 
mistake for — *\— U-J) , which is a section-title on page 
682 in the edited work. This guess gains support from the

2. p.836,
3. p#857 *

ah ,b . Mus^imIbn Qu t aibah , "UVun al-Akhbar, ed .
Ahmad Zalci al-'Adawi (Cairo 1925)
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Tact that, in this edition, the subject matter of pages 
682-790 is homogeneous; it is all about mammals, whereas 
the rest of the chapter to which these x^ges appended
is on insects and vermin. Perhaps the sections following
the title \_were originally an independent chapter,
which became misplaced,

11. Ch.XI, entitled c. •< seems to be partly
missing. There are, however, three sections (pp.502 et 
seq.) irrelevantly appended to ch.XIX in the printed work 
whose subject-matter answers this title. Moreover, the 
word occurs in the section title on page 502, Itt

is probable therefore that these sections originally belonged 
to the missing chapter.

12, Ch.XII, entitled is wanting ill the
printed work.

This investigation points to the conclusion that the 
anthology edited by Krenkow is the same work as that 
described by Ibn al-Nadim, but also shows that the Mss. of 
Ay« Sofiya and the India Office do not represent the whole 
work of Ibn Qutaibah, and that some of the sections included 
in these Mss. are misplaced#

Only the India Office Ms. has been available for this 

study, and an examination of this Ms, shows that it is made
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up of several qviires of different kinds of pax^er*
Probably the binder of the Ms* put together what he found 
of this work and failed to put some quires in their 
right position.

Ch.VXI in the printed work is almost undoubtedly
a mere coglomeration of sections entirely unrelated in

3subject matter. One of these sections is a repetition
of the contents of the first section of Ch.V. The
remaining sections originally belonged to different chapters
and have been misplaced in binding. Similarities of
subject matter make it fairly easy to trace the proper

2positions of these sections.

1. XXI, 1174 ( £ J L < i  <L^UU
2. The section, al-Maisir is about distribution of joints

of she-cainels exacted as forfeits in gambling; it 
might therefore have belonged either to the chapter 
"al^Ibil*1 or "al-Adyaf", The section al-Tafcayyur 
fits well with a^section of the same title oh page 267# 
The section al-*Athar is about the tracks of animals; 
it might have belonged to the section al-2ibaf wal-Ba^ar 
(j).695) • The sections al-Marathi and aliShaib wal- 
Eibar go well in ch.V, which is on calamities. UA1~ 
Adah" is mostly about hospitality and therefore might 
have originally come from Ch.XXI.



The edited version of this anthology consists of seven 
chapters on the following subjects: (l) horses, (2) predatory
animals and birds, (3) feeding and hospitality, (4) Hawamni 
(insects, rodents, scorpions, snakes, etc.), (5) malice, 
threats and misfortunes, (6) war, (7) miscellaneous subjects.

As mentioned before, chapters 111 and XV have some 
irrelevant material appended to them,-* which almost certainly 
was not so axxpended in the original.

In Ch.Ill there are 4 sections which seem to have
— 1belonged to the missing chapter, al-Diyar , and 4 others

which may have belonged to the chapter named by Ibn al-Nadim
2ffal~Nasab \?al-Laban. As mentioned before, also, there

are in Ch.IY 6 sections which are self-contained and appear
3to have formed an independent chapter on mammals.

Each of the seven chapters is divided into several 
sections, not always of eexual length. One section may

4 5include 109 selections, while another may include only two.

The selections themselves are mostly single lines.
Some, however, are short passages and there ax̂ e a few

1 . pp- 473-502. 2 . 1 , pp. 502-611.
3 . XX, 682 - 792. 4. X, 502.
5. 1,42.
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selections of hemistiches* Long' passages are rarely
included,^ and appended to the first chapter, there are

3two long' pieces of Hajaz*

Some of the verses selected are quoted twice in 
different contexts* For example, line 1 on page 1 is
quoted on page 73-9* This line is about cows being
frightened by the galloping of horses, and is clearly 
suitable for quotation in the sections on horses and in 
that on cows*

Lach selection is followed by adequate explanation, 
and if a selection has more than one line, the explanatory 
comments are usually interlined.

Since the anthology consists basically of lines 
difficult to understand, abundant philological information 
is included. The compiler, however, pays equal attention 
to clarifying the ideas and images dealt with in "the

1. X, 8, 30.
3. I, 176 et seq.

2* XI, 621.
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selected verses. Moreover, he shows himself concerned
with poetic borrowing's: wherever relevant, he quotes verses
which are analogous in theme or technique to those he 

1includes *
* * *

The compiler of the anthology, *Abd Allah b. Muslim
2b. Qutaibah, is indisputably a famous and reliable scholar.

The authorities from whom this compiler received his
information are also of high reliability and reputation.
They are Abu fAmr b. al-fAla*, a|;-AsmaTis ( !Abd a 1-Malik
and his cousin TAbd al-Rahman), Abu ’Ubaidah, al-Riyashi,
Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, Ibn al-Afrabi and al-Akhfash.^

•

On the authority of these eminent scholars, the present 
work is likely to be trustworthy. Moreover, as Dr.
Krenkow1s researches show, most of the contents of this 
anthology proved verifiable. They appear in the diwans 
of their composers or in other reliable early sources.

T. I, 12 (l4 ) , 2 8 (1 2 ), 214(3), 3 6 7 (2 ), 433, 435 - II, 
612,897, 899.

2. Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Tarikh, X, 170.
3 . x, l,2;3, 1 2 0 , 1 9 3 , 171 - III, 93^.
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(b) Kitab Ma * ani al-Shi'r 
by al-9Ushnandani.

In 1922, an ancient Ms. of this anthology came into
the possession of a literary group in Damascus, called
"Jam'iyyat al-Rabitah al-Adabiyyah", who entrusted the task
of editing it to five of the members, Khalil Mardam, Salim
al-* Jundi, Ahmad Shakir al-Karmi, Halim Dammus and 'Ah:d 

* •
1A-llah al-Najjar. jSTo information about the Ms. has been

given, but probably it is the one that is preserved in the
2library, al-Zahiriyyah, in Damascus.

The editors were apparently not acquainted with the
3other Mss. of this work preserved in Cairo and the Escorial .

The edited version, however, seems trustworthy: it informs
us on the title page that this is Ibn Duraxd1s version of the
anthology and that this scholar read his Ms. before the
compiler, al-*Ushnandani, and obtained his authority for the 

bpublication.

1. al-^Ushnandani, Ma'ani, Introd., 3*
2. Brockelmann, II, 167*
3* Ibid.
b . p . 6 .
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The fact that what we possess is Xbn Duraid1s version 
of the anthology gave rise to some confusion about the 
authorship of the work. In opposition to the early bibli
ographers, who attribute the anthology to Abu 'Uthrnan Sa ' id 
b. Harun al-’Ushnandanl, Dr. Krenkow thinks that Ibn Duraici
is the real author - a suggestion that has been accepted

1by Prof. Broeke1mann•

Dr. Krenkow bases his suggestion on the fact that the 
Ms., though read before al-’Ushnandani was written by Ibn 
Duraid and on the observation that the commentary on the 
verses selected exhibits Ibn Duraid's peculiarities of style, 
known to Krenkow through his revision of the writer's lexicon, 
11 al- Janiharah" . ̂

Although it is obvious from the title-page of the 
anthology that it is Ibn Duraid's version, it is equally 
obvious that Ibn Duraid merely edited what he had received 
from his master, al-’Ushnandani. This is made even clearer

1. Brockelmann's , II, 167*2. K. Krenkow, Kitab M a 1ani-sh-shi'r , J.R.A.S.,
(London ±$}2b) , 13̂ -.
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by the last sentence in the preface, the sentence
2introducing each selection and the colophon , which confii'ra 

that Ibn Duraid was a mere transmitter of the anthology.

It is probable that the commentary exhibits the
characteristics of Ibn Duraid*s style; but, since stylistic
similarities between disclinics and masters are not infrequent
it is likewise probable that these characteristics <tr<* the
same as those of al-*Uslmandani• This internal evidence
is, however, inconclusive since all of.al- *Ushnandani's

3works have been lost.

It is possible that the anthology was delivered by 
al-’Ushnandani in a series of lectures and that Ibn Duraid 
recorded them freely leaving on them his own imprint, as 
is inevitable in such cases.

ISarly bibliographers were almost certainly right in 
thinking that this anthology is the work of al-*Ushnandani« 
Ibn Duraid, who edited it, might have occasionally reworded 
some passages here and there. The whole of the existing 
version, however, had al-’Ushnandani1s authorisation.

1. 
2.
3 * urocKeimann , j l x  , ray#
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The anthology contains 111 selections, most of4 which 
have two lines each; the remainder consist either of 
single lines or of three lines each*

In contrast to Xbn Qutaibah in his anthology, the 
compiler here does not classify the selections. Indeed 
with such a scanty number of verses no serious classification 
can be expected. In a few cases, however, two successive 
selections may have similar subjects. Selections nos. 88 
and 89 , for instance, are on swords, and nos. 101 and 102 
are on horses.

The verses selected are mostly anonymous; only about 
15 verses bear the authors1 names and they belong’ to periods 
ranging from pre»Islamic times to the date of the compiler,^ 
It is extremely difficult to as cox’tain the dates of the 
anonymous verses.

Judged by their themes and images, the selected verses
are clearly representative of Bedouin poetr}'-* Apart from

2 3the usual Bedouin themes of generosity, vengeance,

1, Selections nos. 5, 8, 10, 11, 18, 19, 33, 39, L̂0, h z ,
43, 47, 61, 62, 84, 92.

2* Selections nos. 1, 5, 7*
3. Selections nos. 9, H ,  17, 32, 78, 107*
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blood-money,^ midday^ and nocturnal journeys^ and 
descriptions of animals,^ there are several references 
to Bedouin practices-which sound entirely alien to 
non-Bedouins. Some of these ares

1, Quenching' thirst by bleeding the nose of a
she-camel and drinking the flowing blood.5

2, Slaughtering camels to drink the liquid
squeezed out of their paunches.^

3, Warming milk up by dropping hot stones into
milk-pots.

4, Rationing water during a shortage by pouring
it on a stone in the-measuring jug; the amount

8that covers the stone is one ration.

1* Selections nos. 31»50,57•
2. Selections nos. 21,23,39*
3. Selections nos. 13,16,2^,26,
k. Selections nos, 10 , 59 * £2. .* S3 j io\j !o2-^ fbty
5 ,  p . 1 3 .
6 . p .80.
7 *  p * 65 .
8 .  p .50
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I*

Examples of Bedouin images have been mentioned before 
and the Bedouin atmosphere and modes of expression are clearly 
felt throughout the anthology*

The verses selected are all explained, sometimes at
length. The commentary, like that of the £>revious
anthology, cites illuminating verses and verses on

1parallel themes.
• • •

The compiler, al-'Ushnandani, was an eminent philologist? 
Al-Anbari refers to him as one of the great authorities on

3the language. The authorities from whom he received the
material of his, collection are mainly the famous scholars,

„  , _  kAbu 1Ubaidah, al-Akhfash, al-Tauzi, Abu Amr al-Jarmi,
In editing the work, Ibu Duraid, who was himself a keen

1. See, for instance, p.128.
2 • /)/- Su>/ n D' ? yhyctf* £ $ %

3. Al-Anbari, Nuahafa, 139* 
k . The an tho1ogy, p .8.
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student of classical poetry, consulted Abu Hatim al-Sijistani
*

on various points, thus giving added authorisation to the 
work*

The authority of all these great scholars suggests
>

that the present work is reliable* The detailed veri
fication of the verses selected seems impossible since for 
the most part they are anonymous* Host of the poetic
quotations included in the commentary, however, proved

2verifiable *

1* al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, TariKh Baghdad, II, 195* ~ 
Ibn al-Nadim, 6l*

2* F. Krenkow, Kitab M a 1ani-sh-Shi *r , 136*
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III

(a, ) Kitab al^Tashblhat by Ibn Abi ’Awn

This is the first, and pxerhaps the only finished
work of three anthologies which Ibn A b i ’Awn intended
to compile. The one before us is a selection of verses
containing simil.es ; the other two , if ever compiled,
wonld have been selections of verses containing metaphors

1and provex-bs respectively.

In 1936, Dr. M. ’Abdul M u 1Id Khan of Hyderabad 
located cm Ms. of this work in Cairo; and in 19^6 he 
prepared and edition of the anthology based on the Cairo 
Ms. and two others. This careful edition was published 
in the "Gibb Memorial" series, Cambridge 1950*

* * ft

The anthology may seem at first sight to have been 
intended as an anthology of passages rather than of

(1) Xbn Abi ’Awn, p.l
(2 ) Ibid, Introd., Xlll, XVI et seq.
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verses.

In fact this is not the way the compiler himself 
regards his anthology, In the preface, he makes it 
clear that his aim is to select verses rather than long 
or short extracts. In the first, five chapters, the 
compiler maintains this plan fairly accurately. In 
the sixth chapter, however, he relaxes his self-imposed 
restriction by indicating that while some lines can be 
taken out of their context with their complete sense un
impaired, there are others which are not completely self- 
contained. He states that, to make lines of the latter 
kind as intelligible and comprehensible as possible, and
to ensure that they are fully appreciated, it is some™

2times necessary to quote them in their context.

Having given himself this licence, the compiler
&

included selections of passages, both short and long.

It must be noted, however, that some of the long 
passages are quoted not merely because they clarify

1. p. 2. The text reads: I
2 . p . 3 0.
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the meaning of a certain line among them, but because 
they include a succession of1 similes. For instance, 
the joiece by Tbn al- Mu* tazz on p.194, consists of 
l4 lines, each of which, contains at least one simile. 
These could almost equally well have been quoted as 14 
separated verses.

lie
The contents of/anthology are divided into 91 

chapters according to subject-matter. Up to Ch.50, 
almost every three or Tour successive chapters tend to 
be on associated topics, while the remaining chapters 
are on miscellaneous subjects. The material contained
in the Tirst 50 chapters could be grouped under the
To11owing broad headings :

Ch.l. Quranic similes and introductory remarks.
Chs. 2-5 On planets
- 6-8 On horses and other animals
- 9~11 On journeys in the wilderness.
- 12-24 On women and their charms.
- 25“30 On war and weapons ,
- 31 (& 36-37) rain, springs and meadows
- 34-35 On wi'Hes and drinking vessels.
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- 38-40 On nights and night thoughts.
- 41-42 On death and old age.

43 On poetry.
“ 44-49 On sexual matters.

It is obvious from this survey and from the 
remaining chapters that the compiler does not show any 
serious attempt to arrange the $1 chapters of his 
anthology in a logical sequence. Chs. 44-49, which are 
on sexual matters, Ttfould have fitted well after chs. 12-24, 
which are 011 charms of women, and to these chs, 35 and 56 , 
which treat of the beauty of faces, eyes and cheeks, 
could have been quite logically added. Similarly Ch.81 
could have been followed well by ch.88 since both are 
on "beards", Other examples of illogical arrangement 
can easily be perceived.

Dr. Khan shows himself rather over-sympathetic
when he assesses the criteria of the compiler. "here11,
writes Dr, Khan, "Ibn A b i ’Awn has formulated a principle
for the criticism of Arabic poetry and has applied it to

1a vast field of poetic thought." Referring to Ibn Abi 'Awn’s

(l) Ibn Abi*Awn, introd.XIV.
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theory about the importance of similes, metaphors and
-  1poetic proverbs , IChan writes , "The appreciation of 

poetry according to the merits of the creative imagination 
of its authors had not really found a place in Arabic 
rhetoric before Ibn Abi 1 Awn . M

Although Ibn Abi 1Awn was the first to group
together these three devices as the most important modes
of poetic expression, others long before him, had
recognised and appreciated their importance. Similes,
the nucleus of the present anthology, had been clearly

~ Pstressed by Ibn Abi*Awnfs predecessors, Ibn Sallam,'
I kIbn Qutaibah.- and Ibn Taifur . In his "al-Shi'r wal-f

Shufara?", Ibn Qutaibah had made it even clearer that 
"the apt use of similes is a recognised criterion of 
good poetry."

Ibn. Abi 'A wn1s importance lies in the fact that 
his theory led him to produce an anthology unique of 
its type. * ,■?* *

1. Ibn Abi 'Awn, Introd. XV
2. Ibn Sallam, k6 , 67 - SO.
3. Ibn Qutaibah, al-Sl^r, 21 et seq.
4. Ibn Taifur, Fol. 6l
5. p.21*
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The compiler of the anthology is referred to
in early sources as an inf'amous heretic who was

1publicly condemned and crucified. Although heretics 
are not necessarily unreliable in transmitting literary 
information, their reputation, rightly or wrongly, 
often becomes soiled.

However? this may be, Dr. KhEn tries in his edition 
to verify the contents wherever possible. This investig
ation shows that the bulk of the contents are verifiable 
and almost certainly genuine. The genuineness of the 
remainder cannot, without further investigation, be 
accepted on the compiler* s authox’ity.

(b) The Chapter "The Unique Verses11 by Ibn Taifur^

This is a short but comprehensive chapter included
in the eleventh volume of the large work, nal“Manthur
wal“ManzumM by Ibn TaifHr. Xt consists of 113 lines from
the works of only five poets: 45 lines by Iinru • al-'IJ.’Ctis ,
24 by Zuhair, 24 by al-Nabighah, 13 by al-A'sha and 7 by
Qais b, al-IChatliTW

*

(1) Yajjut, 1.296
(2) Ibn TaifClr, al - Manthur, Pols. <50A - 62A.
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All these lines are quoted from the most famous 
compositions of these poets. For instance, 12 lines 
among' those selected from Imru 1 al-<€? ais are extracted 
from his M u falla^ah and 9 from his second most famous 
poem rhyming in LSim,"*".

In fact, Ibn Taifur appears to have confined his 
selection to lines that were universally acclaimed, 
thus supplying us with lines tyiDically representative 
of Arab taste.

The only other attempt known to me to collect such
lines was made by Abu Hilal al *Askari in his anthology.
"Diwai^&l Ma'ani1’. In this anthology, al-*Askari begins
almost every chapter by quoting what were considered the
most excelletn lines on the theme about to be treated.
Usually such lines are prefaced by phrases like: ’’The

2most excellent line in Arabic on self-praise - on
3 4panegyric - on love' etc.”

It opens „ S?# O
Al-'Askari, Diwan al-Ma'Snl, 1,76,78,81

cUll I. I
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Unlike his contemporary critics, Ibn Taifur 
interlines his selection with critical comments and 
gives explicit reasons for his preference. Other 
critics pass general and rather vague judgments which 
never clarify the criteria applied*
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I

LATER ANTHOLOGIES

This study has been confined to those anthologies 
compiled between the end of the fix’st century and the 
beginning of the fourth A*H* and which seem most original 
and important* Between the fourth and seventh centuries, 
however, several anthologies were compiled, of which 8 
are extant. Although these appear to be of secondary 
importance as sources of early poetry, they include 
useful information and possess merits of their own.

It is beyond the scope of this study to attempt 
any serious review of these works, but a brief reference 
to them may be pertinent.

The eight anthologies mentioned fall into three 
groups;

(l) Anthologies of complete p'ems),. These are "Mukhtarat
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Ash'ar al-'Arab" by Ibn al-Shajari (ob. 542 A.H,) and
"Muntaha al-Talab Fi Ash'ar al-'Arab" by Muhammad b. al- * •

Mubarak b. Maimun (ob. in the 6th century A.H.).

2* Anthologies of extracts classified according to subject
matter (and not imitating "al-“Hamasah11) . These are "al-
Ashbah wal-Naza’ir" by the two Khalidis , Abu Baler Muhammad* *

(ob* 350 A.M.) and Abu 'TJthman Sa'id (ob. 390 A.H.), uDiwan
al Ma'ani11 by Abu Hilal al- 'Askari (ob. 395 A.H. ) and "al-
Muntahal" by Abu Mansur al-Tha'alibi (ob* 429 A.H.)• *

3* Anthologies compiled in emulation of "al-Hamasah" of   •

Abu Tammam. These are "al-Hamasah" by Ibn al-Shajari,1 -- 4

"al-Iiamasah al-Maghribiyyah" by Yusuf b. Muhammad al- • •

Bayydtsi al-Andalusi (ob. 653 A.H.) and "al-Hamasah al-
♦

Basriyyah" by Abu al-Hasan b. Abi al~Faraj al-Basri (ob.
* *  *

657 A.H.).

To these eight, two anonymous anthologies can be
added. These are "Majmu'at al-Ma'a n i a n d  "Tara*if al- 

2Turaf" - both consist of extracts arranged according to

1. Na.jmu'at al-Ma'anx, (Constantinople, 1301 A.H.),
2. Tara’ if al-Turaf, Ms, N o .376? Ayasofia, Istanbul. As

stated in its preface, the anthology consists of 1,000
verses divided into 12 chapters, the number corresponding
to that of the signs of the Zodiac.
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their subjects.

X. IBN AL-SHAJARI'S 11MUKHTARAT 'SHU1ARA9 AL- 1 ARABu

The unique Ms* of this anthology, which is preserved
in Cairo, is dated %hZ A.H* and said to he written by the

1compiler himself, who died in the same year. The work
was first published in 1306 A.H., then well edited by 
Mahmud Hasan ^inati in 1 3 ^  A.H. (1926 A.D.),

It consists of three parts; the first contains 12
poems by 11 poets, the second 25 by k- poets, while the
third contains 22 poems and pieces by al-Hutai’ah alone,

« »

The poets are pre-Islamic save for one Mukhadrim,al-Hutai’ah.
• *

Perhaps Goldziher was the first scholar to draw
attention to this work since lie found in it an important
source for the works of al-Hutai’ah, whose diwan he was• •

2 - editing. Similarly, in editing the diwans of fAbid b.
al-Abras and Bis.hr b. Abi Khazim, Lyall and !Xzzat Hasan • .
turned to this anthology in which they found some poems

1. Ms, No* 585, Dar al-Itutub al-Misriyyah, Cairo.
2, Per Diwan Pes Garwal b. Aus al-Iiute.j 1 a , ed* I, Goldziher,

(Leipzig1893)• ”
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not occurring elsewhere. All this makes the anthology
as famous and as important as the earlier anthologies.

Without disputing the value of this work, there 
are good reasons to think that it consisted of three parts 
of different works put together by some unknown authority 
and that the attribution of it to Ibn al-Shajari is 
utterly false. The grounds for this suggestion are as 
follows:

1. This work is not mentioned among Ibn al-Shajari*s
publications by any of those who wrote about his life

2 -  -  and works, not even by his closest student Ibn al-Anbari.

2. All the authorities for the three parts belong to the
third century A.H., whereas Ibn al-Shajari lived in the 

4fifth. •

3. The third part opens with the sentence,

The diwan of *Abid, ed. Lyall, poems Nos, 25,26,27,28. 
Diwan Bis h r , ed. 1 Izzat lias an, In trod.

2. Ibn Khalllkan, II, 183. ~*Ibn al-Qiftx, III, 356. - Al-
Suyutl, Bughvat a 1 -Wtt1 alx, 407* - Yaqut, VII, 24-7 •

3. Ibn ai-AnbarI, Nuzhah, 485-489*
Mukhtarat, I, 27, 30; II, 24,33; III, 3.
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and the name of Abu Hatim is repeated in five different
places in this part, thus giving' the strong impression 
that it is the work of Abu Hatim al-Sijistani and not of 
Ibn al-Shajari*

4. The three parts do not resemble one another: in the 
first, one poem is selected from each poet (save for al- 
Mutalammis who contributes two) and the poems are given 
with hardly any comments; in the second, each poet 
contributes several poems and some comments are included; 
the third part is written in the fashion of a diwan, with 
several comments. Had the three parts been written by 
the same author, he would most probably have been careful 
to make them more homogeneous,

5. Taken in conjunction with the previous points, the 
coincidence between the date of the Ms, and that of Ibn 
al-Shajari*s death seems strange.

For these reasons the authorship of Ibn al-Shajari
seems very questionable. The third part is'very likely
a portion of Abu Hatim al-Sijistanifs version of the diwan*

of al-Hutai’ah, since, as mentioned before, it bears his
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name, and since it seems to have been al-Sijistani1s
practice to split the diwans he collected into separate
parts lor convenience, as is seen in his version of the

-  1diwan of Tufail b. !Awf al-Ghanawi. The other tî o 
*

parts may or may not be the work of al-Sijistani. 
Historically, he was a contemporary of the authorities 
mentioned in these parts, but this fact cannot alone prove 
his authorship. Whoever may have been the compiler or 
compilers of these parts, al™Shajari*s authorship is almost 
certainly unacceptable.

2. MUNTAHA AL-TALAB1 "    "1 "■ 'jj'..... .

In his introduction to the anthology, the compiler, 
Ibn Mairnun, states that it consists of 1,000 poems divided 
into 10 parts of 100 poems each. "I included”, says Ibn 
Maimun, “the selections of al-Mufaddal and those of al™
Asma'i , the Naqa’id of Jarir and al-Farazdaq, the poems 
mentioned by Abu Bakr b. Duraid in his book "al-Shawarid11, 
the best poems of Iiudhail and those mentioned by Ibn 
^allam in his “Tabaqat1*. The compiler adds that he chose

1. Diwan Tufail, ed. ICrenkow, pp. 20, 29 & 43.
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1from each poet the best of1 his works.

It is regrettable that only about a quarter of
, \ 2 this work (in manuscript foxnu) has survived.

3. AL-ASHBAH HAL-NAZA’IR (which is not "Hamasat al-
l"'_I    ” ' ‘ '“J ' ♦ J' 1 L J T *

oKhalidiyyain" as many mistakenly think)

This is a collection of unclassified extracts*
The compilers * method is to provide several pieces on the 
same narrow theme, accompanied by critical comments 
pointing to the borrowings between the pieces provided: 
this arrangement is then repeated with other themes.
This work is a valuable reference Tor poetic plagiarism.

k. DIWAN AL-MA1ANX - a collection of extracts well 
classified into 12 chapters.

Like the two Khalidis, the compiler points to the 
XDoetic borrowing's, but the striking feature of this work is 
that the compiler frequently states the reasons for his

1. Ms, No, kZtyk1} 1 Umumiyyah & 53 Adab Shin Khu^usiyyali, Dar
al-Kutub al-Misriyyah, Cairo, Pol. I.

2 . S .M • Husain, Notice of an unknown anthology of ancient
Arabic poetry, J . R . A , S . , ^London 1937 ) > 433 •

3. Al-IChalidiyyan, Al-Ashbah, Introd. p. O
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preferences *

5* AL-MUNTAI-IAL ♦

It is not known for certain whether this anthology
was compiled by al-Tha1alibi or by Abu al-Padl al-Mikali,
as Ibn Khallilcan indicates* However this may be, the
anthology consists of short extracts classified into 15

2chapters according to subject matter*

6~S THE IMITATIVE HAMASAS»

The three works mentioned imitate "al-Hamasah11 of
4

Abu Tammam in title and in general outline, though they
have individual deviations. Ibn al-Shajari does not
devote a special chapter to pieces on "Hospitality", but

3he includes such pieces in the chapter on "Panegyrics".
4He also divides the pieces on "Love" and those on

5"Descriptions" into several sub-divisions, thus causing 
the classification of his anthology to appear greatly

1. Also see p. 277 of this thesis.
2. Abu Mansur al-Thafalibi, Al-Muntahal, ed. Ahmad Abu fAli,

(Alexandria, 1319 A.H., 1901 A.D r r  
3# Hibat Allah b. fAli Ibn al-Shajari, Kitab al-Hamasah, ed. 

Krenkow, (l-Iaiderabad, 1345 A.H,), p.95 seq.
4. Ibid, pp.145 - 195*
5. Ibid, pp.197 - 264.
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different from that of Abu Tammauu Moreover, he includes
1a special chapter, "On blaming' friends1', which has no 

corresponding chapter in Abu Tammam's work,

2In both . "al-Hamasah al-Maghribiyyali" and "al-
3Hamasah al-Basriyyah" there is a chapter entitled "al™* *

Zuhd wal-Mawa'iz" (i.e. Asceticism*inoralising) in place
t

of the chapter "al-Mulah (i.e. Humourous pieces.)

1. Hibat Allah b. 1Ali Ibn al-Shajari, Ifitab al-Hamasah, ed.
F, Krenkow, (Haiderabad, 13^5 A.H.), p. 66.

2. Al-Hamasah al-Maghribiyyali, Ms. N o.4079 Fatih, Istanbul,
3 . Al-Hamasah al-Basriyyah, M s , N o ,3804, Nuruosmaniy e ,

Is tanbul,
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II

CONCLUSIONS

In the previous chapters the anthologies have been 
studied individually. From the conclusions established 
in these chapters, an outline of the anthologies as a 
whole can be construced as follows:

1, Types of anthologies. The earliest anthologists were
rhapsodists who aimed at selecting complete Qasidas. This

*

was almost certainly because the Qasidah came to be
*

considered the perfect form of poetic composition. In 
the third century A.H., two novel types of anthology were 
introduced by poets and scholars respectively: 1).anthologies
of extracts classified according to their topics,
2) antholpgies of single verses of special interest 
(literary or linguistic).
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Anthologies of complete Qasidas are mostly arranged
by grouping1 together the works of each contributing poet, 
whereas those of extracts and single verses are usually 
divided into chapters according to subject matter,

2. Antho1ogists1 Commentaries. In anthologies of single 
verses, the compilers usually include explanatory comments 
which are indispensable to the understanding and appreciation 
of these works. In other types of anthologies no such 
comments are included except in ,lJamharat Ash'ar al-fArabH 
(in which the comments may or may not be the compiler's).

3* The preservation of the works. Most of the works have 
been well preserved aiad edited. There are, however, some 
exceptions; a) The three printed works thought to represent 
"al-Asma * iyyatf1 do not cover the whole of the original 
anthology. b) "Kitab al-Ma'ani al-Kabir" is incomplete in 
its edited form, and its last chapter is a conglomeration 
of sections coming from different places in the original*
c) No editions of "Jamharat Ash'ar al-1 Arab11 are 
satisfactory,

1. Al-Asad, 58?.
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4. The reliability of the anthologies. The anthologies 
treated are on the whole reliable, though in those of 
extracts, the compilers take excessive liberties in 
quotation. Although such liberties are serious faults 
from the point of view of accuracy, they resulted in 
revisions of artistic value: some improve the original
texts, while others create new ideas not contained in the 
original form. These revisions, however1, differ in 
quality according to the anthologists' poetic talents.

5* Anthologists' Considerations and Aims. IVo main 
considerations influenced almost all the anthologists: 
literary excellence and the preservation of little known 
works. There are, hoxvever, other influences in individual 
anthologies:

a) pedagogical usefulness (al-Mufaddaliyyat)• *

b) linguistic value (Kitab al-Ma’ani al-Kabir and Ma'ani 
al-Shi'r )
c) the inclusion of famous works (Jamharat A s h ’ar al-'Arab)
d) personal literary preferences (al-Hamasah of al*-Buhturi)* •

e) the application of a literary theory (al-Tashbihat)
f) the illustration of a p>hilospphy (al-Zahrah) .
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6. The Criteria of literary excellence. In anthologies 
of complete poems, the criteria of literary excellence
are: a) the great length o:f poems, b) a true representation
of the poets’ characteristics, c) acclamation by general 
opinion or expert connoisseurs, d) a difficult vocabulary,
e) the inclusion of lines containing novel ideas and images,
f) the use of dignified and elaborate metres, g) mastery
in the use of difficult rhymes.

In anthologies of extracts, the criteria differ 
according to the compilers' personal inclinations (Abu 
Tamrnara selected pieces excellent by classical standards, 
al-Buhturi chose what resembled his own compositions, and 
Ibn Dawud selected what presented well the topics in which 
he was interested regardless of literary standards),

Whenever literary excellence is aimed at in anthologies 
of single verses, the criteria are: a) originality of
thought, and b) mastery in the use of imagery,

7, Repetition. » It is noticeable that some selections
occur in more than one anthology. The anthologist who
makes such a repetition usually has one of these considerations 
in mind:
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a) the desire to concur with another anthologist (al-Asma'i
and al-Mufaddal)* *

b ) the provision of another version of* the material repeated 
(al™Qurashi)
c) an attempt to improve on such material (al-Euhturi)*
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